
AGENDA-SRA 13F
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE ASSEM BLY 
Sunday, Septem ber 15, 2013, 6:30pm.

CIBC Hall, MUSC room 319

PROCEDURE

Call of the Roll, Adoption of Agenda, Playing of National Anthem, Announcem ents from the Chair, 
Adoption of Minutes SRA 13E, Delegation from the Floor, Report Period, Information Period, Question 
Period, Business Arising from the Minutes, Business, Comm ittee Business, Unfinished Business, New 
Business, Time of Next Meeting, Call of the Roll, Adjournm ent

DELEGATION FROM THE FLOOR
1. OUSA Rylan Kinnon &

Am ir Eftekharpour

REPORT PERIOD
1. Arts & Science Caucus Pullen
2. Business Mallon
3. Engineering D'Mello
4. Bylaws & Procedures Comm issioner Jeyasingharr
5. Services Comm issioner Brodka
6. Executive Board A. D'Angela
7. President Campbell

BUSINESS
1. VLOG Schedule A. D'Angela
2. Com m issioner Yearplans A. D'Angela
3. Caucus Yearplans A. D'Angela
4. Open SRA Seat for W omen and Trans* Centre Ad-Hoc Committee Milani
5. Close SRA Seat for W omen and Trans* Centre Ad-Hoc Committee Milani
6. Close SRA Seat on Executive Board Campbell



MOTIONS

1. Moved by A. D'Angela, seconded b y  that the Assem bly approve the Vlog Schedule for
2013-2014 as circulated.

2. Moved by A. D'Angela, seconded b y  that the Assem bly approve the following
Com m issioner Yearplans: Bylaws & Procedures, External Affairs, Finance, Operations, 
Services, and University Affairs

3. Moved by A. D'Angela, seconded b y  that the Assem bly approve the following Caucus
Yearplans: Arts & Science, Business, Engineering, Health Sciences, Nursing, and Science

4. Moved by Milani, seconded b y  that the Assem bly open nominations for one (1) SRA
member on the W omen & Trans* Centre Ad-Hoc Committee.

5. Moved by Milani, seconded b y  that the Assem bly close nominations for one (1) SRA
member on the W omen & Trans* Centre Ad-Hoc Committee.

6. Moved b y  , seconded b y  that the Assem bly close nominations for one (1) SRA
member on the Executive Board.
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MSU
Student Representative Assembly Meeting 13F 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 at 6:30 pm 
CIBC Hall, MUSC 319

Called to Order at 6:41 pm

CALL OF THE ROLL
Present

Absent Excused
Absent
Late
Others Present

Chair

ADOPTION OF AGENDA

Moved by Campbell, seconded by Morrow that the Assembly adopt the agenda as amended.

Amendment
Moved by A. D'Angela, seconded by Campbell that the following motion
D'Angela, seconded by that the Assembly ratify Lindsey Huff as the
Academic Year."

Passes by General Consent

Vote to Adopt Agenda

Passes Unanimously

ANNOUNCEMENTS FROM THE CHAIR

■ The Speaker welcomed everyone back. The Speaker reminded everyone about BYLAW 3/A- ASSEMBLY 
PROCEDURES; Attendance records are reset upon the start of the new term (September 1 to December 
31) and no previous absences from the summer term will carry forward to this term.

■ The Speaker informed the Assembly that a Ruling was requested over the summer:
The Bylaws & Procedures Commissioner had requested for a Ruling on the matter of whether or not a 
motion passed at SRA 12N is binding on the 2013-2014 Bylaws &Procedures Committee. The Motion read: 
"Moved by Narro Perez, seconded by Morrow that the Assembly approve the change to SRA seat 
allocation methodology as per option 5 as recommended by the Ad Hoc Committee on Democratic 
Reform and to direct the Bylaws and Procedures Committee to develop and serve notice of necessary 
bylaws and Constitutional amendments."
The ruling of the Speaker was that the motion is NOT binding on the 2013-2014 Bylaws & Procedures 
Committee, with a recommendation that the committee still look into the actions tasked by the motion 
nevertheless, because it could be in the best interest of the MSU.
The ruling will be made available on the MSU website tomorrow.

be added to the agenda "Moved by A. 
Chief Returning Officer for the 2013-2014

Brodka, Campbell, Candemir, A. D'Angela, D. D'Angela, Dicenzo, D'Mello, Doucet, 
Graham, Guarna, Harper, Jeyasingham, Leslie, Loewig, Long, Mallon, Milani, Morrow, 
Narro Perez, Palczewski, Paul, Pullen, Rheaume, Sparrow, Tichenkov, Wolwowicz 
Abbas, Garasia, MacKinnon 
Abdelrahman, Omran, Van Nood

Inemesit Etokudo (Maroons Coordinator), Jae Eun Ryu (MSU Member), Marty 
Hutchinson (MSU Member), Alexandra Sproule (SASS Observer), Lindsey Huff (CRO), 
Kara McGowen (IRC President), Dave Moore (MSUAA), Victoria Scott (Recording 
Secretary)
Maria Daniel
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ADOPTION OF MINUTES

Moved by A. D'Angela, seconded by Milani that the Assembly adopt the minutes from SRA 13E -  July 21, 2013 as
presented.

Passes Unanimously

DELEGATION FROM THE FLOOR

1. OUSA -  Rylan Kinnon, Amir Eftekharpour & Chris Martin (presentation attached)

■ Graham introduced the delegation from OUSA.
■ Eftekharpour thanked the Assembly for having them present at their meeting.
■ The Delegation went over their presentation with the Assembly.

Moved by Campbell, seconded by Milani to set parameters for Questions for the Delegation at 15 minutes.

Passes by General Consent

Questions
■ Milani thanked them for coming and doing their presentation and added that she was glad they were 

taking a look at student unemployment. She asked them what kind of data they were collecting for their 
LGBTQ community work. Eftekharpour responded that the whole point was to ensure that everyone has 
access to education. They aren't just focusing on financial barriers; they are looking at a lot of non- 
traditional groups that have different experiences. Martin added that they partner with a survey group, 
who runs surveys about experience and safety.

■ Campbell asked what the timeline was for hiring their new Research Director. Kinnon responded that they 
are conducting interviews this coming week and will be going from there. Eftekharpour added that Martin 
will be going through transition with the new Research Director.

■ Gillis stated that OUSA is supposed to be operating as a partisan group but has identified with working 
with the PC education points. He asked what platform points on the PC's 'White Paper' they are looking 
at. Kinnon responded that they aren't siding with the PC's views, and that they did issue a press release 
and stance when the paper was put out. The press release laid out a number of concerns, and explained 
that they have these concerns and would like to take time to meet with them.

■ Milani asked what OUSA is doing to making education more equitable. Eftekharpour explained that there 
are recognized barriers to experiencing education, and that they try to integrate as many different 
approaches in their policies to that effect.

■ Harper stated that the MSU pays $2.87 per member. He asked what the monetary return was on this 
investment. Martin responded that it would be around $2,000, when adding together the value of the 
tuition grant, OSAP needs, and in addition to other financial assistance. This doesn't include the 
investments made to improve student life on campus.

■ Sparrow stated that in the past OUSA has advocated for tuition fee hikes. He asked where the number 
came from for the return on investment. Eftekharpour stated that OUSA was in favour of a tuition hike 
when there was no funding, but that they would only want the increase if it was giving funding to 
universities. The organization's stance has been for a tuition freeze. Martin added that there have been a 
few programs that give a return on investment. The Ontario Tuition Grant was an investment of money 
that wasn't there before, and OSAP participation of getting grants has risen from 42% three years ago to 
55%.

■ Martin thanked the MSU for everything that it has done for him in the past. He explained that he had an 
amazing experience starting off as a SRA member, then becoming the Vice-President (Education) and to 
where he is today. He stated that he now has a job, and career that he loves because of starting off as a 
SRA member. He reminded that Assembly that they make a huge impact on students and student life.
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REPORT PERIOD

1. Arts & Science Caucus -  Pullen Presented

■ Pullen summarized the report.

2. Business Caucus -  Mallon

■ Mallon summarized the report.

Questions
■ Campbell asked who pays for the DCS Clubsfest. Mallon responded that DCS funds it.

3. Engineering Caucus-D'M ello

■ D'Mello explained that he didn't send out his SRA report because he mixed up the report with his Caucus 
Yearplan. He reported that the caucus will be meeting with MES on Thursday, and they will be meeting 
with the Dean of Engineering this week or next to talk about summer school courses.

4. Bylaws & Procedures Commissioner -  Jeyasingham presented

■ Jeyasingham summarized the report.

Questions
■ Milani asked when the date and time of the meeting was. Jeyasingham responded that the first meeting

will be September 17 at 8:20 a.m. in the MSU Committee Room.

5. Services Commissioner -  Brodka presented

■ Brodka summarized the report.

6. Executive Board -  A. D'Angela presented

■ A. D'Angela summarized the report.

7. President -  Campbell presented

■ Campbell summarized the report.

INFORMATION PERIOD

■ Brodka informed the Assembly that Peer Support Line will be launching tomorrow at 7 pm.
■ Doucet reported that the participatory budget submissions For Ward 1 close tomorrow at midnight, and

to please submit any ideas online. He added that once submissions are put in and vetted by the 
committee, there will be a voting process. Doucet reported that he met with Bill McFadden, the new
Hospitality Services Director, and that they spoke about the issues that students have on campus about 
catering and food options.

■ Milani informed the Assembly that Positive Space Training is set for September 23 from 5-7:30 pm. 
Anyone can attend. She reported that the Women and Trans* Centre Ad-Hoc Committee will be meeting 
on Fridays at 2 pm.

■ Huff informed the Assembly that she has recently stepped into the position of CRO and that the Elections
Department will not be able to meet the deadline of September 30 for the First Year Council elections.
Huff explained that she made the decision to go ahead with the full nomination and campaign period as
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this election is key for first year engagement. Huff stated that she was looking forward to working with 
everyone and to send her any questions they might have.

■ A. D'Angela announced that October 19 is the Leadership Summit for Women, and that the MSU, YWCA 
Hamilton, and McMaster are hosting the event. This will be a day-long conference to empower and help 
define leadership. There will be two keynote speakers, Kim Crosby, and Premier Kathleen Wynne.

QUESTION PERIOD

■ Sparrow asked if someone could answer if the Athletics and Recreation fee was implemented to cover the
fees for attending varsity games. Doucet responded that the Ath & Rec fee didn't entail a large agreement
like other fees. Right now, all he knows that is the money goes to Ath & Rec. He added that the MSU 
doesn't have a position on this, but if the SRA would like for the Board to look into it further they could.

■ Campbell asked if the IRC president could introduce herself and if there was anything else she would like 
to say. Kara McGowen introduced herself, and informed the Assembly that the IRC has run into something 
very new for them and that they don't know how to handle it. She explained that Housing and Conference
Services has refused to give a list of students' names and numbers to the IRC to be used for election and
information purposes. Housing has given the reason of confidentiality. McGowen reported that the IRC 
might be coming back to the SRA to look for support in the next couple of weeks.

■ Gillis asked how the process has changed. McGowen explained that the process had been to get the lists 
by email from the admissions manager and then they would provide printed lists upon the request of the 
IRC. She added that it has since changed and they won't give out the information.

BUSINESS

1. VLOG Schedule

Moved by A. D'Angela, seconded by D'Mello that the Assembly approve the Vlog Schedule for 2013-2014 as
circulated.

■ A. D'Angela went over the memo with the Assembly. She thanked those who had already submitted their 
VLOGS.

■ Pullen asked if there was a specific reasoning to making the VLOGS every other meeting.
■ A. D'Angela responded that there wasn't and that she was tying it close to the SRA meetings to make 

things easier.

Vote on Motion

Passes Unanimously

2. Commissioner Yearplans

Moved by A. D'Angela, seconded by Doucet that the Assembly approve the following Commissioner Yearplans:
Bylaws & Procedures, External Affairs, Finance, Operations, Services, and University Affairs.

■ A. D'Angela thanked everyone for submitting their Yearplans in a timely manner.
■ Campbell stated that the Committee Yearplans were great. He asked the Bylaws & Procedures 

Commissioner what the reasoning behind reviewing the President's Council and Academic Council bylaws.
■ Jeyasingham explained that it had been a few years since the bylaws were created, so they should be 

reviewed. He stated that he wasn't planning on making any major changes and that he would, of course, 
be talking to the President and Vice-President (Education) about them.

Vote on Motion
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In Favour: 26 Opposed: 0 Abstentions: 0 
Motion Passes

3. Caucus Yearplans

Moved by A. D'Angela, seconded by Doucet that the Assembly approve the following Caucus Yearplans: Arts & 
Science, Business, Engineering, Health Sciences, Nursing, and Science.

■ A. D'Angela thanked those who got their Yearplans in on time. She explained that for those not on the list, 
they will be coming forward at a future meeting.

■ Campbell asked if Social Sciences and Humanities could speak to why the Yearplans were not handed in.
■ Paul stated that he submitted his caucus's Yearplan in yesterday as he was waiting for feedback from the 

MSSS executive and stakeholders.
■ Wolwowicz explained that his was sent in a few hours after the deadline, mainly to make last minute 

changes. He apologized for it not being time.

Vote on Motion

Passes Unanimously

4. Open SRA Seat for Women and Trans* Centre Ad-Hoc Committee

Moved by Milani, seconded by A. D'Angela that the Assembly open nominations for one (1) SRA member on the 
Women & Trans* Centre Ad-Hoc Committee.

■ Milani asked for someone to sit on the committee. Meetings are Fridays from 2 until 3:30 pm. It will be 
mandatory for this person to sit through Positive Space Training and Trans 101 Training.

Vote on Motion

Passes Unanimously

5. Close SRA Seat for Women and Trans* Centre Ad-Hoc Committee

Moved by Milani, seconded by Morrow that the Assembly close nominations for one (1) SRA member on the 
Women & Trans* Centre Ad-Hoc Committee.

Nominations
■ Milani nominated Long -  declined
■ Brodka nominated Guarna -  declined

■ Campbell explained that they usually open a seat at one meeting, and close it at the second meeting. He
asked if they were doing it at the same time so that the member was given enough time to do the
training.

■ Milani agreed that was the reason.

Moved by Morrow, seconded by Doucet that the Assembly postpone closing the Seat on the Women and Trans* 
Centre Ad-Hoc Committee to SRA 13G.

■ Morrow urged the Assembly to think about being on this committee and if they were interested, they 
should go to Positive Space Training anyway.

■ Guarna asked if they couldn't go to the training, does that mean they can't sit on the committee.
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■ Milani explained that she would recommend doing one on one training, and that they could still join the 
committee.

Vote to Postpone

Passes by General Consent

6. Close SRA Seat on Executive Board

Moved by Morrow, seconded by Guarna that the Assembly close nominations for one (1) SRA member on the 
Executive Board.

■ Morrow explained that they need to fill the spot on Executive Board. Meetings are Thursday mornings 
from 9 until 10:30.

■ Campbell stated that the times are set so the member needs to be free at that time. He explained that the
successful member will be able to get more insight on the day to day operations on this Board.

Nominations
■ D. D'Angela nominated Mallon -  accepted
■ Milani nominated Gillis - accepted

Vote on Motion

Passes Unanimously

Moved by Sparrow, seconded by Campbell to set parameters for the Election at one (1) minute for opening 
statements, and two (2) minutes for questions per candidate, pooled.

Vote on Parameters

Passes Unanimously

■ The Candidates spoke within the allotted time.
■ The Assembly voted by secret ballot.

Candidate Votes
Gillis 13
Mallon 14
Abstained 0
Spoiled 0

■ Mallon won the seat on the Executive Board

7. Ratification of Chief Returning Officer

Moved by A. D'Angela, seconded by Jeyasingham that the Assembly ratify Lindsey Huff as the Chief Returning 
Officer for the 2013-2014 Academic Year.

■ A. D'Angela explained that due to personal reasons the former CRO had to step down from the position.
The matter was brought to Executive Board, who suggested promoting the DRO to the CRO position. This
was done because of her experience with the Elections Department and Committee.
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Vote on Motion

TIME OF NEXT MEETING

Passes Unanimously

September 29, 2013 
6:30pm 

Council Chambers, GH 111

CALL OF THE ROLL 
Present

Absent Excused
Absent
Late
Others Present

Chair

Brodka, Campbell, Candemir, A. D'Angela, D. D'Angela, Dicenzo, D'Mello, Doucet, 
Graham, Guarna, Harper, Jeyasingham, Leslie, Loewig, Long, Mallon, Milani, Morrow, 
Narro Perez, Palczewski, Paul, Pullen, Rheaume, Sparrow, Tichenkov, Wolwowicz 
Abbas, Garasia, MacKinnon 
Abdelrahman, Omran, Van Nood

Inemesit Etokudo (Maroons Coordinator), Jae Eun Ryu (MSU Member), Marty 
Hutchinson (MSU member), Alexandra Sproule (SASS Observer), Lindsey Huff (CRO), 
Kara McGowen (IRC President), Dave Moore (MSUAA), Victoria Scott (Recording 
Secretary)
Maria Daniel

ADJOURNMENT

Moved by Candemir, seconded by Morrow that the meeting adjourn.

Motion Passes by General Consent

Adjourned at 8:36 pm

/vs



Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

SRA Presentation
Sunday, September 25, 2013



OUSA 101 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

A BRIEF HISTORY OF OUSA
1992 -  present
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8 member associations



OUSA 101 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

VISION
Accessible, affordable, accountable & high quality 

undergraduate education in Ontario



OUSA 101 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

MISSION
Develop educated solutions to challenges facing 

undergraduate education in Ontario and to 
successfully lobby government to make them a reality



OUSA 101

MILESTONES
2006

2007

2008

2009

2 0 1 0

2011

2012

$615 MILLION IN STUDENT AID,
CREDIT TRANSFER, GROWTH & INFRASTRUCTURE

ONTARIO TUITION GRANT ($1,600 OFF)
$21 MILLION MENTAL HEALTH INNOVATION FUND 
UWINDSOR STUDENTS REFUNDED FOR ILLEGAL 
ANCILLARY FEE CHARGES

OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance



OUSA 101 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

O U S A s t r u c t u r e

STUDENTS

4 ,
GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

STEERING COMMITTEE 

EXECUTIVE 

HOME OFFICE



OUSA 101 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Highest governing body o f OUSA



o u sa  loi OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

STEERING COMMITTEE



OUSA 101 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

EXECUTIVE
President, VP Finance, VP Administration



OUSA 101 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

HOME OFFICE
Executive Director, Director of Research, 

Director o f Communications, Research Analyst,
Operations Coordinator



OUSA 101 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Rylan Kinnon



OUSA 101 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH
Chris Martin



OUSA 102 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

DIRECTOR OF 
COMMUNICATIONS

Brandon Sloan



OUSA 101 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

RESEARCH ANALYST
Ailsa Bristow -  she’s new!



OUSA 101 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

OPERATIONS COORDINATOR
Kerri Behling



OUSA 101 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

CONFERENCES &events

CAMPUS VISITS & 
VOLUNTEER TRAINING

GENERAL ASSEMBLY

STUDENT ADVOCACY CONFERENCE

FALL CAMPAIGN

GENERAL ASSEMBLY

WINTER CAMPAIGN

PARTNERS IN HIGHER 
EDUCATION DINNER

TRANSITION CONFERENCE

STRATEGIC PLANNING  
CONFERENCE

*

f a l l w in te r spr in g su m m e r



OUSA 101 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

PRINCIPLES
i) Student driven 

2) Research driven policy 
3) Easy membership



OUSA 101 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

1) STUDENT-DRIVEN
Students set our research priorities 
Students decide our policy priorities 
Students set our advocacy priorities



OUSA 101 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

2) RESEARCH DRIVEN POLICY
Research as our foundation 

Primary research prioritized



OUSA 101 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

3) EASY MEMBERSHIP
Easy to join: observer status, associate and

full membership 
Easy to leave



OUSA 101 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

APPROACH
Non-partisan 

Leverage sector partnerships 
Professional lobbying 

Respected source for media commentary



OUSA 101 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

AFFORDABLE MEMBERSHIP

OUSA’s annual fee for 2013-14 is

$2.87
indexed to inflation.



OUSA 101 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

MEMBERSHIP VALUE
Influence to set OUSA’s priorities and policies 

Leadership role in the province 
Access to key decision makers 

Resources for engagement 
Share best practices
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ONTARIO LEGISLATURE
S3 Liberal 

36 PC 
18 NDP

V

OPPOSITION CRITICS

S E CTO Rs f r u ctu re
OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

PREMIER OF ONTARIO

/ \

27 MEMBERS OF CABINET

A
MINISTER OF TRAINING, 

COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES

A
DEPUTY MINISTER OF TCU

STAKEHOLDERS

OUSA
CSA

CFS-O

COU
CO

OCUFA

A
MINISTRY OF TCU HEQCO



OUSA 101 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

MEMBERSHIP VALUE
In 2012, OUSA had over 120 meetings with politicians/ 

sector stakeholders, including:

• 7 meetings with the Minister of Training, Colleges and Universities (MTCU);
• Meetings with 13 Cabinet Ministers;
• 3 Meetings with PC TCU Critic Rob Leone;
• 2 Meetings with NDP TCU Critic Teresa Armstrong;
• 5 system transformation roundtables;
• 4 tuition-related fees working groups;
• Over two dozen meetings with Senior Officials at the Council of Ontario Universities 

(COU);
• Three meetings with the Ontario Confederation of University Faculty Associations 

(OCUFA);
• Four Meetings with the Higher Education Quality Council of Ontario (HEQCO).
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OUSA'S 2012-2013 BUDGET BREAKDOWN

how the organization spends its funds

£  o p e ra t io n s  

0  re s e a rc h  

A  a m in u m ic a t i im s 28%
^  b thhfimi M

c o n fe re n c e s , e iv n t s  a n d  c a m p a ig n s  30%

19%

Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

6%
17%



ON campus OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

FALL CAMPAIGN
Talking to Students About OSAP



ON campus OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

WINTER CAMPAIGN

Barriers to PSE Access Videos



ON campus OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

2013-2014 POLICY PAPERS
Student Access 
Student Success 
Ancillary Fees 

International Students 
Aboriginal Students 

System Growth



YOUTH EMPLOYMENT
Re-imagining the link between  

learning and labour

ON campus OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT 
SUBMISSION



ON campus OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

THIS YEAR'S ADVOCACY PRIORITIES
Financial Assistance 

Student Mobility 
Youth Employment 

Access Barriers to PSE 
Ancillary Fees 

Tuition Related Fees 
Teaching Quality



ON campus OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

Expanding Ontario Tuition Grant Eligibility 
Improving Financial Aid Literacy



ON campus OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

STUDENT MOBILITY
Improve University-to-University Credit Transfer 

Making First and Second Year Courses more Easily
Transferrable 

Making Credit Transfer more Transparent and
Consistent



ON campus OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT
Invest in Early Outreach 

Encourage &  Support Work-Integrated Learning 
Expand Entrepreneurship Opportunities 

Protect Students from  Illegal Unpaid Internships



ON campus OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

a c c e s s  b a r r ier s  TO PSE

OTG Eligibility Extensions 
Early Outreach Programs 

Expanding Grants for Underrepresented Groups
Aboriginal students 

LGBTQ Students 
Ontario Access Strategy



ON campus OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

a n c il l a r y  fees

Student Union Autonomy 
Online Testing Fees 

Clarifying the Regulations: Increasing Student
Oversight 

Regulating Grey-Area Fees



ON campus OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

TUITION-RELATED FEES

Payment Deadlines 
Deferral Fees

Flat-Fees



ON campus OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

t e a c h in g  q u a lit y

Experiential Education 
Make Teaching a System Priority 

High Quality Online Learning Options



OUSA IN QUOTES:
“I  w ant to particularly thank [Executive Director] Sam Andrey and his 
team fro m  the Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance, who have 
personally been so involved in this, in starting to deal with the issue o f  
affordability.”
- Hon. Glen Murray, form er Minister o f Training, Colleges and 
Universities at the launch o f the Ontario Tuition Grant

“OUSA has a long history o f promoting informed debate on higher 
education and advocating fo r  issues important to students. The voice o f  
Ontario university undergraduates is in able hands.”
- Harvey Weingarten, President & CEO, Higher Education Quality 
Council o f Ontario

o u sa  101 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance



OUSA IN QUOTES:
“It's important that Ontario's students remain at the forefront o f the 
public debate. OUSA has always done an outstanding job  in this regard, 
and has in m any ways led the argument fo r  a continued focus on 
investment in higher education. Avoiding ideological excess every step o f  
the way, OUSA has commissioned research, documented the failures o f 
public policy, and pointed the way to a better approach... I  congratulate 
OUSA on keeping the debate alive, focused, and looking fo r  solutions 
rather than rhetoric
-  MP Bob Rae, form er Premier o f Ontario, Leader o f the Liberal Party o f  
Canada and author o f Ontario: A  Leader in Learning

“I  am especially grateful fo r  the paper on tuition. I  look forw ard  to your 
continued input on this and other important issues facing Ontario
- John Tory, form er Leader o f the Official Opposition

o u sa  101 OUSA
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance



THE END

Thank you.



MSUMcMaster Studen

Arts & Science Caucus

REPORT
From the office o f  the...

TO:

SUBJECT:

DATE:

FROM:

Members of the Student Representative Assembly 

Naomi Pullen, SRA Arts & Science 

SRA 13E Report 

15 September 2013

Dear Assembly,

We hope you all had wonderful summers and are as excited as we are to be back 
at school (...). We are, however, excited to have finalized and submitted our YearPlan 
and our Vlog and to get cracking at the plans we detailed.

Our first initiatives are first, ensuring all Arts & Science courses are adhering to 
the Office of Sustainability's Written Work Submission Guidelines, and we are currently 
working with our Program Director on this initiative; and second, establishing our new 
caucus blog for comprehensive bi-weekly ArtSci SRA updates. Following this we will be 
getting our Twitter Feed back up and running, and we are awaiting our first Society of 
Arts & Science Students Executive (SASSex) meeting to begin discussing the transition of 
our program office and student space into a Plastic Bottle Free Zone.

I would also like to take this opportunity to introduce the new Arts & Science Ex
Officio for this year, Lexi Sproule, and we both look forward to working with you this 
school year! Please let us know if you have any questions or comments.

Best,

Naomi Pullen 
SRA Arts & Science 
sraartsci@msu. mcmaster.ca 
@SRArtSci

mailto:sraartsci@msu.mcmaster.ca


MSUMcMaster Studen

Business Caucus Leader
From the office o f  the...

TO:

SUBJECT:

DATE:

FROM:

Members of the Student Representative Assembly 

Scott Mallon 

SRA 13F Report 

September 15, 2013

Dear Assembly,

First we would like to say that we are excited to be entering the school year and regular 
meetings with the Assembly so that we can begin improving the MSU for the students. 
The Commerce Caucus is currently waiting to hear the decision of our faculty society,
The DeGroote Commerce Society, on whether or not we have obtained official observer 
status. The President of the DCS has informed us that they are excited about the idea of 
working together for our students and will bring it up at their next meeting. Through this 
partnership, we hope to work with the DCS to bring into the action the proposed 
mentorship program for first year students.

We are also participating in the DCS Cookout on September 12 to increase the 
awareness of the student body regarding the SRA. We are using this to begin to 
establish an avenue for two way communication between students and the SRA.
Looking forward to a great year working together for the students!

Sincerely,

Scott Mallon
SRA Commerce Caucus Leader
mallonsa(S>mcmaster.ca

mailto:mallonsa@mcmaster.ca


MSUMcMaster Studen

Bylaws & Procedures Commissioner
From the office o f  the...

TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
DATE:

Members of the Student Representative Assembly 
Gabriel Jeyasingham, SRA Bylaws & Procedures Commissioner 
SRA 13F Report 
September 15, 2013

Dear Assembly,

I hope your school year has started off well so far! This report will outline the work of the Bylaws 
and Procedures Committee to date, as well as our progress in completing aspects of the 2013
2014 B&P YEARplan. ' '

Committee Meeting Time:

The weekly committee meeting time has yet to be determined. I will send an email out to everyone 
once a meeting time has been confirmed.

Attendance System:

As most of you know, we passed changes to our attendance system at SRA 13E. For your own 
benefit, please review these changes (see Bylaw 3/A -  Assembly Procedures, Section 6) and 
make sure you are aware of your attendance record.

Lobbying Organization Bylaws:

During the 2011-2012 SRA, amendments to Bylaws 13 and 14 (OUSA and CASA respectively) 
were passed. These changes brought the OUSA and CASA bylaws as Bylaw 13/A and 13/B under 
the banner of a general lobbying organizations” bylaw (Bylaw 13). However, after closely 
inspecting the minutes from that meeting, it appears that none of these changes were actually 
passed with the appropriate number of votes. The B&P Committee will be taking a look at these 
bylaws and will prepare amendments for the next meeting.

Constitutional Amendments:

Last year at SRA 12N, the SRA mandated the B&P committee to prepare amendments to the 
Constitution to expand the size of the SRA, as per the following motion:

Moved and seconded that the Assembly approve the change to SRA seat allocation 
methodology...as recommended by the Ad Hoc Committee on Democratic Reform and to direct the



Bylaws & Procedures Committee to develop and serve notice of necessary bylaw and 
Constitutional amendments.
However, a ruling from the Speaker stated that this was binding on last year’s B&P Committee, and 
that this year’s committee is not restricted by that mandate. Seeing as this was a direct mandate 
from the SRA at the time, the B&P Committee will make a decision as to whether or not we will 
move forward with preparing amendments to the Constitution. If you would like to get involved with 
this discussion, come to our next B&P Committee meeting.

General Assembly:

After gathering feedback from some full-time staff, the easiest way to outline the procedures for 
General Assembly and consolidate the roles of different individuals in organizing and advertising 
GA appears to be the following: to create a brand-new bylaw specifically for GA. The B&P 
Committee will discuss this at our next meeting.

Degree of MSU Member Involvement:

Other than the two MSU members on the B&P Committee, no MSU member has contacted me yet 
asking to get involved.

If you have any questions or concerns, or if you would like to get involved with the B&P Committee, 
please email me at srabylaws@msu.mcmaster.ca.

Sincerely,

Gabriel Jeyasingham
SRA Bylaws & Procedures Commissioner
McMaster Students Union
srabvlaws@msu.mcmaster.ca

mailto:srabylaws@msu.mcmaster.ca
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Services Committee Commissioner

REPORT
From the office o f  the...

TO: Members of the Student Representative Assembly 
Jacob Brodka, SRA Services Committee Commissioner 
SRA Committee Report 
September 10, 2013

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DATE:

Dear members of the Assembly,
I hope everyone has had both a relaxing and productive summer!
Over the Summer Session (April 14th - August 31st) the Services Committee has met once. This meeting took place during training in June (Saturday June 8, 2013). The agenda items for this meeting can be found online on the Services Committee web page. A fixed meeting schedule will be established following the class drop/ add date (September 13, 2013) and this meeting time will be shared.
As outlined in the circulated Year Plan, this year the Services Committee will be working to support past committee recommendations by continuing a multi-year plan to work closely with several services per year. This is done to ensure adequate attention is given during the review process. Several new projects are going to ensure Part Time Managers are informed about SRA affairs, prepared to handle sponsorship and understand how to work with external organizations and businesses. These projects include: PTM Sponsorship Training (completed), the creation of a PTM Sponsorship and External Relations Guide as well as SRA newsletter reports to Part-Time Managers. The committee will also be working to support new and evidently changing services and actively participate in potential service development (i.e. Women and Trans* Centre Ad-Hoc Committee).
During August PTM training I had an opportunity to facilitate a sponsorship and fundraising training session. If you would like to see this presentation please let me know. I will be gathering feedback from the session to suggest improvements for next year.
September is going to be a busy start to the school year. I will be gathering feedback from Part Time Manager Sponsorship Training. The first SRA newsletter for Part Time Managers to stay informed about the projects and work of the SRA will be going out by the end of the month.The consultation process to create a skeleton outline of the Sponsorship and External Relations Guide will begin. An opportunity for all Part Time Mangers to review and submit potential changes to job descriptions and operating policies will also be presented and gathered. I will also be attending the monthly PTM meeting.
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me via email:sraservices@msu.mcmcmaster.ca

Regards,
Jacob Brodka

SRA Services Commissioner

mailto:sraservices@msu.mcmcmaster.ca


REPORT
From the office o f the.

Executive Board

TO: The Student Representative Assembly
FROM: Anna DAngela
SUBJECT: Executive Board Report
DATE: September 15, 2013

Dear Members of the Assembly,
This report is to update you on what has been happening at the Executive Board 
this summer. Throughout the summer, we have been meeting on a biweekly 
basis and moving forward we will begin to meet weekly throughout the academic 
year.
Throughout the summer, the Executive Board has been receiving and approving 
the YearPlans of many of our services, including Shinerama/Terry Fox, Maroons, 
Farmstand, EFRT, Advocacy, SCSN, MACgreen, MAC BreadBin, MTCG and 
TAC. There are some exciting plans for the upcoming year! Submissions will 
continue in the upcoming month as more services, who are now operating fully, 
submit their YearPlans for 2013-2014,
Moreover, the Executive Board has approved 2 new logos for our services this 
summer, updating Diversity Services and creating the new Peer Support Line 
logo in advance of their September 16th launch date. If you are interested in 
seeing what these logos look like, visit each of these services respective pages 
on the MSU Website.
As well, the Executive Board has approve multiple job descriptions, including 
updating/finalizing Farmstand, SCSN, MTCG and the Research Assistant job 
descriptions, as well as approving the newly created First Year Success Program 
Consultant role.
For more information on any of these topics, feel free to contact myself or any 
member of the Executive Board.
Regards,
Anna D’Angela

McMaster Students UnionMSU
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mu
McMaster Students REPORT

President
From the office o f  the...

TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
DATE:

Members of the SRA 
MSU President David Campbell 
Report to SRA 13F 
Sunday, September 15, 2013

Dear Assembly,

Welcome back! I hope you had productive and relaxing summers. As you know, my most 
recent message to this assembly was in July, with my Yearplan. My Yearplan contained 
updates on most elements of my platform, so I will not recap those updates here. Instead,
I will outline for you some of the other projects and goals I have been working on for the 
past month and a half. Please do ask questions, whether about the content of this report or 
otherwise! I would be happy to provide more information.

1. Advocacy with University administration
As I mentioned in my Yearplan, I have been making an effort to foster MSU relationships 
with University administration. To this end, I have met with a number of University staff 
at all levels to work on collaboration for the coming year, including both informal 
meetings and formal staff presentations. Along with Mr. Graham, I also attended the 
University’s “President’s retreat on teaching and learning”, where among other things the 
future of the MIIETL (the former CLL) was discussed. With the addition of several new 
senior administration in the University, the entire Board has been working hard to foster 
positive relationships and expectations with new AVPs, Deans, and other administration.

2. Meetings with the HSR
In the month of August, I held several meetings with external stakeholders, setting the 
tone for the upcoming academic year. Mr. Doucet and I had a follow up meeting with 
representatives from the HSR, in which there was a lot of optimism over potential 
expansions in service for the upcoming MSU/HSR contract. While tentative at this point, 
negotiations continue over: potentials for expanded summer access for students, greater 
shuttle and express service, and late-night service.

3. Meetings with Hamilton MPs
Mr. Graham and I met with three local MPs in the month of August, including David 
Sweet (MP for McMaster’s riding), David Christopher son (Hamilton Centre) and Chris 
Charlton (Hamilton Mountain). The focus of our meetings was the CASA pre-budget 
submission to the federal government. The submission contains three asks, each focused 
on increasing access and elegibility for students to student loans via CSLP (the Canadian 
Student Loans Program). We hope to continue our relationship with these MPs
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throughout the year, discussing more CASA and McMaster priorities in the city and 
beyond.

4. Training and Horizons weekends
In the weeks following the July MSU retreat, I had the opportunity to attend Horizons 
training weekend, the Horizons conference, and MSU PTM training. These were fantastic 
weekends, and I would greatly encourage you to congratulate the respective planners and 
planning teams if  you get the chance!

5. Welcome Week
The first week of September was of course consumed by Welcome Week. This week was 
perhaps the best Welcome Week I have attended, with many fantastic MSU events: two 
huge concerts, including one (Arkells/Lights) which broke all previous McMaster 
records; an expanded and improved PJ Parade; a record-breaking Shinerama campaign; 
and more.

This is a short summary of some of my most pertinent activities. Again, please feel free 
to ask for more information about these or other projects I am working on!

Once again, welcome back. Here’s to a great upcoming year,

David Campbell
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MEMO
From the office o f the...

Vice-President (Administration)
TO: Student Representative Assembly
FROM: Anna D’Angela
SUBJECT: Vlog Schedule for 2013-2014
DATE: August 15, 2013

Dear Members of the Assembly,
The following is the Vlog Schedule that I have compiled as per Operating Policy 1.3.3. 
The Vlog must be completed and sent to the Speaker by Saturday at 11:59pm preceding 
the SRA meeting indicated. Other guidelines that should be followed are outlined in the 
Operating Policy.

Caucus SRA Meeting Due Date of Vlog
Commerce, Health Science 12H October 19th, 2013
Arts & Science, Humanities 12J November 16th, 2013
Social Science, Kinesiology 13L January 11th, 2013

Nursing, Engineering 13N February 8th, 2013
Science 13P March 8th, 2013

Should you have any questions, comments or concerns, please do not hesitate to ask!
Regards,
Anna D’Angela
Vice-President (Administration) 
vpadmin@msu, mcmaster, ca

mailto:vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca


YEARplani3
Date Submitted: 12 June 2013 

Procedures

Prepared by: Date Revised:
Gabriel Jeyasingham, B&P Commissioner
srabylaws@msu.mcmaster.ca

Administered by: Date Approved:
Anna D ’Angela, VP Administration
vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca or 905.525.9140 ex;. 23250

The YEARplan is a way of getting down on paper what you and your caucus or 
committee intend to accomplish over the course of your year. It will isolate the specific goals 
that you wish to accomplish, and the objectives that need be achieved. It will give the rest of the 
organization and students at large an understanding of the direction you wish to take with your 
caucus or committee, and identify areas where support can be given. When completed, the 
YEARplans will collectively reinforce the goals and visions of your department, and allow the 
respective members to focus their attention on areas of importance within the MSU.

1. Read over the YEARplan
2. Complete your YEARplan in soft copy (on computer).
3. E-mail the first draft of the YEARplan to vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca by June 12th, after 

having brought and edited a draft at SRA Orientation with your committee.
4. The VP Administration will provide feedback on your YEARplan. Use this feedback to 

revise your draft into a final plan.
5. E-mail the final draft of the YEARplan to vpadmin@,msu.mcmaster.ca by the final due 

date (TBD).

The final copy will be then be presented back to the Student Representative Assembly, 
and posted online.

If for some reason you do not believe you can complete your YEARplan by the date 
indicated, please contact the Vice-President Administration in order to arrange a suitable 
extension (contact information above).

McMaster Students Union

MSU
Department:
SRA Standing Committee on Bylaws and

mailto:srabylaws@msu.mcmaster.ca
mailto:vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca
mailto:vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca
mailto:vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca


MISSION an overview
Bylaws are the fundamental building blocks of the MSU -  they affect everyone associated with 
the organization. As such, the Bylaws and Procedures (B&P) Committee is the fundamental 
force that shapes the MSU’s structure. The B&P committee should be viewed as the architect of 
the organization and the starting point for change. It should be known for preserving and 
improving the structural integrity of MSU. It should be seen as the primary source of 
empowerment for SRA and MSU members and the organization as a whole.

This year, the B&P Committee will be working on the following topics: Constitutional 
amendments; organization and advertisement of General Assembly; attendance; investigating the 
possibility of recreating the House Leader position; certain definitions and administrative issues; 
a “Tri-Council” review; continuing the General Bylaw Review; financial accountability and 
accessibility of information; and a Committee Review.

The topics included in this year plan have been chosen after consulting with various members of 
the organization. As such, the B&P committee will ideally be working on projects that are 
relevant to different members of the organization. Moreover, by investigating these topics, the 
B&P committee aims to increase the efficiency of the SRA and empower members of the 
organization to fulfill their roles. Most importantly, this committee will place a lot of emphasis 
on extensive consultation and feedback gathering. By choosing relevant projects and by placing a 
strong emphasis on consultation, the committee hopes to renew interest in bylaws and restore the 
B&P committee’s rightful status as the organization’s primary vehicle for empowerment.

ROLES that individuals play
List all positions found within or in relation to your department including full-time and part time 
staff, as well as one of a few general volunteer roles if applicable and how their role intersects 
with yours.

Name of Individual Role(s)
1. Angela D ’Angela 

(VP -Administration)
The VP-Admini strati on will provide general support and 
will be a primary consultant with regards to General 
Assembly, Accountability, Definitions and Administration.

2. Daniel D ’Angela
(SRA Finance 
Commissioner)

The SRA Finance Commissioner will be a primary 
consultant with regards to Financial Accessibility and 
Accountability.

3. Jess Bauman
(Administrative Assistant)

Victoria Scott
(Administrative Assistant)

The two Administrative Assistants will provide general 
support due to their long-term knowledge of the MSU. In 
addition to being official observers of the B&P committee, 
they will be a primary consultant with regards to 
Attendance, Definitions and Administration.

4. David Campbell
(MSU President)

In addition to providing general support, the MSU President 
will be a primary consultant for General Assembly and the
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Tri-Council Review.

5. Maria Daniel
(MSU Speaker)

The MSU Speaker will provide support with regards to 
interpreting the Constitution and bylaws. She will also be a 
primary consultant for various projects included in the year 
plan.

6. Jeffrey Doucet 
(VP-Finance)

The VP-Finance will provide general support and will be the 
main consultant for Financial Accessibility and Financial 
Accountability.

7. FYC Chair and Vice-Chair The FYC Chair and Vice-Chair, as well as the other elected 
member of FYC, will be the primary consultant when 
reviewing the FYC bylaw (Bylaw 9).

8. Spencer Graham 
(VP-Education)

The VP-Education will provide general support and will be a 
primary consultant when reviewing the lobbying 
organization bylaws.

9.
Matthew Ing
(Chief Returning Officer)

Lindsey Huff
(Deputy Returning Officer)

The CRO and DRO will be the primary consultants when 
reviewing the Elections bylaws. They will also be consulted 
when reviewing the Constitution.

10. Jimmy Long 
(SRA External Affairs 
Commissioner; SRA 
Member on FYC)

The SRA External Affairs Commissioner will be consulted 
when reviewing the lobbying organization bylaws. The SRA 
member on FYC will be consulted when reviewing the FYC 
bylaw (Bylaw 9).

11. Naomi Pullen 
(SRA Operations 
Commissioner)

The SRA Operations Commissioner will be consulted on 
matters regarding General Assembly, the House Leader and 
Financial Accessibility.

12. Rodrigo Narro-Perez
(SRA University Affairs 
Commissioner)

The SRA University Affairs Commissioner will be 
consulted on matters regarding General Assembly.

13. SRA Bylaws and 
Procedures Committee

• Kristine Dicenzo
• Eric Gillis
• Naomi Pullen
• Ryan Sparrow
• Arnav Agarwal
• Sarah Kanko

Members of the B&P committee will be consulted regularly 
when drafting and revising amendments.

14. Pauline Taggart (Network 
Administrator)

The Network Administrator will provide support with 
regards to the MSU website and network.
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OBJECTIVES step by step Copy and paste to add more objectives if required

Objective 1 Constitutional Amendments
Description The 2012-2013 SRA last year recommended to amend the MSU Constitution 

to allow one seat to be added to the SRA whenever a new academic division is 
approved. While we investigate implementing this change, we will also take 
the opportunity to review the Constitution as a whole. This important 
document was last amended three years ago in April 2011, which makes this 
coming year a good time to fine-tune the Constitution.

Benefits Reviewing the Constitution and clarifying its contents will ultimately 
strengthen the structural integrity of the MSU. As well, making the change of 
expanding the SRA per incoming academic division will empower groups 
seeking representation without taking seats away from existing academic 
divisions.

Difficulties Amending the Constitution is a huge task that will require consultation with all 
SRA members and relevant MSU staff. Such consultation will take time, as 
changes to the Constitution need to reflect the will of the organization and the 
members it serves. As well, incorporating many diverse opinions into any 
proposed changes will be difficult. However, achieving a general consensus on 
primarily structural and wording changes should be feasible.

Long-term If changes are successfully implemented this year, the next few years would 
need to be spent monitoring the effects of these changes rather than proposing 
new Constitutional amendments. Amending the Constitution again too soon 
would be a cause for concern, as it would compromise the MSU’s stability. If 
changes are proposed by the SRA and are rejected by the referendum, analysis 
would need to be done to determine the reasons for such a rejection (e.g. poor 
communication to MSU members, the amendments were faulty to begin with, 
etc.). If changes are not drafted in time for a referendum during the 2013-2014 
school year, then the 2014-2015 B&P committee would ideally continue 
working on the proposed amendments and ensure that it goes to referendum 
during the 2014-2015 year.

How 1. Identify issues and areas for improvement (late August)
a. Compare the format and contents of the MSU Constitution to those 

recommended by Robert’s Rules of Order Newly Revised (RONR), 
11th edition; identify areas for improvement (Summer)

b. Research how other student organizations structure their 
Constitution/bylaws; identify areas for improvement (Summer)

c. Read through the MSU Constitution and identify issues or areas for 
improvement (Summer)

d. Compare the MSU Constitution to past versions to determine what 
had been changed and why (Summer)

e. Send out email to B&P members and SRA members asking for any
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problems they might have with the Constitution (Summer)
f. Compile a list of items to be addressed (late August)

2. Identify and draft possible solutions (mid/late September)
a. Discuss list of items to be addressed with the B&P committee (1si 

meeting)
b. For items that can be addressed by rewording, draft possible options 

for amendments
c. For items that can only be addressed by adding or removing sections 

or by significantly changing content, consult with the B&P 
committee, relevant SRA members and MSU staff and draft possible 
options for amendments

3. Present all options to the B&P committee, gather feedback and prepare a 
first draft of amendments accordingly (late September)

4. Meet with relevant SRA members and MSU staff and gather feedback on 
the first draft; prepare options for revisions (mid-October)

5. Present feedback and options for revisions to the B&P committee; gather 
feedback and revise accordingly (mid-October)

6. Have a final draft of amendments approved by the B&P committee (end 
of October)

7. Write a memo that thoroughly describes the purpose and full implications 
of all Constitutional amendments (early November)

8. Deliver a petition of at least 50% of SRA members to the VP- 
Admini strati on so as to initiate Constitutional amendment procedures as 
per Section IX of the MSU Constitution (mid-November)

a. Send out the aforementioned memo to all SRA members and 
relevant MSU staff

b. Meet with every SRA member in person to explain the amendments 
and potentially obtain their signatures for the petition

i. If a substantial concern with the amendments is raised during 
this process, go back to step #5 and continue from there

9. Give a Delegation from the Floor at an SRA meeting regarding the 
Constitutional amendments (last meeting of l sl semester)

10. Debate the amendments at the SRA; if approved, the amendments will be 
sent to a meeting of General Assembly or to referendum (last meeting of 
1st semester)

11. Ensure the GA meeting/referendum is advertised so that quorum is 
reached (2nd semester)

Partners • SRA Bylaws and Procedures Committee
• MSU Speaker (Maria Daniel)
• Board of Directors (David Campbell, Anna D Angela, Jeffrey Doucet, 

Spencer Graham)
• Administrative Assistants (Jess Bauman & Victoria Scott)
• All SRA members
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Objective 2 General Assembly
Description The MSU General Assembly (GA) is the highest governing body of the M SU. 

In the past two years, the MSU has held both a highly successful General 
Assembly and a largely ineffective one. At the 2012-2013 GA, it was agreed 
that this important governing body could have been both organized and 
advertised better. As such, two questions need to be investigated:

Who is responsible for organizing GA?
• It is generally believed that the President is responsible for organizing 

GA. However, a close reading of Section IV A 2 of the Constitution 
reveals that the Secretary is responsible for calling a meeting of GA, and 
that the President only serves as one of the three initiating mechanisms 
Furthermore, calling a meeting of GA is not the same as organizing it. 
Currently, no one person or group of people is responsible for 
organizing a meeting of GA.

Who is responsible for advertising GA?
• As with organizing GA, no one person or group of individuals is 

currently responsible for advertising GA.

Thus, we need to analyze the roles of our officers and relevant MSU staff and 
determine who specifically is most able to organize and advertise GA. The end 
result could be a few individuals or even a committee tasked with hosting GA. 
Timing of the event should also be considered -  is holding GA in March 
working for the MSU, or would holding it earlier in the year be more 
effective? Regardless, existing bylaws need to be revised or a brand new 
bylaw dedicated to General Assembly needs to be created.

Benefits General Assembly is the highest governing body of the MSU, and with the 
exception of the 2011-2012 GA, the last time quorum was reached was around 
30 years ago. Explicitly defining the roles of individuals with regards to GA 
will help ensure quorum is reached in future years. Ideally, if  quorum is 
reached more often, students will actually be able to set the direction of the 
MSU and will be more likely to get involved with the MSU.

Difficulties Since discussions will primarily revolve around designating tasks to existing 
positions, much consultation needs to be done with MSU staff members and 
the Board of Directors. Since positions and job descriptions will ultimately be 
modified, strong differences in opinions are expected to slow down the 
process. However, a general consensus on a plan of action should be feasible.

Long-term If changes are successfully implemented in time for the 2013-2014 General 
Assembly, we will have the opportunity to directly monitor the results of any 
changes (i.e. did these changes make GA more successful? Success would be 
defined as reaching quorum). Feedback would then be obtained and 
recommendations via a transition report would be made for the next B&P
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committee to investigate.

How 1. Identify course of action for improving GA organization and 
advertisement (Summer)

a. Read and analyze all areas of the MSU Constitution and bylaws that 
pertain to General Assembly; understand how General Assembly is 
currently organized and identify problems (Summer)

b. Determine how specifically the successful 2011-2012 General 
Assembly was organized and advertised (Summer)

c. Research how other schools organize and conduct their General 
Assemblies, if  applicable (Summer)

d. Consult with relevant MSU staff to brainstorm possible solutions 
(Summer)

e. Finalize solution and decide on a course of action (Summer)
2. Prepare a first draft of changes or additions (late September)

a. Depending on the decided course of action, read current bylaws that 
are similar to determine content and structure

b. Develop a plan and assign tasks to members of the B&P committee 
depending on the intensity of the task

c. Compile a first draft
3 Meet with relevant SRA members and MSU staff and gather feedback on 

the first draft; prepare options for revisions (mid-October)
4. Present feedback and options for revisions to the B&P committee and 

gather feedback (mid-October)
5. Revise accordingly and have a final draft approved by the B&P committee 

(end of October)
6. Write a memo that thoroughly describes the purpose and full implications 

of the changes (end of October)
7. Put forward a motion to the Assembly to adopt the changes (first SRA 

meeting of November)
a. Send out the aforementioned memo and hold office hours when 

SRA members can come and ask questions about the changes
8. Debate the motion at the Assembly; if  passed, the changes will be 

implemented (first SRA meeting in November)

Partners • SRA Bylaws and Procedures Committee
• MSU Speaker (Maria Daniel)
• Board of Directors (David Campbell, Anna D ’Angela, Jeffrey Doucet, 

Spencer Graham)
• Administrative Assistants (Jess Bauman & Victoria Scott)
• SRA Operations Commissioner (Naomi Pullen)
• SRA University Affairs Commissioner (Rodrigo Narro-Perez)
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Objective 3 Improving Assembly Procedures -  Accountability
Description It is important that SRA members are held accountable for their actions and/or 

their inaction as fairly as possible. Topics that fall under the category of 
accountability include attendance and the prospect of reinstating the House 
Leader position.

1) Attendance: In 2011-2012, the attendance section of Bylaw 3A -  
Assembly Procedures was significantly revised to the current method of 
keeping attendance. However, the current method places a significant 
administrative burden on the Assembly and can also unfairly penalize 
members. Attendance needs to be examined and revised as soon as possible.

2) House Leader: The House Leader was responsible for disciplining SRA 
members and ensuring SRA members completed their tasks on time. This 
position was removed during the 2009-2010 year for various reasons, and 
many of its duties were shifted to the role of the VP-Administration. 
Coincidentally, in the past few years, SRA members have neglected to update 
their web pages, submit their year plans and submit their reports to the SRA. 
This was likely due to a lack of encouragement and/or appropriate disciplinary 
measures. The only formal disciplinary measures we have are censure and 
recall, which are too severe for the aforementioned scenarios.

As such, attendance procedures need to be reviewed and the House Leader (or 
a similar position) needs to be investigated this year.

Benefits Addressing issues with attendance will ensure that SRA members are being 
disciplined for absence fairly. As well, investigating the possibility of 
recreating the House Leader will be a step towards ensuring that SRA 
members are being encouraged to complete basic tasks.

Difficulties Anything related to accountability or discipline is certain to interest SRA 
members, which means that time needs to be allotted for consultation. 
Reaching a consensus (or a large majority agreement) on a course of action for 
the House Leader may be unfeasible. As such, unlike Constitutional 
amendments or General Assembly where consensus is feasible, decisions may 
need to be made that might not suit the needs and wishes of all SRA members.

Long-term If the House Leader (or similar position) is recreated, then at least the 
following two years would need to be spent evaluating the position and 
determine if it actually addresses the issues it seeks to address. The 2014-2015 
or 2015-2016 SRA would then decide whether or not they feel this position is 
necessary Attendance should be evaluated the same way.

How Attendance
1. Identify issues and areas for improvement (after June Training) 

a. Read through Bylaw 3 A -  Assembly Procedures, Section 6 -
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Attendance, and identify issues or areas for improvement
b. Read past bylaws to see how attendance procedures worked in the 

past
c. Read the amendments that were committed to B&P at SRA 13 A
d. Consult with relevant MSU staff to identify issues
e. Gather feedback from SRA members about current attendance 

methods over email
2. Prepare a first draft with feedback as guide (June)
3. Gather feedback on first draft from relevant MSU staff (June)
4. With B&P committee, revise and prepare final draft (before July 

Training)
5. Submit motion and send out memo (before July Training)
6. Debate the motion at the Assembly -  if  passed, the changes will be 

implemented (July Training)

House Leader
1. Research the House Leader / other disciplinary positions (Summer)

a. Read RONR (11th edition) and determine what procedures are 
recommended for discipline / keeping members accountable

b. Read through the memo from 2009-2010 that outlines why the 
House Leader position was removed

c. Consult with relevant MSU staff and get their feedback on the 
House Leader

d. Look at other student unions and determine if they have 
disciplinary positions similar to the House Leader -  what works for 
them and what doesn’t?

2. Finish gathering feedback from SRA members about the House Leader 
(end of first semester)

3. Discuss feedback with B&P committee and decide on course of action 
(beginning of January)

4. Develop a first draft of amendments with B&P committee (end of 
January)

5. Consult with relevant MSU staff and gather feedback on first draft (early 
February)

6. Discuss feedback with B&P committee and make changes (before 
Reading Week)

7. Have B&P finalize changes to Bylaw 3A -  Assembly Procedures (end of 
February)

8. Submit motion and send out memo (end of February)
9. Debate the motion at the Assembly -  if  passed, the changes will be 

implemented (early/mid-March)

Partners • SRA Bylaws and Procedures Committee
• MSU Speaker (Maria Daniel)
• VP-Admini strati on (Anna D ’Angela)
• Administrative Assistants (Jess Bauman & Victoria Scott)
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• SRA Operations Commissioner (Naomi Pullen)
• All SRA members

Objective 4 Improving Assembly Procedures -  Definitions and Administration
Description After consulting with the 2012-2013 MSU Speaker, several administrative and 

chairing issues with regards to Assembly procedures were raised. Firstly, we 
need to determine what information is and is not important in SRA meeting 
minutes. Since this is not explicitly stated in our bylaws, this places a burden 
on the Administrative Assistants who spend significant amounts of time 
compiling minutes for all SRA meetings. Secondly, we need to explicitly 
define what constitutes “Notice of Motion.” Lastly, we need to explicitly 
define what constitutes “Conflict of Interest” in various scenarios, since this 
term has come up during a few SRA meetings in the past.

Benefits Addressing these issues will help clarify Assembly procedures and will 
improve SRA meeting efficiency. Ideally, it will help the MSU Speaker by 
allowing her to make rulings based off clearly codified bylaws rather than 
ambiguities. As well, determining what information is required or not for SRA 
meeting minutes will ideally make the Administrative Assistants’ jobs easier 
and allow them to dedicate more time towards other tasks.

Difficulties Conflicting opinions about definitions are to be expected. As well, different 
individuals will have different opinions about what information can be 
included in and omitted from minutes.

Long-term If changes are passed, the following year would need to be spent monitoring 
the changes and seeing if problems arise. By the end of the 2014-2015 year, 
the B&P committee would need to change the pertaining bylaws accordingly.

How 1. Identify issues and areas for improvement (after June Training)
a. Read through Bylaw 3 A -  Assembly Procedures and Bylaw 1 -  

Definitions to determine how we currently structure our minutes 
and define conflict of interest and notice of motion.

b. Consult with relevant MSU staff to identify issues
2. Discuss ideas with B&P committee and decide on course of action (July 

Training)
3. Draft changes with B&P committee (early September)
4. Consult with relevant MSU staff and gather feedback on first draft (end 

of September)
5. Discuss feedback with B&P committee and make changes (end of 

September)
6. Have B&P finalize changes to Bylaw 3A -  Assembly Procedures 

(early/mid-October)
7. Submit motion and send out memo (mid-October)
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8. Debate the motion at the Assembly -  if  passed, the changes will be 
implemented (end of October)

Partners • SRA Bylaws and Procedures Committee
• MSU Speaker (Maria Daniel)
• Administrative Assistants (Jess Bauman & Victoria Scott)
• VP-Administration (Anna D’Angela)
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Objective 5 Tri-Council Review
Description Three councils should be reviewed this year: First Year Council, President’s 

Council, and Academic Affairs Council.

First Year Council
Bylaw 9 -  First Year Council (FYC) was last amended at SRA 10P, almost 
two years ago. This year presents a good opportunity to conduct a review of 
FYC and work with its members to improve the council’s purpose, duties and 
structure. In addition, Bylaw 9 should be reviewed generally for wording 
issues, etc.

President’s Council and Academic Affairs Council
These bylaws (Bylaws 7A and 7B) are straight-forward in terms of their 
structure and thus are not likely to change substantially. As such, the B&P 
committee does not need to invest a significant amount of time in reviewing 
these councils. Flowever, the MSU President and VP-Education should still be 
consulted to review both councils’ purpose and duties.

Benefits Improving FYC would empower the council to better reach out to first year 
students, and would also increase first year student involvement in the MSU. 
Reviewing the President’s and Academic Affairs Councils should also 
improve the roles of the President and VP-Education.

Difficulties Being able to attend FYC meetings at points throughout the year as well as 
meeting with the MSU President and VP-Education and other members from 
the President’s Council or Academic Affairs Council will present scheduling 
challenges. However, drafting solutions to any issues identified should be 
straightforward.

Long-term If changes are passed, the following year would need to be spent monitoring 
the changes and seeing if problems arise. By the end of the 2014-2015 year, 
the B&P committee would need to revise the pertaining bylaws accordingly.

How First Year Council
1. Meet with newly elected FYC and explain purpose of the review 

(beginning of October)
2. Maintain correspondence with FYC SRA member and FYC Chair (1st 

semester)
3. Consult with prior members of FYC (1st semester)
4. Meet with FYC again and discuss how the first semester went (early 

December, before exams)
a. Successes? Challenges? How did the FYC bylaw help or hinder 

them?
5. Research -  read through previous FYC bylaws, see if other student 

unions also have FYC, and brainstorm ideas based on FYC feedback 
(end of December)
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6. Discuss research with FYC and gather feedback (early January)
7. Discuss feedback with B&P committee, SRA member on FYC and MSU 

President (mid-January)
8. Meet with FYC and decide on course of action (early February)
9. Prepare a first draft of amendments (before Reading Week)
10. Gather feedback on first draft from FYC and relevant SRA members and 

make changes accordingly (end of February)
11. Have a final draft approved by B&P committee (early/mid-March)
12. Submit motion and send out memo (early/mid-March)
13. Debate the motion at the Assembly -  if passed, the changes will be 

implemented (late March)

President’s Council and Academic Affairs Council
1. Send email to President and VP-Education telling them to have feedback 

ready for January (early December)
2. Read through and analyze Bylaws 7A and 7B (end of December)
3. Meet with President and VP-Education to discuss the councils and gather 

feedback (early January)
4. Meet with various faculty Presidents and VP-Academics and gather 

feedback, preferably at PC and AAC meetings (late January)
5. Brainstorm ideas with B&P committee (late January)
6. Meet with President and VP-Education again to discuss ideas and decide 

on course of action (early February)
7. Prepare a first draft of amendments (before Reading Week)
8. Gather feedback on first draft from President and VP-Education and 

make changes accordingly (end of February)
9. Have a final draft approved by B&P committee (early/mid-March)
10. Submit motion and send out memo (early/mid-March)
11. Debate the motion at the Assembly -  if  passed, the changes will be 

implemented (late March)

Partners • First Year Council, President’s Council, Academic Affairs Council
• SRA Member on FYC (Jimmy Long)
• MSU President (David Campbell) and VP-Education (Spencer Graham)
• Bylaws and Procedures Committee
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Objective 6 General Bylaw Review
Description In addition to those that are already being investigated, the following bylaws 

should be reviewed and polished this year:
o Bylaw 3/A -  Assembly Procedures (excluding Attendance, Content of 

Minutes, etc.) 
o Bylaw 10 -  Elections 
o Bylaw 10A -  Elections Procedure 
o Bylaws 11, 11A-F -  Awards Bylaws
o Bylaws 13, 13A-B -  Post-Secondary Lobbying Organizations 
o Bylaw 15A -  Faculty Cup Award 
o Bylaw 15B -  Residence Cup Award

This would be continuing the bylaw review that was not completed last year.

Benefits Continuing and finishing a general bylaw review will help ensure that our 
bylaws are free of errors and unintentional ambiguities. The bylaws would 
ideally be strengthened during this process so as to better empower the people 
or structures affected by these bylaws.

Difficulties Since a wide variety of bylaws are going to be reviewed, consultation with a 
wide variety of MSU staff and SRA members may be necessary.

Long-term Regardless of whether or not changes are implemented successfully, a general 
bylaw review should be continued every year. In particular, the bylaws that are 
not reviewed this year should be examined next year.

How For each bylaw being reviewed:
1. Read through the bylaw and identify issues and possible solutions
2. Consult with relevant SRA members and MSU staff and identify further 

issues and/or solutions
3. Prepare a first draft of amendments
4. Gather feedback on first draft from B&P committee; revise accordingly
5. Gather feedback from relevant SRA members and MSU staff and revise 

accordingly
6. Have a final draft approved by B&P committee
7. Submit a motion and send out a memo
8. Debate the motion at the Assembly; if  passed, the changes will be 

implemented

The entire review should be completed by the end of March. Some bylaws will 
be reviewed in the Fall semester, while others will be reviewed in the Winter 
semester or over the course of the year.

Partners • SRA Bylaws and Procedures Committee
• MSU Speaker (Maria Daniel)
• Board of Directors (David Campbell, Anna D Angela, Jeffrey Doucet,
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Spencer Graham)
• CRO and DRO (Matthew Ing and Lindsey Huff)
• Administrative Assistants (Jess Bauman & Victoria Scott)
• All SRA members

Objective 7 Financial Transparency
Description In collaboration with the VP-Finance, two topics with regards to financial 

transparency should be investigated this year: accessibility and accountability.

Accessible Information
One of the current VP-Finance’s platform points was to post easily accessible 
and open information regarding student fees on the MSU website. The B&P 
committee should collaborate with the VP-Finance and investigate bylaw 
changes to facilitate this.

Financial Accountability
How the organization keeps itself financially accountable to students is another 
topic to investigate this year. Although accountability measures do exist, these 
should be reviewed in consultation with the VP-Finance and the Executive 
Board.

Benefits Improving financial accessibility will engage MSU members and help them 
understand how their student fees are being spent. Improving financial 
accountability will help strengthen the integrity of the MSU.

Difficulties In addition to researching the mechanisms we currently have in place for 
financial accountability and accessibility, the main difficulty would be 
deciding on a solution. The solution could range from proposing a new 
mechanism to changing existing mechanisms to maintaining the status quo.

Long-term If changes are passed, the following year would need to be spent monitoring 
the changes and seeing if problems arise. For example, if the new mechanisms 
prove to be overly restrictive and impractical, they would need to be changed. 
By the end of the 2014-2015 year, the B&P committee would need to revise 
the pertaining bylaws accordingly.

How Financial Accessibility
1. Research -  look at current bylaws that pertain to finance (early/mid- 

November)
2. Consult with VP-Finance and gather feedback on how bylaws can be 

changed to facilitate financial accessibility (end of November)
3. With the VP-Finance and B&P committee, decide on a course of action 

(mid-January)
4. With the VP-Finance, prepare a first draft of amendments (early February)
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5. Gather feedback on first draft from relevant MSU staff and B&P 
committee; revise accordingly (before Reading Week)

6. Gather feedback on revisions from VP-Finance and other relevant MSU 
staff (during Reading Week)

7 Have a final draft approved by B&P committee (end of February)
8. Submit motion and send out memo (early March)
9. Debate the motion at the Assembly -  if passes, the changes will be 

implemented (mid/late March)

Financial Accountability
To be determined in consultation with the individual who leads this project.
This is projected to be either a year-long project or a project for one semester.

Partners • VP-Finance (Jeffrey Doucet)
• SRA Finance Commissioner (Daniel D ’Angela)
• SRA Operations Commissioner (Naomi Pullen)
• Other members of the Board of Directors (David Campbell, Anna 

D ’Angela, Spencer Graham)
• Bylaws and Procedures Committee

Objective 8 Committee Review
Description Another project that committee members are particularly interested in pursuing 

include a Committee Review. This would involve reviewing the structure of 
our SRA standing committees and investigating ways to improve them.

Benefits A committee review would help ensure that SRA committees are functioning 
as effectively as possible.

Difficulties Difficulties include determining feasible solutions to committee issues and 
translating these solutions into bylaw changes.

Long-term If changes are passed, the following year would need to be spent monitoring 
the changes and seeing if problems arise. By the end of the 2014-2015 year, 
the B&P committee would need to revise the pertaining bylaws accordingly.

How To be determined in consultation with the committee member who leads this 
project. This is projected to be a year-long project.

Partners • Bylaws and Procedures Committee
• Ad-Hoc Committee on Democratic Reform
• All SRA Commissioners
• Relevant SRA members
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GOALS to strive for
List 3 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1st)
1) Administrative and chairing issues
2) Constitutional Amendments -  have them approved by the SRA and sent to referendum
3) General Assembly -  have roles defined before planning starts in 2nd semester

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2nd)
1) Accountability -  House Leader
2) General Bylaw Review completed
3) Tri Council Review completed

If you could jump to the end of your term and were asked to tell someone the highlights of what 
your caucus or committee did over the course of the year, what would that include?

The B&P committee would have completed and proposed constitutional amendments to the 
SRA. As well, the B&P committee would have succeeded at defining an organizational 
structure for General Assembly, which would have hopefully contributed to improving 
awareness of G A and achieving quorum. The committee would have also worked towards 
reviewing and improving First Year Council and hopefully, by extension, the first year 
experience. Most importantly, the B&P committee would be known for its emphasis on 
consultation and feedback gathering as well as its drive to improve the workings of the SRA 
and the MSU.
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MASTER SUMMARY calendar and checklist
Slimmer
(preparation)

After June Training
o Submit B&P Year Plan 
o Attendance

■ Gather feedback from SRA members
■ Prepare first draft
■ Meet with B&P Committee, revise and prepare 

recommendation
■ Submit motion and prepare memo

o Definitions/Admini strati on -  begin research and consulting with 
MSU staff " 

o General Assembly -  begin research 
o Bylaw Review (Lobbying Organizations) -  begin review

July Training
o Attendance -  debate and vote on amendments at the SRA 
o Definitions/Administration -  finish gathering feedback, discuss 

with B&P committee and decide on course of action 
o General Assembly -  begin consultations

End of August
o Constitutional Amendments -  compile a list of issues to be 

addressed
o General Assembly -  decide on a tangible solution for improving 

organization and advertisement of GA 
o House Leader -  finish research, begin gathering feedback

September Early September
o Definitions/Admini strati on -  prepare a first draft of amendments

M id-September
o Bylaw Review (Elections) -  begin review

End of September
o Constitutional Amendments -  prepare a first draft of amendments 
o General Assembly -  prepare a first draft of changes or additions 

depending on the decided course of action 
o Definitions/Admini strati on -  prepare a second draft of 

amendments after collecting feedback 
o Bylaw Review (Lobbying Organizations) -  completed

October Early O ctober
o FYC -  meet with newly elected FYC

M id-October
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o Definitions/Administration -  have final draft approved by B&P 

End of October
o Constitutional Amendments -  have a final draft of amendments 

approved by B&P committee 
o General Assembly -  have a final draft approved by B&P 

committee (end of October) 
o Definitions/Administration -  debate and vote on amendments at 

the SRA

November Early/Mid-November
o Constitutional Amendments -  initiate amendment procedures as 

per Section IX of Constitution 
o General Assembly -  debate and vote on amendments at the SRA 
o Bylaw Review (Awards) -  begin review 
o Bylaw Review (Faculty/Residence Cups) -  begin review

End of November
o Constitutional Amendments -  debate and vote on amendments at 

the SRA
o Financial Accessibility -  finish research and consultation with 

VP-Finance

December Early December
o FYC- meet again with FYC and discuss

End of December
o House Leader -  finish gathering opinions and feedback from 

SRA members 
o FYC -  finish research and brainstorming ideas 
o PC and AAC -  Read through and analyze Bylaws 7A and 7B

January Early January
o FYC -  discuss research with FYC and gather feedback 
o PC and AAC -  gather feedback from President and VP-Ed 
o Bylaw Review (Elections) -  gather feedback

Mid-January
o FYC -  discuss feedback with B&P committee, SRA member on 

FYC and MSU President 
o PC and AAC -  discuss feedback and brainstorm with B&P 
o Financial Accessibility -  decide on course of action

End of January
o House Leader -  prepare a first draft of amendments 
o PC and AAC -  gather feedback from PC and AAC members and
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discuss with B&P committee 
o Bylaw Review (Awards) -  completed

February Early February
o FYC -  meet with FYC again and decide on course of action 
o PC and AAC -  meet with President and VP-Ed and decide on 

course of action
o Financial Accessibility -  prepare a first draft of amendments 
o Bylaw Review (Faculty/Residence Cups) -  completed

Before Reading Week
o FYC -  have first draft of amendments ready 
o Financial Accessibility -  gather feedback on first draft and revise 

accordingly
o Bylaw Review (Elections) -  prepare first draft

End of February
o House Leader -  have a final draft approved by B&P committee 
o PC and AAC -  gather feedback on first draft and make changes 

accordingly
o Financial Accessibility -  have a final draft approved by B&P 

committee

March E arly/Mid-Mar ch
o House Leader -  debate and vote on amendments at the SRA 
o FYC -  have a final draft approved by B&P committee 
o PC and AAC -  have a final draft approved by B&P committee 
o Financial Accessibility -  debate and vote on amendments at the 

SRA

End of March
o FYC -  debate and vote on amendments at the SRA 
o PC and AAC -  debate and vote on amendments at the SRA 
o Bylaw Review (Elections) -  completed

April Done!

Weekly - B&P committee meeting (weekly)
- Consultations and drafting bylaw changes
- Track progress through the year plan

*Projects led by other committee members will be included in the master list once a timeline has 
been set.
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COLLABORATION with MSU Services
There will be a lot of opportunity for collaboration with MSU Services. For example, extensive 
collaboration with MSU Elections will be necessary when reviewing the Elections bylaws 
(Bylaw 10 and 10A). Elections will benefit from collaboration, as the purpose of reviewing the 
Elections bylaws is to improve the Elections service. The B&P committee will also be 
extensively collaborating with FYC when reviewing Bylaw 9; the purpose of reviewing FYC is 
to improve the council and better empower it to serve first year students.

FINAL COMMENTS
The Committee Review (see Objective #8) may also be investigated by the Ad Hoc Committee 
on Democratic Reform. If the Ad Hoc Committee does pursue a committee review, the Bylaws 
and Procedures Committee should collaborate closely with the Ad Hoc Committee rather than 
conducting an independent review.
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McMaster Students Union

MSU YEARp!ani3
Department: External Affairs Date Submitted: September 10, 20J3

Prepared by: Jimmy Long Date Revised:

Administered by:
Anna D ’Angela, VP Administration
voadmin@msLi.mcmaster.ca or 905.525.9140 ex. 23250

Date Approved:

The YEARplan is a way of getting down on paper what you and your caucus or 
committee intend to accomplish over the course of your year. It will isolate the specific goals 
that you wish to accomplish, and the objectives that need be achieved. It will give the rest of the 
organization and students at large an understanding of the direction you wish to take with your 
caucus or committee, and identify areas where support can be given. When completed, the 
YEARplans will collectively reinforce the goals and visions of your department, and allow the 
respective members to focus their attention on areas of importance within the MSU.

ith after

1. Read over th e YEARpl an.
2. Complete your YEARplan in soft copy (on computer).
3. E-mail the first draft of the YEARplan to vpadmin@msu.mcmaster, ca by June 12" 

having brought and edited a draft at SRA Orientation with your committee.
4. The VP Administration will provide feedback on your YEARplan. Use this feedback to 

revise your draft into a final plan.
5. E-mail the final draft of the YEARplan to pad mi n@m su mcmaster. ca by the final due 

date (TBD).

The final copy will be then be presented back to the Student Representative Assembly, 
and posted online.

If for some reason you do not believe you can complete your YEARplan by the date 
indicated, please contact the Vice-President Administration in order to arrange a suitable 
extension (contact information above).

mailto:vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca
mailto:vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca
mailto:vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca


MISSION an overview
This year the overarching goals for the External Affairs committee will be twofold: one, to 
strengthen the MSU’s municipal ties and presence in Hamilton, and two, to make external affairs 
more relevant and accessible to our constituents. At the end of the day we hope that these two 
tasks will improve and enrich the student experience at McMaster, largely by helping students 
discover all that this city has to offer. I am hoping to aid in our school’s transition of moving 
from being in Hamilton to becoming an integral part q/Hamilton.

ROLES that individuals play
List all positions found within or in relation to your caucus or committee including full-time and 
part time staff, as well as one of a few general volunteer roles (if applicable) and how their role 
intersects with yours

Name of Individual Role(s)

1. Tristan Paul EA Committee Member (SRA)

2. Anser Abbas EA Committee Member (SRA)

3. Jacob Klugsberg EA Committee Member (MSU)

4. Christine Duong EA Committee Member (MSU)

5. Ryan Sparrow EA Committee Member (SRA)

6. Chris Harper EA Committee Member (SRA)
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OBJECTIVES step by step
Objective 1 External Policy O verhaul
Description Review all external-related policies in the MSU policy bank to ensure that all 

are up to date and accurate. From there we will improve where improvements 
need to be made and revise where there are inaccuracies. We will also aim to 
implement a policy style guide to ensure all have clear and similar branding.

Benefits This will reinforce the MSU’s reputation of being a leader in education-related 
policy and advocacy efforts.

Difficulties A lot of research will be required in order to update these policies and have 
them backed up enough to stand alone as a resource to students and other 
MSU members.

Long-term These policies will need to be reviewed fairly frequently to ensure that 
everything is up to date given the ever-changing nature of the PSE sector and 
the city of Hamilton.

How We will aim to have all policies reviewed by mid-September and then fully 
completed and ready for SRA re-approval by mid-October The style guide 
will be implemented after the content is all completed and ideally this entire 
process of revitalizing our policy bank will be completed by November.

Partners EA Committee Members, VP Education, Advocacy Coordinator, Advocacy 
executive team, University Affairs committee

Objective 2 M aroon Papers

Description
After the entire review of our policy bank is completed we hope to move into 
the process of turning them into maroon papers. These will be shorter policy 
briefs, ideally 1-2 pages in length that hit on the core points of the policies.

Benefits
This will hopefully make the MSU’s stance on external issues more tangible 
and accessible to students. These papers will also be useful for sharing with 
our external stakeholders.

Difficulties Some lengthier papers will be more difficult to compress than others.

Long-term These will also need revision whenever the policies themselves are revised, so 
an annual review for the maroon papers would also be useful.

How Members who have just completed the revision of a policy paper will then be 
responsible for its transition into a maroon paper to ensure consistency. These 
will all hopefully be prepared and formatted before the Christmas break.

Partners EA Committee Members, VP Education.

O bjective 3 Ham ilton O utreach Campaign
Description A year-long goal we have for this year is to improve the student’s opinion of
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and engagement with the city of Hamilton. This will be done through the 
Discover Your City campaign, which will help students learn what is 
happening in the community and really work to bridge the gap between the 
two parties. This will include increased advertising and promotions, a 
municipal lobbycon, and a full week of focus on this area.

Benefits This will help improve the experience of all McMaster students, given how 
often students cite Hamilton as being a more negative aspect of their university 
experience. Once students also start contributing more to the economy and 
culture of this city we will become more relevant in the eyes of all city 
stakeholders.

Difficulties There are a lot of moving parts and different people involved in the execution 
of this campaign, so organization and communication will be key.

Long-term This will hopefully set the stage for continuous community outreach in the 
coming years, and can be a campaign that is either replicated or built on in the 
future.

How Much of the planning will take place in the summer and early September, with 
actual execution beginning before October. This will include a lot of social 
media outreach as well as campus presence through the DYC t-shirts and 
tables in MUSC. It will culminate in a DYC “launch” party week sometime in 
first semester and continue on throughout the rest of the year.

Partners Done in collaboration with the SCSN Director, Advocacy Coordinator, VP 
Education, EA Committee Members, and Advocacy street team members.

Objective 4 Environm ental/Sustainability A ssessm ent

Description

Sustainability has been a big focus within McMaster, but very little lobbying 
and awareness has been spread regarding the sustainability of our city. Before 
launching any of these efforts the EA committee will conduct an assessment of 
the current state of sustainability efforts in Hamilton to determine what 
appropriate next steps would be.

Benefits
This research will allow the external affairs committee to expand the scope of 
our advocacy and hopefully make progress on an issue that many students are 
very passionate about.

Difficulties
This issue is a massive one that will require a very wide breadth of research in 
order to do it justice, so it will definitely be intensive and lengthy. Many 
consultations will also be necessary.

Long-term
The information we find from this study will be able to be used for years to 
come, and given how long this will take to complete some sort of advocacy 
campaign from the data will be timely in the 2014-15 year.

How [Outline the steps you will take to accomplish this objective and the 
approximate timeline for completion of each step]
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Partners [List the resources in the MSU and McMaster Community that will be helpful 
in accomplishing the objective]_________________________________________

O bjective 5 Election P re p a ra tio n

Description

With a variety of elections on the horizon the EA Committee sees fit to start 
preparations now for how to increase student engagement during voting times. 
This will involve planning campaigns, engaging with city stakeholders and 
beginning the work involved in securing regular campus polling stations for all 
levels of elections.

Benefits

Increasing student engagement with elections is the key to making our voice 
heard to politicians of all levels. Making these elections more accessible to 
students will also help them become more aware of issues that occur on 
municipal, provincial and federal levels.

Difficulties The nature of this project makes timing relatively unpredictable and there are 
many actors involved.

Long-term This project is set up with the intention of paving the way for next year’s EA 
committee when an election actually launches.

How

This project will begin with doing research on what has worked in the past, 
what students want to see, and how other institutions have engaged their 
constituents. From there we will prepare a sort of rubric of how to prepare for 
an election and how to actually execute the plan.

Partners UA committee, Advocacy team, VP Education, MSU Elections department, 
SCSN.

O bjective 6 Y o u r C ity  Survey  T ak e  2

Description
To follow up on the recent municipal outreach focus the EA committee will be 
launching a follow up of the Your City survey to figure out where w e’ve come 
from there, what’s been working and what hasn’t.

Benefits
This will give us a sense of how our projects like the DYC campaign have 
actually impacted students and will also show us what events/areas in 
Hamilton students really like and which we need to be promoting more.

Difficulties
Students have been bombarded with a ton of surveys in the past, so our biggest 
challenge will be picking a non-conflicting date to launch it and making it 
stand out from others.

Long-term This data will be useful for years to come as well and will act as the research 
backbone for future EA efforts in this sector.
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How
The questions will be crafted in the beginning of second semester and then 
launched sometime during the January-March window. All data will be 
collected and compiled in time for the end of the academic year.

Partners SCSN, Advocacy, VP Education, Pauline Taggart, Michael Wooder.

GOALS to strive for
List 3 things you would like to have completed during the fall term ( I s )
1) Policy Overhaul
2) Maroon Papers
3) Discover Your City Official Launch

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2nd)
1) Your City Survey Take 2
2) Environmental/Sustainability Assessment
3) Completion of Election Prep Package

COLLABORATION
Throughout the entire year the EA committee is going to work very closely with SCSN, 
Advocacy, and the UA committee very closely. We have found that our goals align very closely 
with one another, and when our manpower is pooled this Education Department makes up a very 
strong force with great ideas. In particular the DYC campaign is being coordinated entirely as 
joint effort between EA, Advocacy and SCSN to ensure that we provide the strongest campaign 
possible and deliver it to as many students as we can. There will also be a fair amount of EA/UA 
collaboration especially in regards to new policies that concern overlapping topics, such as 
mental health.

FINAL COMMENTS
Given how volatile the Canadian PSE sector is, the EA committee can never fully plan for the 
reactionary efforts it will have to deliver on during the year. That is why I have left room this 
year for us to deal with these sorts of issues as they arise. As an example, the municipal housing 
bylaw that appeared last year was not completely predicted, but it is something that falls under 
the jurisdiction of EA. While we will complete the six objectives listed above and more, we will 
also deal with these unforeseen changes as they occur to the best of our ability.
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MISSION an overview
The role of the SRA Finance Committee has changed drastically in a very short amount 

of time. Even by looking at our governing bylaws, it is clear that this committee was created for 
a time without an Accounting Office and Comptroller. Just as the role of VP Finance has 
changed from that of nitty-gritty of accounting to one based on projects, the SRA Finance 
committee is also transitioning to a new role. The new role envisioned by our committee now is 
to work on (and with, in some cases) financial projects of the MSU. We should also play an 
advising and consulting role for the VP Finance, the Board of Directors and the SRA as a whole. 
We will provide our knowledge and expertise to the pressing financial needs and projects of this 
organization, and act as a strong voice on financial aspect of the MSU.

This year, the SRA Finance Committee has committed itself to important reform and 
strategic planning. Our mission this year is to improve financial transparency for our 
constituents, creating smart, strategic reviews and plans for our businesses and zero-cost units as 
well as finding smart policies for our services and organizations in the financial aspect of this 
organization.

ROLES that individuals play
List all positions found within or in relation to your caucus or committee including full-time and 
part time staff, as well as one of a few general volunteer roles (if applicable) and how their role 
intersects with yours.

Name of Individual Role(s)
1. John McGowan Work with Mr. McGowan on creating a strategic vision for 

our business and zero-cost units

2.
Maggie Gallagher Work with Ms. Gallagher in gathering more information on, 

and creating a strategic vision for our business units and zero- 
cost units

3 Jeffrey Doucet Work with VP Doucet to create a strategy and plan for 
Ancillary Organizations, MSU Business Units and MSU 
Financial Literacy

4 Anna DAngela Working with VP D A ngela as a resource to understanding 
services better, as well as a working to help improve the 
Hours Review for part-time employees

5 Commissioner Gabriel 
Jeyasingham

Work with Mr. Jeyasingham to create and approve from his 
committee revisions on triennial review for ancillary fee 
organizations in Bylaw 5 -  Financial Affairs

6 Speaker Maria Daniel Work with Ms. Daniel to ensure our new bylaw revisions 
follow the rules of the MSU before being voted on

7 Jacob Brodka Work with Mr Brodka to create a more equitable and 
efficient Hour Review for part-time employees of the MSU
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OBJECTIVES step by step
Objective 1 Investigate Registered Charity Status for some MSU Services
Description Investigate a registered charity status for our more philanthropic MSU services 

to increase their revenue potential and decrease the financial burden 
undertaken by the MSU

Benefits The ultimate benefit of this objective is to help raise revenue for our 
philanthropic MSU services. This will incentivize our community partners to 
sponsor our services

Difficulties When dealing with government and regulation, it is difficult to navigate and 
and change government rules.

Long-term If successful, there would have to be an overhaul of all services bylaws and 
operating policies. There would be new training for PTM’s for working with 
the new tax-status, as well as increased duties for our full time accounting 
staff

How The first step is meeting with John McGowan and Maggie Gallagher to discuss 
the possibility of applying for this status. Next, work with our legal team to 
apply for status.

Partners Working with M SU Inc. to discuss the possibility to create a separate entity 
and registered charity organization for our services

Objective 2 Review Ancillary Fees Bylaws
Description One of the main objectives I had when speaking to my committee was to 

increase financial transparency for our students. In recent years, the MSU has 
taken great strides to improve financial transparency of McMaster University 
and the MSU itself, with the best example being the new infographics our VP 
Finance has made.

ITowever, one area which lacks transparency is our Ancillary Fee 
organizations. These 5 organizations, as shown under the Appendix A for 
Bylaw 5, collect almost $11 a student, and at approximately 20,500 students, 
that accounts to about $220,000 in student fees to third party organizations 
which we have no oversight or enforcement of financial transparency.

After meeting with these groups, and from discussions with members who are 
represented by Queen’s AMS, the VP Finance and I consulted with the Queens 
AMS Information Officer about their Triennial review, and created the bylaws 
which would govern that system with the MSU (more information will be 
provided in a memo the second meeting of September).

Benefits This will help improve transparency and accountability for groups that receive 
student funds
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Difficulties Administering referendums will require extra MSU time be devoted to our 
elections team to oversee these ancillary fee referendums

Long-term If a possible change of reporting, this would require a majority vote of the 
SRA, as well as referendum to change any of the ancillary fees.

How 1. Meet with the Ancillary Group Organizations and discuss with them 
questions of transparency and democratic values

2. Work with the VP Finance to create new triennial review bylaws after 
consultation with the Queen’s AMS

3. Have the bylaws approved by the Finance Committee
4. Have the bylaw revisions approved by the Bylaws and Procedures 

Committee
5. Submit the bylaw changes to the SRA for approval

Partners The cooperation of the organizations that receive the ancillary fees. The 
Bylaws & Procedures committee to create new bylaws for ancillary fees

Objective 3 Improve SRA and PTM Financial Literacy
Description Improve SRA and PTM Training for financial matters. This training would 

cover many different areas, and would be different depending on roles within 
the organization and various other constraints and desires for training.

Benefits This training would be beneficial because the SRA would have better financial 
competency for financial matters of the MSU, especially pertaining to 
Business Units, while PTMs would have a better understanding of proper 
accounting and budgeting procedures.

Difficulties These trainings could be time consuming and campus partners must be willing 
to accommodate the needs of our student leaders to institute the best training 
possible. Also, SRA members must commit to becoming more financial 
literate and this commitment takes a personal investment of time and effort.

Long-term Long-Term, these trainings could be instituted at the MSU, or at the individual 
SRA and PTM retreats, as well as professional development (PD) throughout 
the academic year.

How 1. Create a list with the Board and our Full-Time staff of areas of 
financial literacy that our Part-Time employees and volunteers needs

2. Contacting a community partner who will help create a workshop and 
teaching methods for our PTMs and SRA members.

Partners Various campus partners and third party organizations are available for the 
development of financial training programs for our part-time staff.

Objective 4 Strategic Review and Projections for MSU Business Units and Zero-Cost 
Centres

Description Working with the MSU Full-Time Staff and the VP Finance, the Finance 
Committee will initiate a strategic review and financial projections for each 
MSU Business Centre and Zero-Cost Centre These reviews willincorporate 
strategies for continued growth, and solutions to any problems within these 
units.
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Benefits This review will help to analyze the current state of these units. This will allow 
the MSU to be proactive in identifying future problems or opportunities, as 
well as fix current problems with these units.

Difficulties During such a comprehensive review will be very time consuming, however 
we will prioritize the units at the beginning of the year as a committee, and 
will complete as many reviews as possible.

Long-term These reviews are to be implemented over a long-term horizon. The changes 
we hope to put in place will be managed and executed by future student 
leaders, however we believe that by creating a strategic vision in the present, 
we are being proactive to any future difficulties

How 1. First, my committee will prioritize which services shall be reviewed 
first.

2. We will create a list of areas to review and questions to ask in order to 
learn the SWOTs of these units.

3. Then we will divide our team into task forces to review each unit
4. Discuss with individuals involved in each unit
5. Talk to MSU Full-Time Staff after creating a preliminary list of 

findings
6. Present the list of completed changes to the VP Finance to see how 

they can be implemented in 2014-2015 and future years
Partners Full-Time Staff, SOPs, other employees at our Zero-Cost and Business Units

Objective 5 Implementing a new Wage Review System
Description From discussions with Jacob Brodka, the Services Commissioner, the VP 

Finance and the VP Administration, I believe that a new reporting system for 
hours of Part-Time Managers should be implemented.

Presently, hours are determined by a combination of factors by the Finance 
Committee, such as the recommendation of the PTM, precedent, and 
comparisons of equivalent positions. With this information, we determine what 
the weekly hours of each part-time position should be when they come up for 
review. I would like to create a new system, in consultation with the Services 
Committee, our Full-Time Staff and PTM’s for tracking hours worked of our 
part time staff, so that we utilize a more scientific and quantitative approach 
for hours worked that tracks it accurately, rather than the “guesstimation” that 
currently takes place.

Benefits A common complaint from my conversations with PTM’s is that their hours of 
work aren’t tracked effectively. One week they work significantly less than 
their paid hours, and some weeks, they work much more. A new system could 
provide a more equitable and quantitative system of tracking hours worked.

Difficulties The main difficulty in implementing a new system is that there are many 
drawbacks in the different systems currently considered; no one system is 
completely perfect. We can overcome this difficulty not by devising the 
perfect system, impervious to criticism, but through creating a more equitable 
system that improves on previous incarnations of Hours reporting for our part
time employees.
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Long-term This new system would be implemented at the earliest 2014-2015 if a new 
workable, improved system can be devised. From there, the new Services 
Commissioner, and new VP Admin will work to administer the new system, 
and improve it.

How 1. First, we must create a list of current problems with Part-Time 
Employees

2. Collaboration between PTMs and the previously listed MSU partners is 
key, thus we need to create a list of ideas of possible improvements to 
either the current system, or a complete system overhaul

3. After creating this system, run a pilot project at first, to see the 
differences between the current system and a new system , and to work 
out potential kinks

4. After working out preliminary kinks, going to the SRA to change the 
reporting system for hours reporting

5. ~  "

Partners PTMs, Services Commissioner, Operations Commissioner, VP Admin, VP 
Finance

GOALS to strive for
List 3 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1st)
1) Review all Ancillary Fee organizations
2) Create New Ancillary Fee Bylaws
3) Create a MSU Finances awareness training program for PTM’s and SRA members

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2nd)
1) Continue Strategic Review of MSU Business Units as well as implementing the plans we 
create
2) Work with the VP Finance and the Comptroller to implement the completed strategic review’s 
analysis into the budget for the 2014-2015 fiscal calendar.
3) Create a new Flours Review system for part-time employees

If you could jump to the end of your term and were asked to tell someone the highlights of what 
your caucus or committee did over the course of the year, what would that include?

By the end of the year the first accomplishment I wish for our committee to have completed is 
the Ancillary Fee bylaws implemented and going, with students having a better understanding 
of where their money is going every year

Also, I would also want a highlight to be us fully investigating the possibility of creating a 
MSU registered charity for some of our services to increase their fundraising abilities. If this 
goal is attainable, I would like by the end of the year for it to have been a finished, the 
structure to be close to being finished, and the finance committee playing an active role in 
making this idea to come to fruition.
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Finally, the last accomplishment I wish to have completed is strategic plans for all our 
business units and zero-cost units. Not only will this improve their finances, but I hope these 
strategic plans bring meaningful change to our business and have them be more integrated into 
our community. For example, I want students to make 1280 their campus bar, and hopefully, 
our strategic plans and review will help provide these meaningful changes

MASTER SUMMARY calendar and checklist
Summer
(preparation)

- Working with MSU Inc. to investigate a registered charity status for 
MSU Services
-Complete Bylaw Changes in terms of MSU Ancillary Fees

September - Receive ideas from members of the Finance Committee
- Pass Bylaw 5 Revisions -  Ancillary Fees

October - Receive financial statements from Ancillary Fee Organizations
- Work with VP Admin and VP Finance to create a plan for financial 
literacy training for our student volunteers

November - Ensure Ancillary Fee Organizations financial reporting is to the 
standards set out in Bylaw 5 -  Ancillary Fees
- Notify Ancillary Organizations which are facing review this upcoming 
year
-Work with campus partners to create and implement a financial literacy 
program for MSU student leaders

December

January - Work with Elections Committee and Ancillary Fee Organizations to 
implement a smooth election process

February - Finalize all reviews of MSU Business-Units and Zero-Cost Centres
March - Work with VP Finance and Comptroller to implement ideas and 

strategies from strategic reviews
April

Weekly -Meet Once weekly
-Discuss organization each week
-Other Routine Duty of the Finance Committee
- Assign work to do for next week

COLLABORATION with MSU Services
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One particular MSU Service which we will need the assistance of potentially is the 
Elections department. If the bylaw changes are approved, then my committee will need to work 
with them to ensure that the new elections are being implemented in the most equitable and fair 
manner for students and the ancillary fee organizations.

FINAL COMMENTS
One additional goal we had intended to work on, but are unsure of how to proceed, is to improve 
our constituent’s collective understanding of the MSU’s Finances. We have made great strides in 
improving in this area, even in the last few months, however improvements can still be made.
We had some ideas on how to reach students, but nothing too solid, or concrete. If you have any 
innovative ways of increasing student’s awareness this please contact the Finance Committee, 
and we would be more than happy to work with you.
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MISSION an overview
For the 2013/2014 year, the Operations Committee hopes to continue the hard work that has 
shaped what it is while redefining and refocusing its efforts to uphold its true purpose as outlined 
in Bylaw 3/B. In recent years, the Operations Committee has become a venue for many 
“miscellaneous” projects that do not seem to fit within another committee; this has enabled many 
positive and productive developments, the continuation of which should not be discouraged, but 
has pushed the “operational” component of the Operations Committee to the sidelines. This year 
the committee hopes to find a balance that promotes both aspects. Overall, we hope to improve 
operational efficiency by reviewing and updating our policies, improving our environmental and 
social impact, centralizing information, and creating policies in key lacking areas; and aim to 
generally improve the quality of student life on campus with our environmental initiatives, by 
evaluating and improving upon the effects of the TwelvEighty All-Ages Policy, evaluating 
international student experience, and with the availability of a suitable multi-faith space on 
campus. Through these efforts the Operations Committee hopes to leave the MSU more 
sustainable, responsible, and efficient by the end of the school year and hopes that the effects can 
be felt by students through an improved student experience.

ROLES that individuals play
List all positions found within or in relation to your caucus or committee including full-time and 
part time staff, as well as one of a few general volunteer roles (if applicable) and how their role 
intersects with yours.

Name of Individual Role(s)
1. Committee Members

• Salah 
Abdelrahman

• Eric Gillis
• Hans Loewig
• Andrei 

Tichenkov
• David Cheng
• Angelina 

Vaccaro
• Naayij ah Kari m *
• Tristan Paul* 

*non-voting members

The role of the Operations Committee members is to 
participate in overseeing the overall operations of the MSU 
and to act as the go-to body for operational questions. They 
also are partners with myself as Commissioner in 
accomplishing the objectives set out for the committee, either 
by taking on a project individually or by collaborating with 
other committee members and myself.

2. VP (Administration), 
Anna D ’Angela

The VP (Administration) will be a primary contact point for 
general support and guidance and as a bridge to the Services.

3. VP (Education), Spencer 
Graham

The VP (Education) will be a resource for general support, 
especially due to his previous participation in the Operations 
Committee.

4. VP (Finance), Jeffrey The VP (Finance) will serve as a resource for consultation on
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Doucet financial issues, such as weighing economic costs for new 
sustainability initiatives.

5. MSU President, David 
Campbell

The MSU President will also be a resource for support, 
information, and guidance, especially due to his long history 
of involvement with the organization.

6. MSU Administrative 
Assistants, Victoria 
Scott and Jessie Bauman

The MSU Administrative Assistants will be consulted in a 
variety of areas as they hold long-term knowledge of the 
organization and are links to other informational resources.

7. MSU Speaker, Maria 
Daniel

The MSU Speaker will be a useful information resource, 
especially in terms of understanding the policies.

8. Finance Commissioner, 
Daniel D ’Angela

The Finance Commissioner and the Finance Committee will 
also serve as sources of information on financial questions 
and issues.

9. Services Commissioner, 
Jacob Brodka

The Services Commissioner will be a useful information 
resource on questions and objectives pertaining to the 
Services, and like the VP (Administration) be able to act as a 
bridge between them and this committee if necessary.

10. MSU Network 
Administrator, Pauline 
Taggart

The MSU Network Administrator will be a vital partner in 
the execution of a number of the objectives herein that deal 
with the MSU’s technological infrastructure.

11. McMaster Office of 
Sustainability, Senior 
Manager -  Kate Whalen

The Office of Sustainability can act as an informational 
resource, support, and consultant on the sustainability-related 
objectives.

12. MACgreen, Director - 
Kaitlin Jingco

MACgreen will be a significant partner in working towards 
our sustainability goals, especially in terms of the 
Environmental Sustainability Policy that it shares 
responsibility over.

13. Diversity Services, 
Director -  Israa Ali

Diversity Services will be a key consultant when researching 
and designing an improved campus multi-faith space, and 
may also be useful informational resources in completing 
other objectives sensitively and appropriately.

14. TwelvEighty, Manager 
-  Richard Haja

TwelvEighty will be a key partner in both its providing local 
food options as well as in reviewing and improving the 
TwelvEighty All-Ages Policy.

15. SRA Committee 
Commissioners - 
Gabriel Jeyasingham, 
Jimmy Long, Daniel 
D ’Angela, Jacob 
Brodka, Rodrigo Narro 
Perez

The other commissioners will be a useful resource in 
providing feedback and consultation on general committee 
questions and issues.

16. SRA Members SRA members generally will be important sources for 
critique and providing alternative viewpoints and ideas, as 
well as collaboration should any of their objectives be similar 
to or closely aligned with those of the Operations Committee.
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OBJECTIVES step by step
Objective 1 Operating Policy Review
Description In accordance with section 12.2.4 of Bylaw 3/B, this will be a review of all 

Operating Policies, excluding those specifically governing MSU Services or 
overseen by another committee.

Benefits The benefits from this review will be in ensuring policies are up-to-date, easy 
to understand, and demonstrating efficient and relevant procedures.

Difficulties It may be difficult, if  policies are confusing or outdated, to understand the 
original intent of certain policy sections, but this difficulty can hopefully be 
addressed through consultation with relevant stakeholders or the 
Administrative Assistants.

Long-term This review, as outlined, should be done regularly, but may not need to be 
done for every policy every year; for the long-term this review can identify 
needs for follow-up reviews in the short-term and the long-term.

How Over the summer, each policy will be reviewed to satisfy the criteria of 12.2 4 
and making any other changes as necessary. At the start of Term 1, the policies 
requiring changes will be discusses among the Operations Committee and then 
brought forward to the SRA.

Partners The Administrative Assistants may be useful resources to provide background 
knowledge or more information on certain policies.

Objective 2 All-Ages Policy Review
Description Last year, the Operations Committee successfully worked with TwelvEighty to 

change Operating Policy 1.7.3.2 -  TwelvEighty All-Ages Policy to restrict the 
entry completely of persons under the legal Ontario drinking age when it is 
being used as a nightclub. This year its success will need to be reviewed in two 
key ways -  the affect, if  any, it has on TwelvEighty’s bottom line, and the 
success of the resultant All-Ages Programming that is required to compensate 
for under-aged students’ loss of access to TwelvEighty as a night club.

Benefits The review will be beneficial by evaluating the effects of the policy, allowing 
us to discover if  it is having negative effects which we can then work to reduce 
and eliminate, and especially by evaluating the effects it has on under-age 
student experience and if the programming committee is effectively filling the 
gap creating by loss of under-aged access to TwelvEighty

Difficulties While important to review this policy early on, it may be difficult to notice 
trends with the limited amount of data we will get after only one term or one 
year of the policy in place. Therefore it is important that this review be part of 
a continual process of evaluation

Long-term This review should be done at least for one more year to verify or challenge 
information discovered this year and also to evaluate any changes made to the 
policy and/or the programming after this year’s review.

How At the end of Term 1, TwelvEighty and the All-Ages Programming Committee 
will be contacted to hear from them about their experiences with the policy
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change and their input on any further changes that are required; and a survey 
for under-aged students will be administered to learn about their participation 
in and experiences with the new All-Ages programming and if and how they 
have been affected by not being allowed into TwelvEighty as a club. At the 
start of Term 2, information from the meetings will be reviewed and the 
survey results will be analyzed. Any resulting necessary changes will be 
discussed, researched, and implemented if possible. The same process, 
assuming it itself was successful but adjusted if not, will be done at the end of 
Term 2 to provide more data and understand the affects of any changes made 
after Term 1 Following this, suggestions for both the policy and the review 
process will be made for their continuation for the next school year.

Partners The TwelvEighty managers and the members of the All-Ages Programming 
Committee will be vital partners in this review process, and the First Year 
Council will be a key resource for helping with survey distribution and general 
under-aged student feedback.

Objective 3 Centralization of Other Committee Information
Description From my own and others’ experiences in past years, there is sometimes a 

disconnect between the other committees that SRA and MSU members have 
seats on with the SRA and MSU themselves. The objective here then is to 
centralize information on points of contact for these committees, their 
descriptions, and regular meeting times and places (as relevant) to bridge the 
gap and ensure committee members are able to fully participate.

Benefits While quite simple, this will directly benefit members by providing 
information that is sometimes lacking and that can be a barrier to participation 
in a committee if unavailable or difficult to find. It will also be beneficial for 
members to be able to readily see the existence of these committees that might 
be able to serve as key partners or resources for individual projects.

Difficulties There may be slight difficulties in locating this information to begin with, but 
should be readily overcome through thorough research and utilizing resources.

Long-term In the long-term, this information will need to be kept up-to-date so as not to 
stagnate and confuse people.

How Over the summer, all contact points for the other committees will be 
established and compiled and at the beginning of the school year, these 
committee leaders will be contacted to inquire about their meeting 
information. In collaboration with the MSU Network Administrator this 
information will be made available on the MSU website.

Partners Each committee leader will be instrumental to this process, as well as the 
Network Administrator, Pauline Taggart, and the MSU Speaker, Maria Daniel, 
may also be a helpful resource.

Objective 4 Local Food Policy
Description The Local Food Policy is the continuation of my own personal Operations 

project from 2012/2013, and the objective here is to, beginning with
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TwelvEighty, encourage the local sourcing of our food products on campus.
Benefits The benefit of a Local Food Policy for TwelvEighty is the reduction of our 

ecological footprint as an organization and the encouragement to students to 
do the same. By locally sourcing our food products, we reduce the carbon 
emissions necessary for its travel to McMaster, support local fanners and 
industries in turn supporting the local community, and source our food more 
responsibly overall.

Difficulties The difficulties expected are that locally-sourced food is often more expensive, 
but we do not want this expense passed on to students or to significantly affect 
TwelvEighty’s bottom line; and that “local” is not always necessarily ethically 
better, and we want to ensure that we do not sacrifice other factors such as 
working conditions. In addition it is difficult to define “local”; conversations 
with the Office of Sustainability last year yielded the idea that setting a fixed 
radius is not necessarily the best way to go but to review each case 
individually and simply ensure we are sourcing as locally as possible.

Long-term If successful, this project can be expanded both at the TwelvEighty level and 
to other campus food vendors. In addition we can use locally sourcing food as 
a jumping off point for evaluating our food purchasing practices more 
generally, especially for those items that are impossible to source locally.

How Over the summer, last year’s work will be built upon with further research into 
other schools’ practices, Richard Haja, the TwelvEighty Food and Beverage 
Manager will be contacted to communicate these ideas, receive his own ideas 
and feedback, and better understand how TwelvEighty is currently performing 
in terms of local sourcing. From this information a target will be set (e.g. 15%, 
25%, etc.) that is agreed to be an attainable improvement. Following this point, 
more research will be conducted to locate local alternatives to some currently 
non-local suppliers and to ensure suppliers we retain are our best option. 
Following this, a policy will be drafted detailing our goals for local food 
sourcing at TwelvEighty including a timeline for its review and expansion, 
which will be brought to the SRA early in Term 1.

Partners The key partner for this project is Richard Haja, TwelvEighty Food and 
Beverage Manager. The Office of Sustainability, MACgreen Director Kaitlin 
Jingco, Farmstand Director Karin Gordon, and McMaster Teaching and 
Community Garden Coordinator Christina Monachino may also be key 
resources for information.

Objective 5 MSUstainability
Description In accordance with Operating Policy 1.6 -  Environmental Sustainability, the 

MSU should be operating in such a way that it diminishes as much as possible 
its negative environmental impact. There are a variety of ways that it can work 
to do that and to spread this goal around campus and individually to students, 
and this year the Operations Committee will work to do this through 
expanding the Plastic Bottle Free Zones, evaluating paper usage in the MSU 
Office and by the MSU Services, and by working with MACgreen to evaluate 
and update this policy, especially in terms of the biannual environmental audit
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of the MSU that is required by 1.6.
Benefits Lessening our environmental impact is beneficial simply for its own sake and 

for making our organization more socially responsible, but doing so also often 
results in more operational efficiencies and can lessen costs in terms of 
supplies needed and waste management.

Difficulties It can be difficult to ensure people make changes to their usual routine, and 
also difficult to implement changes if they require a greater cost investment.

Long-term Every year, the Operations Committee should consult with MACgreen and the 
Office of Sustainability to ensure the MSU is consistently improving and 
adhering to policy 1.6, and hopefully in the future the initiatives worked on 
this year can be continued and expanded For example, in the long-term (but 
not too long-term) it would be ideal if  the entire McMaster Campus could be a 
Plastic Bottle Free Zone.

How For the Plastic Bottle Free Zone expansion, in the summer it will be important 
to identify the areas that are currently Plastic Bottle Free, and then those that 
are not but that would be good candidates for becoming Zones. From there it 
will be necessary to contact the administrators of those spaces to gauge their 
receptiveness and interest in transitioning their spaces. If they are receptive, 
we can work with MACgreen and the Office of Sustainability to help these 
spaces transition and provide them with resources for advertising their status 
as a Plastic Bottle Free Zone.

Evaluating paper usage in the MSU Office and by MSU Services will begin 
with gathering the information on current usage, and working with the office 
and with the services through consultation with MACgreen and the Office of 
Sustainability to see where improvements can be made and at what cost those 
improvements will be. By the end of the year, the services and the office 
should be operating more efficiently in terms of their paper usage and when 
necessary, such as with printed documents, usage should be in accordance with 
Sustainability’s developed guidelines.

Finally, policy 1.6 states that it is to be reviewed (at one point annually and at 
another every 3 years or as necessary), that “the MACgreen Director is 
ultimately responsible for the implementation and delegation of tasks required 
to fulfill this policy”, and also that an environmental audit is to be done 
biannually of the MSU. I think this is a crucial area for collaboration between 
MACgreen and Operations, and so the Operations Committee will provide any 
help and resources it can to MACgreen to assist them in reviewing the policy, 
which has not officially been done since 2009, and in performing the audit that 
can be an incredibly important resource for determining the needs and 
directions of future sustainability initiatives within the MSU.

Partners MACgreen and the Office of Sustainability are fundamental partners in this 
objective, as well as the Service PTMs, MSU Administrative Assistants, and 
other administrators of spaces to be made Plastic Bottle Free.
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Objective 6 MSU Website Policy
Description This idea came from the MSU Network Administrator Pauline Taggart, as 

Bylaw 3/B includes in section 12. Operations a mandate, 12.2.5(2), that this 
committee is to review policies, protocols, and plans pertaining to the MSU 
Network and any other information technologies, but there is no such plan, 
protocol, or policy in place for our new MSU Website.

Benefits This would benefit the MSU as an organization by optimizing the use of our 
website, which is a key tool for providing information to students. It would set 
standards to ensure information is easily accessible and correct, and that MSU 
staff and volunteers are using the site to its full potential. It will also provide a 
long-term strategy that can be looked to when making decisions that affect the 
future of the website and the MSU’s general presence online.

Difficulties It may to difficult to outline a policy covering the vastness of our website 
especially considering the variety of ways in which it can be used, but this will 
be ultimately beneficial for understanding all of the capabilities of the site.

Long-term In future years it should be ensured that the policy is being upheld, and that as 
website functions and features change, it is updated accordingly.

How The first step is to, over the summer, meet with Ms. Taggart to understand her 
vision for the policy and for the website generally. From here it will be 
important to develop the policy in consultation with her and with other key 
stakeholders that may arise. Ideally this policy should be presented to the SRA 
early in Term 1 and communicated to all MSU staff and volunteers and users 
of the site to ensure it is being used effectively as soon as possible.

Partners As mentioned, Pauline Taggart, the Network Administrator, will be a key 
partner in this project, as well as all users of the website.

Objective 7 Policy Database
Description This project almost reached completion last year but requires some follow-up 

research, policy finalization, and ultimately implementation. It was developed 
by last year’s Operations Commissioner as a means to reduce some of the 
issues and confusion caused by the high rate of turnover each year in the SR A, 
among PTMs, and in the MSU by centralizing policy project information for 
current and future members.

Benefits This database would be a great starting point for committee and caucus 
members as well as PTMs who want to continue or even begin a project to see 
what related work has already been done in that area. It would give people 
relevant contact information, useful external resources, partners willing to 
collaborate, outline effective as well as ineffective methods for certain tasks, 
eliminate the instances where a member inefficiently uses time repeating work 
that’s already been accomplished, and would greatly increase members’ and 
PTMs’ abilities to continue and finish outstanding projects of their 
predecessors.

Difficulties Last year one difficulty arose in determining where to house it. The original 
plan was to use a third-party system, which would incur additional costs, but 
our Network Administrator felt we could use the systems we already have in
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place, and this is where the work should begin. Additionally, while it is in 
members’ best interests, it may be difficult to ensure SRA members and PTMs 
are using the system. This could undermine and eliminate its benefits as using 
the system is what makes it effective.

Long-term In the long-term, the use of the system needs to be evaluated. If it is being used 
well it may be necessary to expand it. If it is being underutilized, its use should 
be more strongly encouraged, but if people are not using it because they feel it 
is negatively affecting them or their projects, then its existence should be 
reevaluated.

How Using the guidelines left by the former Operations Commissioner, the first step 
is to over the summer review the Policy Database draft document that detailed 
what the SRA decided they were looking for and make any necessary changed. 
The next step will be to contact Pauline Taggart, the Network Administrator, 
to determine how to proceed and which system we will use. Following this 
point it will be necessary to get a quote from our website designer Factor[E] to 
compare this cost to the monthly cost of using HighRise, and make an 
informed decision with Ms. Taggart on the best system to use. Following this 
it will be necessary to bring this information to the SRA to get final opinions 
and make a decision on which venue to use, and then to make the purchase 
assuming members support it. It would be ideal to have the system up and 
running by the middle of Term 1 at the latest so it can start helping members 
and PTMs be effective as soon as possible.

Partners The Network Administrator, Pauline Taggart, will be an essential partner and 
resource in the continuation of this project. Nabil Khaja, the former Operations 
Commissioner has also expressed interest in assisting with finishing up this 
project, and SRA members and PTMs generally will be helpful in providing 
feedback for the system they will ultimately (and hopefully) be using.

Objective 8 In-Depth General Policy Review and Renewal
Description Of the general policies, a number require evaluation and updating. For this 

year, two will be selected to be reviewed, researched, and renewed -  the 
Registration Systems Policy (RSP) and the Social and Environmental 
Purchasing Policy (SEPP) -  with one additional policy requiring additions -  
the Anti-Oppression Policy (AOP), requiring detailed guidance on an Anti
Oppression Campaign.

Benefits It is always important and beneficial to keep our policies relevant to today’s 
students. More specifically, for the RSP updates are essential, as the last was 
done in 2000 when McMaster did not even use an online system. As a new 
course registration system is being developed, this is the perfect time to re
develop this policy in tandem. This will ensure the MSU has a strong voice in 
the changes that will directly affect students.
The SEPP was last revised in 2008 and is due for an update, and moreover is 
something that is often difficult to adhere to, so reevaluating it with the 
challenges it has historically faced will benefit its users going forward. The 
policy itself provides benefits by making the MSU a more responsible
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organization and its students more responsible and aware in turn.
The AOP would benefit from a more defined section on the Anti-Oppression 
Campaign so that every year there is no confusion as to who is to take the lead 
on the campaign and it does not fall by the wayside through transitions. This 
campaign is important for furthering the aims of the AOP, which improves 
student life by fostering an inclusive, sensitive, and more aware culture at 
McMaster.

Difficulties The RSP faces difficulties in being so completely out-of-date that a complete 
overhaul is required. The SEPP faces challenges because its contents and 
identifying what the most socially and environmentally responsible options are 
can be quite contestable. Moreover, it is difficult to implement with so little 
information being provided by some suppliers and again contestable 
information at that to determine if one’s purchases are in line with the policy, 
and being certain of one’s compliance can come at a much greater economic 
investment. A difficulty with the AOP will be finding a way to more clearly 
define the campaign without limiting its potential future scope.

Long-term Long-term, these policies will require more updates and reviews to ensure they 
are being upheld.

How The existing RSP will be reviewed during Term 1 to determine what, if 
anything, should be retained, and then research and consultations will be done 
to determine a basis for what a renewed policy should include. University 
Technology Services will be contacted to receive available information on the 
future registration system, and will be a key resource for information 
throughout the policy review. After research and consultations done through 
the first term, at the beginning of second term the policy will be written and 
consulted on by various key informational resources, such as the MSU 
Network Administrator and the Information Systems Committee. It will be 
discussed at the committee level and then brought to the SRA before Reading 
Week.

The SEPP will also require a significant amount of research, which will be 
started over the summer, and continued into first term as necessary. 
Consultations will be made with key informational resources on campus, such 
as MACgreen, the Office of Sustainability, and interested campus clubs -  to 
determine this interest, potentially relevant clubs will be contacted at the 
beginning of the school year to allow them time to get up and running.
Included in this update will be discussions on how to ensure it is applied and 
how to help its users implement it. The Finances Committee and VP Finacnce 
will be consulted on the issue of economic cost versus social/environmental 
cost, and how to best address this at a policy level and in communicating the 
renewed policy to its users. After these consultations, a revised policy will be 
drafted and discussed at the committee by the end of Term 1 so that the SRA 
can see it at the beginning of Term 2 and implementation can occur throughout 
the second term.

Finally, AOP discussion will occur during the summer to establish a basis for
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the campaign, and then first term can be spent establishing official guidelines 
for the campaign for future years.

Partners UTS, the Information Systems Committee, and MSU Network Administrator 
Pauline Taggart; MACgreen, the Office of Sustainability, relevant and 
interested MSU clubs, the VP Finance, and the Finance Committee, as well as 
SRA Social Sciences member Ryan Sparrow who is also interested and 
working in the area of Social Purchasing; and Diversity Services and the 
QSCC will all be key partners, resources, and stakeholders in reviewing, 
updating, and renewing these general policies.

Objective 9 International Student Experience
Description A personal initiative of committee member Salah Abdelrahman, this objective 

aims to investigate the international student experience at McMaster and 
within the MSU to understand where and how best to improve it.

Benefits The international student experience is very different from that of domestic 
students, from tuition fees to other obstacles such as obtaining a Visa and 
communicating primarily in a non-native language, so working to understand 
this experience will provide avenues to improve which itself is a direct benefit. 
It will also provide information that can be used in the future to ensure MSU 
services, events, and opportunities are accessible to these students.

Difficulties It may be difficult, as it often is, to gamer a lot of student response, and so it 
will be imperative use all the promotional tools at our disposal

Long-term There is always room to improve student experience, so improvements that 
cannot be made for this year can be incorporated or built upon in the long
term. This should also not be a one-time project, as primary concerns will 
change with time.

How A survey will be developed in conjunction with key partners, such as Diversity 
Services and International Student Services, at the start of the school year and 
administered during Term 1 to understand key concerns of international 
students. International student groups on campus will also be contacted at this 
time to elicit direct feedback. The results of this survey and these 
conversations will be analyzed at the start of Term 2 in collaboration with our 
partners, and areas for improvement will be identified. From year plans can be 
developed to address some of these areas, with others potentially being tagged 
as projects for the next committee.

Partners International Student Services and Diversity Services will be key resources 
and partners in this project, as well as the various international student campus 
groups.

Objective 10 Continuation of 2012/2013 Multi-Faith Space Project
Description Last year, an Operations Committee member put a lot of time and effort into a 

policy meant to improve issues with the multi-faith space availability on 
campus, including affordability, size, access, and scheduling. This policy was 
not quite completed but should be worked on and finalized this school year,
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and then utilized in the locating of an appropriate space (or spaces, as may be 
required).

Benefits As last year’s research demonstrated, there are many issues with the current 
availability of multi-faith space on campus, and so a policy to rectify these 
issues would be beneficial to the countless students who require the use of 
such a space, ensuring that they are not only able to access a physical space, 
but one that facilitates and accommodates their various needs.

Difficulties Two major difficulties with this project that were encountered last year are the 
vast diversities between the different groups that would hope to use this space 
and the differences in each of their desired specifications for the space -  one 
group’s requirements may violate another group’s, for example -  and the 
actual finding of a space that meets whatever specifications are developed.

Long-term In the long-term, this policy paper can be modified as groups require, and as 
well is compromises have to be made on the space these can hopefully be 
improved upon with time and as different and potentially more appropriate 
spaces open up.

How Over the summer, the former committee member will be contacted to gauge 
her interest in continuing work on this project (as she is not a committee 
member this year), and research into multi-faith spaces at other university 
campuses will be conducted. At the beginning of the school year, the different 
faith-based groups on campus will be contacted to confirm information we 
have from last year and to understand any other needs they now have. The 
policy as it stands will be adjusted accordingly and then sent out to each group 
for a final consultation. Once finalized, the policy will be brought to the 
assembly by the end of Term 1. If it is approved, at the beginning of Term 2 
investigation into space availability can begin, keeping all key stakeholders 
always in the loop, and ideally by the middle of Term 2 a space will be 
established.

Partners This project will require collaboration with McMaster’s various religious 
groups, assistance from the Diversity Services Director, and communication 
with various facilities on campus when looking for an appropriate space.

GOALS to strive for
List 3 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1st)
1) TwelvEighty will be committed to locally sourcing a portion of its food, with a policy to 
reflect this commitment and plans for its long-term expansion.
2) The MSU will have a fully functioning Policy Database that is in use by PTMs and SRA 
members.
3) A review procedure will be in place and underway for the TwelvEighty All-Ages Policy and 
Programming Committee.

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2nd)
1) The MSU will have been environmentally audited with outlines and steps taken to improve 
upon the results found by the audit.
2) A satisfactory and appropriate multi-faith space will be available to students.
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3) An up-to-date, understandable, and easily usable Social & Environmental Purchasing Policy 
will be available and communicated to all potential users, with steps being taken to better adhere

If  you could jum p to the end of your term  and were asked to tell someone the highlights of 
w hat your caucus or committee did over the course of the year, w hat would tha t include?

At the end of the term, I would hope to be able to highlight accomplishing or at least 
addressing (should any hit impenetrable barriers) all of our objectives. Specifically I would 
love to be able to highlight a demonstrable improvement in our sustainability practices, as well 
as plans to continue improving; be able to point to positive developments in student experience 
such as a multi-faith space and improvements targeted to international students; provide solid 
foundations for students wishing to design and develop their own projects with a policy 
database up and running and key policy papers updated; see a commitment to and increase in 
locally sourced food at TwelvEighty with plans for expansion; and leave the next 
commissioner with a full line-up of up-to-date, relevant, effective, and grammatically policies 
to get their ball rolling with. I aim to write a final report that demonstrates not only the 
completion of these projects but more importantly the hard-work put into them by the 
committee and the collaboration with all stakeholders that will make them most effective. 
Finally, I would love to be able to highlight positive experiences had by all members of this 
committee, and a solid foundation for MSU Operations moving forward.___________________

MASTER SUMMARY calendar and checklist
Summer
(preparation)

- Review and alter as necessary the Operating Policies
- Find and centralize all Other Committees’ contact information
- Continue Local Food Policy research; contact Richard Haja to establish 
partnership and request key information
- Research current reach of Plastic Bottle Free policy and identify target 
areas for expansion
- Consult with Pauline Taggart on MSU Website Policy, Policy Database
- Conduct research for Social and Environmental Purchasing Policy
- Discuss with relevant stakeholders the permanent housing of Anti
Oppression Campaign
- Conduct research into other schools’ use of a multi-faith space

September - Discuss Operating Policy changes with Operations Committee
- Request Other Committees’ meeting information; centralize with 
contact information and work with the Network Administrator to post 
this to the MSU Website with inline Committee descriptions
- Based on summer research, TwelvEighty Local Policy will be 
developed and discussed at committee level; ideally approved and passed 
SRA-level so implementation can begin
- Contact target areas about Plastic Bottle Free policy to gauge interest, 
suggest partnership
- Contact MACgreen about Policy 1.6 and Environmental audit -
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working in an assisting capacity, subscribe to their desired timeline
-  Decide on a suitable policy database option in consultation with the 
committee; bring this option to the SRA for feedback
- Contact relevant clubs to gauge interest in collaboration on Social and 
Environmental Purchasing Policy review
- Incorporate in Anti-Oppression Policy an update on the housing and 
continuation of the annual campaign; discuss at committee level and 
bring to SRA for feedback
- Contact different faith-based campus groups for updated interest in 
multi-faith space initative

October - Bring Operating Policy changes to the SRA for approval
- Work with targeted spaces to become Plastic Bottle Free; help promote 
their transition
- Begin paper usage evaluation in the MSU Office
- Work with Pauline Taggart to design and finalize MSU Website policy 
that can be discussed in the committee and brought to the SRA for 
approval
- Finalize Policy Database plans and implement; communicate the 
availability and usage guidelines of the database to SRA members and 
PTMs
- Consult wit VP Finance and Finance Committee of economic aspects of 
Social and Environmental Purchasing Policy
- Establish connection and develop in conjunction with key partners an 
International Student Experience survey to be administered at the end of 
the term; contact key stakeholders for direct feedback

November - Develop an under-aged student survey for All-Ages review
- Evaluate and work with MSU Office to reduce paper usage and waste
- Follow-up with MSU Website policy to ensure its implementation as 
necessary
- Review and research Registration Systems Policy in collaboration with 
stakeholders
- Discuss Social and Environmental Purchasing Policy changes at 
committee level
- Finalize multi-faith space policy after research and consultations, and 
bring to SRA for feedback and approval

December - Administer All-Ages survey; request feedback from TwelvEighty 
manager(s) and All Ages Programming Committee on current success 
with All-Ages
- Based on research, consultations, and discussions, draft updated Social 
and Environmental Purchasing Policy
- Administer International Student Experience Survey

January - Evaluate All-Ages survey results and feedback; determine areas for 
improvement and implement (if possible)
- Contact MSU Services about paper usage evaluation
- Based on research and stakeholder consultations, rewrite Registration
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Systems Policy and discuss at committee level
-Bring new Social and Environmental Purchasing Policy to SRA for
feedback, approval
- Evaluate International Student Experience Survey results and feedback; 
determine and implement if possible areas for improvement; 
communicate these back to key stakeholders
- Begin looking for a space that is suitable under the multi-faith space 
policy

February - Evaluate and work with MSU Services to reduce paper usage and waste
- Bring updated Registration Systems Policy to SRA for feedback and 
approval
- Communicate the new Social and Environmental Purchasing Policy to 
relevant users; identify possible areas for reform
- Work on areas for improvement identified by International Student 
Experience survey and All-Ages survey
- Continue looking for a space that is suitable under the multi-faith space 
policy if necessary, in consultation with key stakeholders
- Begin finalizing any outstanding projects and initiatives

March - Administer second All-Ages review survey; request feedback from 
TwelvEighty and the All-Ages Programming Committee; analyze and 
make recommendations for 2014/2015 based on this data
- If not done previously, conclude and make public the result of the 
environmental audit, and work with MACgreen to provide suggestions 
for improvement
- Finalize plans if possible for a multi-faith space for the remainder of 
this year as well as for next
- Finalize any outstanding projects and initiatives, and detail any plans 
for their continuation if necessary

April - For the incoming commissioner and committee as well as any interested 
stakeholders, detail the year’s accomplishments, setbacks, and 
outstanding (but finalized) plans for continuing and future projects
- Committee party!!!

- Hold committee meetings and receive member updates
- With the YearPlan as a guide, set out a plan every two weeks for aims 
to accomplish at the end of each two-week period
- Evaluate overall YearPlan progress, and make adjustments as necessary

COLLABORATION with MSU Services
It will be absolutely essential to collaborate with MACgreen in our Sustainability objectives, 
especially in terms of the Environmental Audit and reviewing the Environmental Sustainability 
Policy. This is certainly better supported by our collaboration as they are a vast source of 
information right on campus, are key stakeholders in MSU environmental projects, and share 
responsibility for the MSU’s Environmental Sustainability policy. From this collaboration the
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Operations Committee will gain a better and more comprehensive understanding of the issues we 
are tackling, a knowledgeable partner, and simply better and more practical outcomes. Hopefully 
MACgreen can also take something away from this collaboration, such as integration with the 
SRA and access to policy-making and -changing resources. Overall, their collaboration is a vital 
component to this objective.

FINAL COMMENTS
It is important to note that as the year progresses small and significant changes will be required 
for this plan, especially as obstacles as well as opportunities for other initiatives arise. This plan 
is open to these modifications and with the biweekly planning schedule, hiccoughs in the 
timeline should ideally not affect final completion.
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The YEARplan is a way of getting down on paper what you and your caucus or 
committee intend to accomplish over the course of your year. It will isolate the specific goals 
that you wish to accomplish, and the objectives that need be achieved. It will give the rest of the 
organization and students at large an understanding of the direction you wish to take with your 
caucus or committee, and identify areas where support can be given. When completed, the 
YEARplans will collectively reinforce the goals and visions of your department, and allow the 
respective members to focus their attention on areas of importance within the MSU.

1. Read over the YEARplan.
2. Complete your YEARplan in soft copy (on computer).
3. E-mail the first draft of the YEARplan to vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca by June 12th , after 

having brought and edited a draft at SRA Orientation with your committee.
4. The VP Administration will provide feedback on your YEARplan. Use this feedback to 

revise your draft into a final plan.
5. E-mail the final draft of the YEARplan to vpadm i n @m su. m cm aster, ca by the final due 

date (TBD).

The final copy will be then be presented back to the Student Representative Assembly, 
and posted online.

If for some reason you do not believe you can complete your YEARplan by the date
indicated, please contact the Vice-President Administration in order to arrange a suitable
extension (contact information above).
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MISSION an overview
We will seek to:

• Support past committee recommendations.
o Continue multi-year plan to work closely with several services per year to ensure 

adequate attention is given during the review process.
• Implement new projects to ensure Part Time Managers are:

1. Informed about SRA and university affairs.
2. Prepared to handle sponsorship and understand how to work with external 

organizations and businesses.
o PTM Sponsorship Training 
o PTM Sponsorship and External Relations Guide 
o SRA reports/ newsletter to Part-Time Managers

• Support new and evidently changing services.
o Peer Support Line
o McMaster Teaching and Community Garden 
o Diversity Services 
o Promotions and Advertising Committee 
o Queer Students Community Centre

• Actively participate in potential service development.
o Women and Trans* Centre Ad-Hoc Committee

ROLES that individuals play
List all positions found within or in relation to your caucus or committee including full-time and
part time staff, as well as one of a few general volunteer roles (if applicable) and how their role
intersects with yours.

Name of Individual Role(s)
1 Jyssika Russell

MSU Member/ OSCC Coordinator

The members of the Standing Committee on 
Services will be consulted regularly for objectives 

outlined in the year plan.

MSU members of the Standing Committee on 
Services also hold roles in services and 

departments that will be reviewed (namely 
Elections and QSCC). These members will also be 

consulted for information related to their 
respective roles.

2 Stuart Collins
SRA Member (SRA Services 
Committee)

3 Ethan D ’Mello
SRA Member (SRA Services 
Committee)

4 Scott Mallon
SRA Member (SRA Services 
Committee)

5 Kornelia Palczewski
SRA Member (SRA Services 
Committee)

6 Lindsey Huff
MSU Member (SRA Services 
Committee) and Elections DRO
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7 Matt Ing 
Elections CRO

One of two (the other being the DRO) points of 
contact for matters pertaining to the operating 

policies of Elections.
Anna D ’Angela 
VP Administration

Primary contact for general matters pertaining to 
MSU Services.

9 Spencer Graham 
VP Education

Will provide support for review of Advocacy and 
consultation/ input for external relations related to 

service part time managers.
10 Rebecca McDougall

Advocacy Coordinator
Will be consulted for information and changes 

involving Advocacy.
11 Karin Gordon 

Farmstand Coordinator
Will be consulted for information and changes 

involving Farmstand.
12 Krista Karlin

Peer Support Line Coordinator
Will be consulted for information and changes 

involving Peer Support Line.
13 Israa Ali

Director Diversity Services
Will be consulted for information and changes 

involving Diversity Services.
14 Elise Milani

Chair WTC Ad-Hoc Committee
Will collaborate to ensure that the WTC 

committee has all necessary support from the 
Standing Committee on Services.

15 Christina Monachino 
Teaching &  Community Garden 
Coordinator

Will be consulted for information and changes 
involving the Teaching and Community Garden.

16 Elyse Robichaud 
PAC Coordinator

Will be consulted for information and changes 
involving PAC.

17 Inemesit Etokudo 
Maroons Coordinator

Will be consulted for information and changes 
involving the Maroons.

18 Kyle Diab
Shinerama and Terry Fox 
Coordinator

Will be consulted for information and changes 
involving Shinerama/ Terry Fox.

19 Jeffrey Doucet 
VP Finance

Consultation regarding service finances and 
relevant input into the sponsorship and external 

relations guide.
20 David Campbell 

President
General point of contact for matters pertaining to 

the services and general MSU affairs.
22 Pauline Taggart 

(Network Administrator) Will provide administrative support.
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OBJECTIVES step by step Copy and paste to add more objectives if required

Objective 1 Part Time Manager Sponsorship Training
Description There are several MSU services that rely on external and internal sponsorship 

for funding. The amount of sponsorship funds generated from year-to-year can 
fluctuate greatly and this is not necessarily an issue of organizations and 
businesses simply not wanting to give - it is a matter of knowledge and 
continuity There is a need for part-time managers to be trained and have 
resources explaining how to create a sponsorship package and general conduct 
related to sponsorship and seeking monetary and in-kind goods as 
representatives of the MSU.

Benefits Training Part Time Managers will create two benefits:
1. Increased funds, which will ultimately lead to better service initiatives.
2. Stronger external and internal perception of the MSU and its services. 

There are no standards for the distribution of sponsorship materials and 
collaboration with external groups, which can create an image, and 
approach that lacks professionalism.

Difficulties Provision of information that is relevant to all M SU service Part Time 
Managers (each can have unique ways of operation related to external relations 
and sponsorship). Standard information can only cover a certain extent of the 
information PTMs need to be successful throughout their employment terms.

Long-term Next year, training sessions can be developed with input from current Part 
Time Managers. It would also be beneficial to train Part Time Managers on 
how to use and train their own staff/ volunteers that oversee and facilitate 
sponsorship processes.

How 1. Gather questions from Part Time Managers to see what information 
they are interested in learning about regarding sponsorship (occurred 
during SRA/ PTM training).

2. Put together presentation that outlines relevant information and prepare 
for any questions they may have pertaining to the subject (deliver 
presentation during PTM training -  August 10th).

3. Gather feedback from presentation and prepare suggestions for next 
year.

4. Work to ensure that any missing information or unanswered questions 
are addressed throughout the year.

Partners • VP Administration (Anna D ’Angela)
• VP Finance (Jeffrey Doucet)

Objective 2 Sponsorship and External Relations Guide
Description At the moment, Part Time Managers do not have any proper resources to 

inform themselves of proper procedure involving external relations, 
sponsorship and donations. This package will serve as an information piece to 
ensure that MSU services are following necessary protocol and provide
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information on how to be successful at seeking internal and external funding.

Benefits The creation of this information guide has the following benefits:
1. The guide will allow Part Time Managers to feel more confident in 

dealing with external and internal partners.
2. The information regarding conduct will improve perception of MSU 

services and the Union as a whole.
3. Improved understanding of sponsorship and a fixed resource guide 

should increase continuity in the amount of incoming funds.

Difficulties Something that may prove to be difficult is ensuring that conduct and 
parameters for external MSU relations are followed. This is meant to be a 
guide -  there are no means to actually ensure that outlined and suggested 
protocol is followed. The VP Administration and Services Commissioner will 
be available to provide ongoing support to Part Time Managers.

Long-term The goal of this resource package is to create continuity. Following this year 
and the establishment of the package -  more information can be included and 
the availability of it will hopefully yield success in areas of sponsorship and 
external collaboration (as it will only be completed in second term -  the 
benefits will mostly be seen by Part Time Managers next year).

How 1. Create skeleton outline of information that should be included in the 
resource package (involves consultation of Board of Directors, Part 
Time Managers and the Standing Committee on Services). Complete 
by end of October.

2. Work with standing committee on Services to research and prepare raw 
information. Complete by January.

3. Assemble package and distribute to Part Time Managers. Complete by 
February

4. Solicit feedback from Part Time Managers. Complete in March.
Partners • MSU Board of Directors

• Part Time Managers of the MSU
• Standing Committee on Services
• As well as any others that may be a collaborative partner once the 

information that is going to be included is completely finalized.

Objective 3 Bridge gap between SRA and Part Time Managers:
1. SRA Newsletter for Part Time Managers.
2. Services Commissioner attending monthly PTM meetings.

Description An issue that has become quite apparent following consultation of SRA 
members and Part Time Managers is that there is a disconnect between the two 
groups of individuals. During PTM Training, Part Time Managers identified 
that an information piece such as this would be useful to them. By creating a 
newsletter that simply outlines the current affairs and projects the SRA is 
working on and discussing, PTMs can stay informed about MSU affairs even 
if they choose not to attend meetings.
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By attending monthly PTM meetings, I (Services Commissioner) will be more 
prepared to deliver updates regarding the MSU services to the SRA and be 
available to answer questions and provide relevant updates to PTMs.

Benefits Informed Part Time Managers will be aware of any projects that could 
potentially involve collaboration and be aware of any discussions that may 
relate to and impact the operations of their service.

Difficulties This is a relatively easy (yet impactful) project to implement. At this point in 
time I foresee no outstanding difficulties.

Long-term If feedback is positive from Part Time Managers -  I will highly recommend 
that the newsletter continue to be circulated next year.

How 1. Create newsletter template (complete by end of September).
2. Gather information regarding the affairs of the SRA from minutes, 

which are circulated following meetings (happens concurrent with 
SRA meetings).

3. Prepare and distribute the information package to Part Time Managers 
(happens concurrent with SRA meetings).

4. Present any feedback or relevant information, which in turn may be 
provided by service managers to the SRA (happens concurrent with 
SRA meetings).

Partners • All members of the SRA
• Jess Bauman (Administrative Assistant)
• Standing Committee on Services
• MSU Part Time Managers

Objective 4 Service Review and Updating Operating Policies/ Job Descriptions
Description Part of the duty of the Standing Committee on Services is to review and keep 

operating policies and job descriptions relevant and up-to-date. Aside from the 
main services that will be focused on and worked with this year (Advocacy, 
Farmstand, Shinerama/ Terry Fox, Maroons, Elections as well as new and 
evidently changing services) as a continuation of a multi-year review plan -  all 
other services will have an opportunity to submit changes they think need to be 
updated. As part of the review process, focus will be put on operating policies, 
long- term service strategies, outreach and personnel structure.

Benefits The purpose of updating this information is to ensure that the work being done 
by volunteers and Part Time Managers is accurately reflected on paper and 
documented for continuity in future years. The purpose of general service 
review is to aid Part Time Managers in setting a positive long-term direction 
and goals to improve service outreach and relevance.

Difficulties The only possible difficulties I expect to encounter are:
1. Potential for disagreement in the wording and structure of operating 

policies and job descriptions. This will be dealt with on a case-by-case
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basis.
2. A large volume of requests for changes once the opportunity is 

presented to Part Time Managers.
Long-term This process is ongoing and will continue next year as the personnel structure 

and objectives of services change in time.
Flow 1. Consult and present opportunity for changes to Part Time Managers (in 

September).
2. Draft changes with the Standing Committee on Services (ongoing 

process throughout year).
3. Present draft changes to Executive Board for approval.

Partners • Executive Board
• Standing Committee on Services
• Part Time Managers

GOALS to strive for
List 3 things you would like to have completed during the fall term  (1st)
1) Establishment of SRA newsletter for Part Time Managers.
2) Completed changes for operating policies of Advocacy, Farmstand, Elections, Shinerama/ 
Terry Fox.
3) Gathered feedback from sponsorship training, consult PTMs and necessary individuals to 
gather raw information that should be included in the Sponsorship and External Relations Guide.

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the w inter term  (2nd)
1) Sponsorship and External Relations Guide Complete
2) Complete consultation of new services and review of new operating policies. Complete 
consultation of Part Time Managers for job description updates.
3) Complete review of Services that will be focused on this year.

If you could jump to the end of your term and were asked to tell someone the highlights of what 
your caucus or committee did over the course of the year, what would that include?

• The Standing Committee on Services will have updated the job descriptions and 
operating policies for those services indicated in the Year Plan (amongst others should 
concern be raised).

• The Committee will have improved the continuity of sponsorship and collaboration 
with external groups amongst services through the creation of the Sponsorship and 
External Relations Guide. Sponsorship training will also have had a positive impact on 
Part Time Managers and their respective services.

• Positive steps will have been taken to ensure that the SRA and Part Time Managers are
aware of the respective work that the other is doing. This will be accomplished through 
the establishment of a newsletter for PTMs and the availability of the Services 
Commissioner to PTMs during monthly PTM meetings. Information about projects 
amongst the services will also be shared with the SRA.____________________________
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MASTER SUMMARY calendar and checklist
Summer
(preparation)

- Prepare year plan and establish clear project goals.
- Prepare and deliver Part Time Manager Sponsorship training.

September - Gather feedback from Part Time Manager Sponsorship Training.
- Establish fixed Services Committee Meeting Schedule.
- Establish newsletter for Part Time Managers to stay informed about 
projects and work of the SRA.
- Begin consultation of Part Time Managers, SRA Members and the 
Board of Directors to create skeleton outline of Sponsorship and External 
Relations Guide.
- Present opportunity for all Part Time Mangers to review and submit 
potential changes to job descriptions and operating policies.
- Attend monthly PTM meeting.

October - Complete skeleton outline of Sponsorship and External Relations Guide
- Release newsletter to Part Time Managers (end of month)
- Sort through proposed potential operational changes from Part Time 
Managers with Services Committee and establish timeline for changes.
- Begin review and operational updates of Advocacy.
- Attend monthly PTM meeting.

November -Release newsletter to Part Time Managers (end of month).
- Complete review and operational updates of Advocacy.
- Begin review and operational updates of Farmstand.
- Begin review and operational updates of Elections.
- Attend monthly PTM meeting.

December -Release newsletter to Part Time Managers (end of month).
- Complete review and operational updates of Farmstand.
- Complete review and operational updates of Elections.
- Begin review and operational updates of Maroons and Shinerama/ 
Terry Fox.
- Attend monthly PTM meeting.

January - Release newsletter to Part Time Managers (end of month).
- All information for Sponsorship and External Relations Guide gathered
- Complete review and operational updates of Maroons and Shinerama/ 
Terry Fox.
- Attend monthly PTM meeting.

February -Release newsletter to Part Time Managers (end of month).
- Complete Sponsorship and External Relations Guide.
- Attend monthly PTM meeting.

March -Release newsletter to Part Time Managers (end of month).
- Gather Sponsorship and External Relations Guide feedback.
- Attend monthly PTM meeting.

April - Release final newsletter to Part Time Managers (end of month).
- Complete all reviews and operational changes.
- Complete transition report for incoming Services Commissioner and
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Standing Committee on Services. 
- Attend monthly PTM meeting.

Weekly - Meet with the Standing Committee on Services.
- Consult and check in with Part Time Managers (make committee and
myself available as a resource).
- Ensure that Year Plan is followed.

COLLABORATION
The services noted below will have operating policies, long- term service strategies, outreach and 
personnel structure reviewed. Research will also be conducted to compare these MSU services to 
those that are similar at other universities. (* = primary focus)

• Advocacy*
• Farmstand*
• Shinerama/ Terry Fox*
• Maroons*
• Elections*
• Peer Support Line
• McMaster Teaching and Community Garden
• Diversity Services
• Promotions and Advertising Committee
• Queer Students Community Centre

Part Time Managers will also be consulted during the development of the Sponsorship and 
External Relations Guide to ensure that the package covers information that is relevant to their 
needs and roles.

FINAL COMMENTS
Personal Objective:
The Services Commissioner should take on a proactive leadership role and make a conscious 
effort to meet and spend time with each of the MSU services. I will make it a goal of mine to 
divide up the services monthly, and work to engage the part-time managers and executive on a 
personal level. This is an important step in bridging the disconnect between part-time managers 
and the assembly. I also encourage assembly members to do something similar.

Working Flours Review:
Upon further discussion, the review of working hours of Part Time Managers may prove to be 
worthwhile and fall under the portfolio of the Standing Committee on Services this year.
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The YEARplan is a way of getting down on paper what you and your caucus or 
committee intend to accomplish over the course of your year. It will isolate the specific goals 
that you wish to accomplish, and the objectives that need be achieved. It will give the rest of the 
organization and students at large an understanding of the direction you wish to take with your 
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MISSION an overview
Our mission is:

1 Represent all MSU members regarding issues within the university.
2 In collaboration with Board of Directors, University Administration, various campus 

groups and stakeholders, this committee will strive to meet the needs of students and 
provide them with a high quality undergraduate experience at McMaster.

3 To be in constant communication with students and gather their opinion on the quality 
life at McMaster University.

ROLES that individuals play
List all positions found within or in relation to your department including full-time and part time 
staff, as well as one of a few general volunteer roles if applicable and how their role intersects 
with yours.

Name of Individual Role(s)

1, Sophiya Garasia SRA member.

2. Michael Gill MSU member.
- Looking to take a lead role 
in the rational behind and 
implementation of a 
employing a nutritionist on 
campus.
- Hoping to get involved with 
the course wiki as it 
progresses

3. Giuliana Guarna SRA member. Be the 
minute taker for the 
committee.
All Ages Programming 
Committee.
Past MSS experience that 
will provide valuable 
knowledge to UA affairs.

4. Kornelia Palczewski SRA member.



5. Alan Rheaume SRA member. Work on 
Academic Services 
Assessment

6. Ameema Saeed MSU member. Interested in 
looking at Mental Health 
and Student Accessibility 
Services

7. Spencer Graham VP Education. To constantly 
collaborate with UA in the 
various projects that the 
committee will perform. To 
act as a liaison when 
needed with university 
administration and the 
committee.

8. David Campbell MSU President. To 
collaborate with the 
committee when necessary. 
When needed to provide a 
bridge when between 
university administration 
and the committee.

9. Rebecca McDougall Advocacy Coordinator. To 
act as the liaison with the 
Advocacy Street Team 
when launching and during 
advocacy campaigns 
regarding issues within the 
university. To provide 
support whenever the 
committee needs help in 
any advocacy campaign.

10. Tristan Paul SRA member (Observer) and 
Campus Affairs Coordinator. 
To also act as a liaison with 
the Advocacy Street Team 
as well as collaborate with 
the UA Committee.



Objective 1 Mental Health Campaign

Description Last year the MSU, and our past VP 
Education, completed a very successful 
mental health campaign that aimed to ‘Stop 
the Stigma’ associated with this issue. With 
the student population being aware - more 
than ever - on this important issue, it is up to 
UA to collaborate with various partners to 
produce a tangible campaign in which the 
student population can be an active 
participant.

Benefits • To build on previous work done to 
continue ‘stopping the stigma’ and to 
provide avenues in which students 
can participate and shape how the 
campaign can continue

Difficulties • Bringing all the campus partners 
under one committee will definitely 
be challenging. Engaging students to 
actively participate and talk about 
this issue can be challenging.

Long-term • To establish a foundation from 
which the MSU can continue to deal 
with Mental Health

How • Finish the Mental Health Policy 
Paper

• Be a participant in Faculty Specific- 
Mental Health Training

• Create a consortium of Mental 
Health stakeholders on Campus

• Review Student Accessibility 
Services (SAS) policies

Partners • Student Wellness Center (Rosanne 
Kent)

• Health Forum
• Advocacy Street Team, SHEC and



other student groups
• AVP Students Affairs (TBD)
• OUSA
• External Affairs Committee
• VP Education

Objective 2 Collaboration with Forward with Integrity

Description Patrick Deane’s letter ‘Forward with 
Integrity’ to the McMaster community is 
actively shaping the direction of our 
university. Following this letter, various 
taskforces were created to discuss how 
McMaster can actively participate in FWI. 
Various suggestions were presented that 
are now starting to take place. One project 
that will soon be introduced to students is 
the Learning Portfolio. The UA committee 
will be an active participant in providing 
feedback to the various FWI taskforces and 
projects that directly impact the student 
experience.

Benefits • To provide a n ‘MSU’ perspective to 
the discussions and groups when 
projects and ideas are being 
discussed.

Difficulties • Currently, most of the student 
population is either unaware or does 
not understand what FWI is and how 
it actively affects them. Thus bridging 
the communication gap and making 
students aware of the various FWI 
initiatives will be challenging.

Long-term • To establish a relationship between 
the MSU and FWI. For the MSU to 
be an active participant in various 
FWI projects and initiatives.

How • Active participant in FWI monthly 
meetings



• Work towards establishing a 
FWI/LP training for welcome week 
reps

• Create, in collaboration with 
Advocacy, an awareness campaign 
on FWI/LP

Partners • Laura Harrington -  FWI Project 
Manager

• Erich Bach -  FWI Media Manager

Objective 3 Nutrition on Campus

Description Nutrition is one of the most important factors 
that can affect a student. A student’s 
nutrition can affect not only their health but 
their academic performance and overall 
student experience. Working on the 
foundation done by last year’s committee 
we plan to continue to strive towards 
providing students with the tools and 
services to have an excellent nutrition.

Benefits • By providing tools and services that 
can both educated and service a 
student’s nutrition, we hope to 
increase quality of students’ 
experience.

Difficulties • Due to the nature of this project, 
collaboration with campus partners 
(ex. 1280, Student Affairs) is 
essential and the establishing 
effective communication will be a 
challenge. If the project of bringing a 
Registered Dietician (RD) continues, 
finding a financial source to fund this 
project will also prove difficult.

Long-term • To create the service of an RD on 
campus to help guide students 
concerning nutritional issues. To 
increase the presence of nutritional



information in various food-servicing 
locations such as 1280.

How • Work with 1280 staff to create a 
nutritional menu

• Work with various campus partners 
to create a report that assesses the 
need of an RD on campus

• Create an online presence for 
nutrition on campus

Partners • 1280 Staff
• Student Wellness Center
• VP finance
• VP education
• AVP Student Affairs (TBD)
• Student Affairs
• Other student unions that have an 

RD on campus (e.g Western USC)

Objective 4 Course Wiki

Description The past VP Education introduce the idea of 
the MSU hosting a ‘Wiki’ in which 
comprehensive information can be found on 
McMaster courses. This project is in its final 
stages, an operating policy that outlines 
how this ‘Wiki’ will function is in need. The 
UA committee will be tasked in starting up 
this project, this includes creating a typical 
course ‘shell’ from which the ‘Wiki’ will be 
made from.

Benefits • This project will allow for all
students to be informed on various 
courses at McMaster by providing a 
transparent and functional forum.

Difficulties • Establishing the operation of this 
wiki will be challenging as student 
feedback is needed for this project to 
be successful but due the great 
amount of feedback that is expected,



a way to deal with student feedback 
needs to be establish. Also who and 
what groups overlook the function of 
this ‘Wiki’ also needs to be worked 
out with all partners.

Long-term • By establishing a foundation, the 
MSU’s Course Wiki will be a tool for 
students to make educated 
decisions when choosing what 
courses to take.

How • Collaboration with Faculty Societies, 
specifically VP Academics

• See how other wiki’s function (e.g 
Western Science)

• Gather student feedback on what 
they want to see

Partners • Faculty Societies -  Presidents and 
VP Academics

• Students, SRA, Advocacy
• Course Wiki Developer

( )

Objective 6 Ancillary Fees Campaign

Description The province Ontario has mandated any 
additional educational tools or online 
services that a student must pay on top of 
tuition fees for academic credit is illegal. 
Unfortunately, students do have to pay for 
additional tools and are assessed on them. 
Creating an awareness campaign to 
educate students of this issue and to 
provide a venue to students to inform the 
MSU of any course that is in violation of this 
law.

Benefits • This project will alleviate students of 
an unnecessary and unjust financial 
burden of educational services will 
allow for that financial allotment to be



redistributed to another student 
need.

Difficulties • Due to the legality of this issue, 
reprimand from university 
administration is expected.

Long-term • To make sure that no
undergraduate course mandates 
students to buy any additional 
educational tool or service

How • Create an awareness campaign in 
collaboration with Advocacy and the 
Street Team

• Create a way in which students can 
inform of us of this issue

Partners • VP Education
• Advocacy Coordinator
• Students, Faculty Societies, SRA
• Social Media Coordinator

GOALS to strive for
List 3 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1st)

• Presented a strategic plan to the new AVP Student Affairs about bringing an RD to 
campus

• Have presented some nutritional information about 1280 to students
• Run an Ancillary Fee Campaign

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2nd)
• Have formed a consortium or council of campus partners that deal with Mental Health on 

Campus
• Have a Course Wiki ready to be implemented
• Have a report on academic services here at McMaster

If you could jump to the end of your term and were asked to tell someone the highlights of what 
your caucus or committee did over the course of the year, what would that include?



• Brought the various projects of Forward with Integrity to the student body’s attention
• Have completed a proposal to bringing a Registered Dietician to Campus
• Have implemented the Course Wiki

MASTER SUMMARY calendar and checklist
Summer (preparation)

September Finish Mental Health Paper 
Start Registered Dietician Recommendation

October Focus on Academic Services here on 
Campus
Look into nutritional information on 1280 
Start conversation with stakeholders of 
Mental Health

November Prepare for OUSA survey

December Work on any written reports

January Start the meetings about Mental Health

February Present information about academic 
services here at McMaster

March Finalize Registered Dietician Report

April Finalize any projects and or write what 
needs to be completed

Weekly Take minutes during meetings and put
them up on the website.



COLLABORATION with MSU Services
[Please provide at least one example of where your caucus or committee might collaborate with 
another MSU Service. Make sure to specify which MSU Service the example is relevant to, how 
the project or idea is better supported by collaboration between departments of the organization 
and what each partner can gain from collaborating on the project or idea.]

Advocacy Committee 
Teaching Awards Committee

FINAL COMMENTS
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MISSION an overview
The 2013/14 Arts & Science SRA Caucus (consisting, for the purposes of this YEARplan, of the 
SRA Representative, Naomi Pullen, and the SRA Observer, Alexandra Sproule) will seek to 
spend this school year promoting MSU information, activities, and opportunities among our 
constituents, as well as improving student life both in and outside of our program. To achieve 
these broad goals, we hope to accomplish specific objectives within them including, but not 
limited to, beginning and maintaining a bi-weekly blog of our work within the SRA as well as 
SRA and MSU work more generally; continuing to provide quicker and more up-to-date 
information through our Twitter feed, and integrating this feed into the new Arts & Science 
website; creating and maintaining a Facebook page to help promote our Tweets and other more 
detailed updates; improving the effectiveness of our Office Hours by advertising them with key 
discussion points relevant to upcoming SRA meetings and motions to better understand the 
opinions and wishes of the students we represent; and by better informing students on the course 
options available to them.

ROLES that individuals play
List all positions found within or in relation to your caucus or committee including full-time and 
part time staff, as well as one of a few general volunteer roles (if applicable) and how their role 
intersects with yours.

Name of Individual Role(s)
1. SRA Observer, Lexi 

Sproule
Lexi is a partner in working toward these goals, especially in 
terms of communication with the Arts & Science students 
and program.

2. Arts & Science 
Administration

In working toward goals that involve the program, program 
office, and the instructors, the administration and especially 
the director Dr. Jean Wilson, will be key partners, bridges of 
communication, and sources of information and alternative 
perspectives.

3. SASS President, Nigel 
Pynn-Coates

Nigel as SASS President will be able to provide useful 
feedback from the SASS perspective on our ideas, initiatives, 
and questions.

4. Arts & Science Program 
Advisors

For our academically focused initiative, the program advisors 
for Arts & Science specifically work for academics and thus 
would be key partners.
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OBJECTIVES step by step
Objective 1 Comprehensive Communication Strategy
Description This objective contains within it many facets to shape a more complete and 

comprehensive communication strategy -  creating a blog, maintaining the 
Twitter feed, creating a Facebook page, and revitalizing our Office Flours.

Blog: While awaiting the creation of the new SASS website which will 
include an SRA section and venue for blog-type updates, we will use 
wordpress.com to provide lengthy and detailed updates for students between 
meetings. These updates will include an overview of the previous meeting, 
especially as relevant to Arts & Science students, what to expect at the 
upcoming meeting, and MSU events and campaigns coming up or underway 
that people may take part in. There will also be a section on available 
involvement opportunities, such as open committee seats and volunteer 
positions, and a section listing and briefly describing all open surveys 
including links to them, more information, and the MSU website.

Twitter: Fast year we created a Twitter feed that provided quick updates and 
links to our followers, the number of which steadily increased over the year. 
This year we hope to continue and improve its use, and generate a larger 
audience by linking these tweets to our new Facebook page, and integrating 
them into the SASS website.

Facebook: A Facebook page is another avenue we would like to explore this 
year to widen our audience to whom we would like to share quick updates and 
links as with our Twitter feed, as well as the slightly lengthier updates that 
Twitter does not allow.

Office Hours: It is evident from past experiences that Arts & Science students 
do want to talk about the issues that arise in the SRA and the MSU but do not 
utilize the venue we have in place to do so and so often miss out on the 
opportunity. We want to use our social media platforms to advertise a weekly 
discussion topic for Office Hours based on the previous or upcoming meeting 
or relevant issues in the SRA/MSU so that people are motivated to come to our 
office hours and provide us with their opinions that are key to our 
understanding of what our constituents actually want. We would also like to 
shamelessly motivate the attendance at these discussions with snacks.

Benefits The blog, as an addition to our emails, Twitter, and Facebook page, would 
enable longer and more detailed posts which are currently impossible on a 
venue like Twitter, and unadvisable through Facebook and especially email in 
which we want to make sure important updates are read in their entirety. This 
will also provide Arts and Science students with a concise review of meetings 
with targeted points to them if they do not have the time to read minutes or 
should have information before the minutes are released. It will also centralize 
for ArtSci students the opportunities available to them and the surveys that we
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often lose track of when they start to add up. Finally, students that are 
particularly interested in updates of this sort can subscribe to our blog and be 
notified of each update as they are posted.

The Twitter feed enables the posting of quick and up-to-date information and 
allows us to post frequently without becoming an annoyance and thus ignored 
as such frequent emails and sometimes such frequent Facebook posts do.

A Facebook page will reach, we believe, the widest audience and will provide 
pertinent information that can lead students to our other venues, such as our 
blog or the MSU site, that can give more detail.

More engagement in Office Hours allows us to get the real feedback from 
students that is necessary to us representing them, and allows us to have 
conversations about the issues with the students they affect.

Difficulties The difficulty with a blog, as with other update-venues, is ensuring our posts 
actually have an audience. We understand that with longer posts, they are less 
likely to be read by as many people on a regular basis, but hope that if  people 
are looking for information from their ArtSci SRA reps that they can go there 
and find out all they need to know.

Twitter will not reach as many people as Facebook or email, and it has 
limitations in the amount of content and detail we can convey (however we 
can use it to provide links to that content).

Facebook still does not reach quite everyone, and the posts on it will most 
likely only be seen as they remain on a person’s News Feed.

Office Hours will most likely conflict with people’s schedules and when they 
do not, they may not be everyone’s attendance priority as school gets busy

Long-term These venues will need to maintained throughout the year to be effective and 
keep its readers that it hopefully accumulates, but should also be evaluated to 
discover if it is being as effective as it could be and if there are areas for 
improvement. To evaluate all of our communication techniques we will 
administer a survey for Arts & Science students at mid-year, and work from 
that feedback to see if  it should continue, change, or if  it is perhaps not a 
useful communication strategy (see Objective 5). In the long-term the best 
communication strategies can be given more attention and used more often, as 
well as used more effectively in accordance with feedback.

How At the beginning of the year, the blog and Facebook will be created, and from 
that point on each venue will be maintained in its own way -  the blog should 
receive postings at least bi-weekly, the Office Hours advertised weekly 
through our electronic platforms, and the Twitter and Facebook feeds utilized 
as necessary.

Partners The Social Media Coordinator may be a useful resource, and we may also 
wish to consult with another SASS Executive member, the Community Chair,
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who began and maintained a successful blog last year and who will continue to 
do so this year.________________________________________________________

Objective 2 Plastic Bottle Free C l05
Description To further the MSU’s efforts to reduce plastic bottle use and waste and to 

promote the use of reusable containers, we would like to work with the 
Administration in the Arts & Science Office and the SASS Executive to make 
C105, the Arts & Science home base, a plastic bottle-free zone. We would also 
like to make this a positive transition overall and avoid negativity from the 
inconvenience this may cause some people, so as part of a plastic bottle-free 
transition we hope to be able to sell reusable water bottles bearing the Arts & 
Science logo and the MSU logo as we make this transition.

Benefits This transition should provide benefits by reducing waste and costs both on 
waste removal as well as on the students purchasing plastic bottles, 
discouraging the use of plastic bottles campus- and community-wide, and 
encouraging sustainable behaviours generally, while promoting the MSU’s 
commitment to sustainability initiatives.

Difficulties There may be difficulties in promoting this as a completely positive transition 
since it will create inconveniences for people. It will also require a financial 
commitment if  we are able to sell these water bottles, but this is an area for 
collaboration with the SASS Executive. We will also need to ensure we find a 
vendor that does not violate the Social and Sustainable Purchasing Policy, but 
this difficulty is one that should make for a more positive outcome.

Long-term This objective in the long-term will need to be upheld by the office staff and 
Arts & Science students in general, and could be built upon by spreading the 
initiative more broadly around campus.

How At the first SASS Executive meeting (early September; date TBD), we will 
broach this idea to the SASS Executive, and inquire as to our ability to use 
minimal available SASS funds to promote this transition with reusable water 
bottles, the costs of which we would expect to recuperate with water bottle 
sales.

If there is no resistance from SASS Executive, by the end of September we 
will speak to the Arts & Science Administration to communicate our ideas and 
gamer their feedback.

By the end of September we will also have researched and chosen the best 
option economically, environmentally, and socially for purchasing reusable 
water bottles. In addition we will also have discussed with SASS Executive 
and with the Underground appropriate logo-usage on the bottles. We will also 
then discover turn-around time and adjust other timelines accordingly.

As SASS also sells a SASS-item every year, we will aim to not overlap in the
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slightest with their selling that occurs in second term, and so will hope to have 
water bottles to sell by early to mid-November. We will aim to time the 
“unveiling” of C l 05 as a plastic bottle free zone with the selling of the 
reusable water bottles. For this time we will also create posters to be posted in 
appropriate areas of C l05 advertising the space as Plastic-Bottle Free.

Partners This project will require collaboration with the SASS Executive, the SASS 
Administration, the Underground for help in designing our posters, and if we 
have questions or concerns regarding environmental issues, the Office of 
Sustainability and MacGreen will be useful resources.

Objective 3 Written Work Submission Guidelines
Description The Office of Sustainability in collaboration with the Arts & Science Program 

Director and Arts & Science students developed a set of Written Work 
Submission Guidelines -
http://www.mcmaster.ca/sustainability/WWSG.RevisedCriteria.10.02 -  that 
include a range of standards from Bronze to Platinum. We would like to 
investigate the application of these within the Arts & Science Program, and 
help to ensure that the guidelines are being used and that instructors are 
attempting to adhere to as high a standard as possible.

Benefits Adhering to these guidelines helps students save their own resources as it 
diminishes and/or eliminates paper and printer use by reducing the number of 
pages being handed in or has students hand papers in completely 
electronically; it can provide students with more time and less stress if their 
professors require they hand their papers in online; and it helps to promote 
sustainable resource use and practices.

Difficulties This could elicit a negative reaction from some students and some instructors, 
as for students it could require more work if the professor still requires paper 
copies which now must be printed double-sided; professors may not want to 
use an online submission system, or might prefer the current standard of paper 
submission with one-sided pages and double-spacing; and both students and 
professors may be frustrated with online submission and its unyielding 
deadlines.

Long-term Each year it should be ensured that professors are including these requirements 
in their course outlines, and if they are not using the highest (platinum ) 
guidelines, they should be encouraged to enforce higher-level guidelines each 
vear.

Flow In early September, we will meet with the program director to discuss the 
current application of these guidelines in the program and how we can work to 
more completely adhere to them. This meeting will determine much of the 
future steps and timeline, but we hope that these guidelines will be utilized in 
every course and included in every course outline in the program for courses 
beginning in the Winter term of the 2013/14 year.

Partners The Director, Dr. Jean Wilson, of the Arts & Science Program will be a key 
partner in this objective, as well as the instructors, professors, and teaching
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assistants of the program and the Office of Sustainability and perhaps 
MacGreen.

Objective 4 Inquiry Carousel Event
Description The Arts & Science Program requires students to take 2 courses of Upper 

Level Inquiry from a list that generally includes 11. A lot of students base their 
decisions on the short course descriptions and hearsay of other students’ 
experiences, and often find a course is not what they had been expecting (both 
in a positive and negative way). To help students better understand the options 
they have available to them, we would like to organize an event involving the 
Inquiry Instructors that can provide a sample of each course toward the end of 
the school year.

Benefits This will help students to make the most of their Arts & Science courses by 
making a much more informed decision, and also promote all of the inquiry 
courses and encourage students to view them more positively.

Difficulties This could be a challenge in fitting another event into the already brimming 
calendar at the end of the year, so we hope through collaboration with Arts & 
Science Administration and SASS Executive to find a way to include this 
without detracting from other events and by attracting enough students to 
make it worthwhile.

Long-term If successful it can be maintained in future years, and perhaps also include the 
other option-courses in Arts & Science -  Literature, Eastern Religious 
Traditions, Indian Religious Traditions, and Technology & Society I and II.

How During first term, we will communicate with the Administration and SASS 
Executive on our ideas and hopes for this event, and gauge interest and these 
potential partners’ ideas on the best format for the event. If these necessary 
partners are on board, we will use the beginning of term two to contact 
instructors and organize the details of the event, finalizing a date, time, and 
location before Reading Week. Following the Event, we would include in our 
end-of-the-year review (SASSisfaction Survey) questions about the usefulness 
of the event and ideas if  it were to be done again.

Partners The Arts & Science Administration will be crucial partners, as well as the 
SASS Executive and Arts & Science Inquiry Instructors. The SASS Program 
Advisory team would also be great partners for this, as academics are their 
area of focus.

Objective 5 Mid-year Review
Description We often hear how important it is and would be to have mid-term reviews for 

our courses so that students can actually see and benefit from course 
improvements, and so while the SASS Executive’s end of the year 
SASSisfaction Survey is a great venue for receiving feedback, we would like 
to administer a mid-year survey to understand primarily the effectiveness of 
our different communication tools, the usefulness of office hours, and get 
feedback on the other projects we will have been working on and our general
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performance as SRA reps.
Benefits This will benefit us as we can learn while we can still change, which will then 

hopefully directly benefit our constituents.
Difficulties The difficulty in administering a survey is ensuring we get enough responses 

to make it useful, but we will advertise is as best we can, and perhaps the use 
of the survey alone will be able to inform us about the effectiveness of our 
communication techniques.

Long-term This is something that should be continued in future years, and perhaps 
receiving feedback can be integrated into an office hour.

How Following exams, we will create and administer a survey to be open 
throughout the holidays for people to answer while they have some free time, 
but leave it open until the end of the first week of class as that is when some 
people return to the school and survey-answering mindset.

Once closed, we will spend the next week analyzing the feedback and 
developing strategies for making improvements.

Following this, we will post to our blog an outline of how we plan to use the 
feedback and improve for the remainder of the year.

If other project ideas were suggested we will also use this time to develop 
plans for their research and implementation if applicable, working with the 
person or people that suggested it and appropriate partners.

Partners For this project we will only require the use of a survey site but may require 
partners for our improvement and development of future projects.

GOALS to strive for
List 3 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1st)
1) Our blog will be created and consistently updated, with at least six entries by the beginning of 
exam season
2) We will have made C 105 a Plastic Bottle Free Zone, advertised this change within C l05 and 
the Arts & Science community, and have made and sold reusable water bottles in tandem with 
and to support this change.
3) We will have discussed with all relevant parties and assisted instructors of term 2 courses in 
understanding and developing submission practices in accordance with the Office of 
Sustainability’s Submission Guidelines, which will be used in these second term courses.

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2nd)
1) We will have surveyed and analyzed data on our first-term performance, addressed concerns, 
and made improvements as necessary.
2) We will have planned, organized, and put on an Inquiry Carousel Event with much input from 
the Arts & Science administration and SASS Executive if such an event is acceptable to these 
parties; if  it is not however, we will have developed and implemented a different strategy to 
address the same gap.
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3) In accordance with the mid-year feedback and other factors from our first term, we will have 
developed a new objective that meets needs we cannot or have not at this point been able to 
identify or foresee.

If you could jump to the end of your term and were asked to tell someone the highlights of what 
your caucus or committee did over the course of the year, what would that include?

At the end of the term, if asked by an Arts & Science student I would hope to be able to point 
to something the student recognized and only have to tell them that it came from this Caucus. 
A major point of this plan is communication and so in addition to hoping I can say that we 
made an impact in our program and that we brought more of the MSU into Arts & Science, a 
highlight would be that all students are aware of this. Moreover, I sincerely hope we can 
improve student life even in small ways, and help students to make a more positive influence 
in our McMaster community, whether through getting involved with the MSU and improving 
student life in their own way or participating in lessening our program’s ecological footprint.
A highlight would be that all Arts & Science students are aware of the current goings on in the 
MSU, and that more students want to get involved. I would be very proud to say that we did 
our best to accomplish what we set out to, or were able to modify our plans as need be, 
especially taking key stakeholders’ feedback into account, and created initiatives that next 
year’s representative and observer want to continue._____________________________________

MASTER SUMMARY calendar and checklist
Summer
(preparation)

- Develop plans for the year
- Locate venue for and create blog

September - Contact and meet with Aits & Science Director about Sustainability 
Submission Guidelines
- Get feedback from SASS Executive and ArtSci Administration about 
Plastic Bottle Free Project
- Following the first SRA Meeting, write and post first blog entry and 
begin posting available opportunities
- Begin utilizing the Twitter feed
- Create and begin utilizing Facebook page

October - Research and select vendor for Reusable Water Bottles, and develop 
their design
- Design posters to be posted in C l05 to advertise it being a Plastic 
Bottle Free Zone
- In collaboration with the Program Director, begin contacting instructors 
about their use of the Sustainability Submission Guidelines

November - Finalize the C l05 Plastic Bottle Free project
- Speak to the Administration and SASS Executive about second-term 
Inquiry Event
- If given a green light, begin planning the event, or modify its current 
plans in accordance with stakeholders’ feedback

December - Finalize plans with term two instructors on adhering to the Submission
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Guidelines
- Create and administer mid-year review survey

January - Close and analyze results of mid-year review
- Address concerns and plan for improvements based on review feedback
- Outline the above on our blog
- Begin planning Inquiry Event -  coordinate with Administration, 
Instructors, and Executive to find a date and time, and choose a venue

February - Develop a plan for new second term initiative based on review and/or 
first-term experiences, and begin its work accordingly
- Finalize Event plans before Reading Week
- Begin advertising it after RW

March - If not done in conjunction with the previous term’s planning, contact 
Term 1 and Term 3 ArtSci course professors about Submission 
Guidelines for use in September
- Finalize plans for and hold Inquiry Event

April - Finalize and complete any outstanding initiatives
- Get feedback on Inquiry Event and the year overall
- Ensure instructors for 2014/15 are set to implement Submission 
Guidelines in the new year, and those already using them plan for higher 
standard use if not already at Platinum

Weekly - Continually update the Twitter and Facebook posts as necessary
- Send out emails (as required) with pertinent information and updates
- Biweekly -  write and post on the blog
- Select and advertise the topic of the week for Office Hours
- Attend SASS Executive meetings to provide updates and receive
feedback on our projects

COLLABORATION
For both our Submission Guideline adherence and Plastic Bottle Free initiative it may be 
necessary to work with MacGreen. While both of these initiatives have been established on 
campus, in implementing them there may arise questions or concerns that require consultation 
with a more informed resource like MacGreen. While we have sustainability interests in mind 
and will try to take informed steps, MacGreen is the expert on campus in this field and so it 
would be incredibly beneficial to utilize them and their knowledge as much as possible. 
Hopefully they can also make suggestions for other green initiatives we can work on.

For our Plastic Bottle Free initiative, it will also be beneficial to work with the Underground on 
designing our posters and perhaps the reusable water bottles since, as with MacGreen on 
sustainability, they are the experts here at McMaster and it would greatly benefit us to seek their 
help in designing something that will catch and hold people’s attention.
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FINAL COMMENTS
While we have ideas and goals we wish to accomplish, we are aware that it will be necessary to 
make modifications at many points and as well are very open to feedback on where we can 
already begin to make those modifications! As well, as mentioned in our Mission, this Caucus 
technically contains one member, but in accordance with the wishes of both the member (myself) 
and the SRA Observer, the Observer will be taking an active role in the work of the caucus, and 
as a team we hope to be better able to make some real and positive changes!
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Date Approved:

The YEARplan is a way of getting down on paper what you and your caucus or 
committee intend to accomplish over the course of your year. It will isolate the specific goals 
that you wish to accomplish, and the objectives that need be achieved. It will give the rest of the 
organization and students at large an understanding of the direction you wish to take with your 
caucus or committee, and identify areas where support can be given. When completed, the 
YEARplans will collectively reinforce the goals and visions of your department, and allow the 
respective members to focus their attention on areas of importance within the MSU.

1. Read over th e YE ARpl an.
2. Complete your YE ARpl an in soft copy (on computer).
3. E-mail the first draft of the YEARplan to vpadmin@msu.mcmaster, ca by June 12th , after 

having brought and edited a draft at SRA Orientation with your committee.
4. The VP Administration will provide feedback on your YEARplan. Use this feedback to 

revise your draft into a final plan.
5. E-mail the final draft of the YEARplan to pad mi n@m su m cmaster. ca by the final due 

date (TBD).

The final copy will be then be presented back to the Student Representative Assembly, 
and posted online.

If for some reason you do not believe you can complete your YEARplan by the date
indicated, please contact the Vice-President Administration in order to arrange a suitable
extension (contact information above).
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MISSION an overview
Our mission is to work hard to do the most for the students in the faculty of Commerce by 
collaborating with various groups, clubs, and services while creating a safe and easy means for 
two-way communication with our constituents.

ROLES that individuals play
List all positions found within or in relation to your caucus or committee including full-time and 
part time staff, as well as one of a few general volunteer roles (if applicable) and how their role 
intersects with yours.

Name of Individual Role(s)
1. Caucus Members Help to carry out the year plan and all of its objectives and 

goals

2.
DCS Exec Partner with SRA to work together to benefit students

3.
SRA Members Provide direction and feedback on various projects

4.
MSU Underground Assist with design and printing

5.
Commerce Students Provide feedback and suggestions on issues affecting 

commerce students
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OBJECTIVES step by step Copy and paste to add more objectives if required

Objective 1 Obtain honourary DCS membership
Description Obtain DCS membership as an official observer

Benefits Able to attend DCS meetings and will foster a partnership between the SRA 
and the DCS that will benefit students

Difficulties The DCS may not want the SRA to have observers status as our year plans 
may not match up

Long-term Could receive official voting status as a member of the DCS

How Send an email to the DCS President requesting official observer status. 
Estimated time of completion 1-3 days

Partners DCS

Objective 2 Increase two way communication
Description Create more avenues and improve existing ways that students can 

communicate with the SRA such as social media, online surveys, and email

Benefits Two-way communication will allow students to know what is happening 
within the SRA and also be able to provide questions, comments, concerns, 
ideas, etc.

Difficulties Getting students interested in student politics
Long-term Continue to create more channels for students to reach the SRA

How Use the existing social media to reach out to students and inform them of 
events happening within the MSU or SRA that pertain to them Encourage 
students to reach out to the SRA via the use of social media, email, or in 
person. Create a hashtag to be used on social media to address student issues

Partners MSU Underground for any media design. Social media coordinator for tips 
and suggestions during social media campaigns.

Objective 3 Keep students up to date on current proceedings
Description Keep students up to date on current proceedings within the MSU. This could 

include attitudes towards various voting issues within SRA meetings, what 
projects are being undertaken by committees, and feedback on MSU services

Benefits Communicate with the students to keep them informed about happenings 
within the MSU and the SRA so that they are aware of any issues that could 
affect them

Difficulties Generating interest and getting students to listen to our updates
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Long-term Increase the frequency

How Release a vlog once per term to explain what we have accomplished and how 
it will benefit the students

Partners VP Administration, MSU PTMs, Committee Commissioners

Objective 4 First Year Reach Out
Description Reach out to first year commerce students to get them interested in student 

politics and create awareness about the MSU, SRA and DCS

Benefits Will make first year students care about the organizations that represent them 
and the services that are available to them from the beginning of their 
university career. This will make the services more popular and student 
politics more relevant.

Difficulties Generating interest
Long-term Extend the outreach to every level

How Partner with the DCS to reach out to first year students during Welcome Week 
and educate them about the DCS, DeGroote School of Business, and the SRA 
Commerce Caucus and all the services that are offered. Also work with the 
entire SRA to reach out to the first year students during clubsfest to educate 
them about the services and opportunities available

Partners SRA, DCS

GOALS to strive for
List 3 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1st)
1) Reach 150 followers for the @SRACommerce twitter handle
2) Get first years involved at DeGroote and McMaster through Welcome Week events
3) Obtain DCS Membership

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2nd)
1) Reach 250 followers for the @SRACommerce twitter handle
2) Establish effective 2 way communication between students and the SRA
3) Create enough interest in SRA to have a 20% voter turnout for elections

If you could jump to the end of your term and were asked to tell someone the highlights of what 
your caucus or committee did over the course of the year, what would that include?

The highlights would be establishing a partnership with the DCS and working with them to get 
more DeGroote students involved within the school of business and the university as a whole.
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Students would also feel comfortable raising questions, comments, and concerns to the SRA 
and would want to help determine new goals and help to achieve them. First years would 
become involved with the MSU from their first week at McMaster and that would continue on 
and grow throughout their time at the university.

MASTER SUMMARY calendar and checklist
Summer
(preparation)

- send emails to DCS about first year outreach and membership
- plan for clubsfest with SRA

September - clubsfest
-DCS Membership
- first year outreach
- DCS Cookout

October - establish communication channels

November
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-

December - first vlog released
- 150 twitter followers

January

February -begin social media campaign in preparation for SRA elections

March - second vlog released

April - help to transition new Commerce SRA

Weekly meet to discuss the execution of our plans and goals 
discuss pressing issues in the SRA

COLLABORATION
Our caucus could work with the Horizons Leadership Conference to reach out to the incoming 
first years before they even arrive during Welcome Week. We could speak with the incoming 
Commerce delegates about the various opportunities at DeGroote and through the MSU. 
Horizons would be a great help with this plan to reach out to first years about the MSU because 
it is in a small setting and the delegates could then help generate interest once they arrive during 
Welcome Week.
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FINAL COMMENTS
The Commerce Caucus wants to work together this year to change the attitude towards student 
government at McMaster. We want to communicate with our students so that they know what 
issues are facing them and gather feedback so that we know how the student body as a whole 
feels about the issues at hand.
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McMaster Students UnionMSU YEARplam3
Department:
Engineering

Prepared by: 
Ethan D ’Mello

Date Submitted:

Date Revised:

Administered by: Date Approved:
Anna D ’Angela, VP Administration
vpadmin@msii.mcmaster.ca or 905.525.9140 ex. 23250

The YEARplan is a way of getting down on paper what you and your caucus or 
committee intend to accomplish over the course of your year. It will isolate the specific goals 
that you wish to accomplish, and the objectives that need be achieved. It will give the rest of the 
organization and students at large an understanding of the direction you wish to take with your 
caucus or committee, and identify areas where support can be given. When completed, the 
YEARplans will collectively reinforce the goals and visions of your department, and allow the 
respective members to focus their attention on areas of importance within the MSU.

1. Read over th e YE ARpl an.
2. Complete your YE ARpl an in soft copy (on computer).
3. E-mail the first draft of the YEARplan to vpadmin@msu.mcmaster, ca by June 12th , after 

having brought and edited a draft at SRA Orientation with your committee.
4. The VP Administration will provide feedback on your YEARplan. Use this feedback to 

revise your draft into a final plan.
5. E-mail the final draft of the YEARplan to pad mi n@m su m cmaster. ca by the final due 

date (TBD).

The final copy will be then be presented back to the Student Representative Assembly, 
and posted online.

If for some reason you do not believe you can complete your YEARplan by the date
indicated, please contact the Vice-President Administration in order to arrange a suitable
extension (contact information above).
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MISSION an overview
Our mission as the 2013-2014 Engineering Caucus is to represent and address any concerns that 
the Engineering students of Mcmaster may have. We hope to lobby our department to improve 
the quality of education and to bridge the gap between the students and Engineering 
administration. By participating in various Engineering groups we hope to better represent the 
needs of Engineering students.

ROLES that individuals play
List all positions found within or in relation to your caucus or committee including full-time and 
part time staff, as well as one of a few general volunteer roles (if applicable) and how their role 
intersects with yours.

Name of Individual Role(s)
1. Ethan D’Mello SRA Member

2.
Salah Abdelrahman SRA Member

3.
Jonathan Mackinson SRA Member

4.
Adam Van Hood SRA Member

5.
Andrei Tichenkov SRA Member

6.
Melike Candenir SRA Member

7.
Emily Au Mac Eng Society President

8. Dr. Ishwar Puri Dean of Engineering
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OBJECTIVES step by step Copy and paste to add more objectives if required

Objective 1 MES Involvement
Description Be more involved with the MES, as students usually go to them for help.
Benefits -Easier to get in touch with students 

-Easier to voice their concerns/help them 
-Working together is more effective

Difficulties -Going to their meetings, could have each sra member take turns attending

Long-term -They can attend our sra meetings

How -Develop a schedule 
-Remind people to attend

Partners N/A

Objective 2 More Summer Courses
Description Work with eng administration to have more summer courses
Benefits -increases quality od education 

-benefits students
Difficulties -Finding out what courses students would like
Long-term

How -Meet with Dean of ENG
-maybe a survey to see what courses they would like
-get stats about what courses student fail the most/ or attend the most

Partners -MSU media commissioner

Objective 3 Meet the Dean/heads of departments
Description Students can ask questions that are relative to their study
Benefits -Improve quality of education 

-Students concems/advice heard by admin
Difficulties -Organizing event 

-getting students to attend 
-getting department heads to attend

Long-term -Get more departments involved

How
-Speak to administration
-Speak to MES/maybe combine efforts
-Book a lecture Hall
-Establish a date

Partners VP Education
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GOALS to strive for
List 3 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1st)
1) Better involvement with MES
2) Establishing Relationship with Dean
3) Inform students about SRA ENG

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2nd)
1) Get more summer school courses
2) Meet and greet with the Dean

If you could jump to the end of your term and were asked to tell someone the highlights of what 
your caucus or committee did over the course of the year, what would that include?

-GOT MORE SUMMER COURSES 

-HELPED STUDNTS WITH THEIR PROBLEMS 

-GOT TO KNOW THE DEAN

MASTER SUMMARY calendar and checklist
September -Biweekly meetings with Caucus 

-Introduce ourselves to the dean 
-Introduce ourselves to the MES

October - Biweekly meetings with Caucus 
-Attend MES meetings
- Start gathering info for survey

November - Biweekly meetings with Caucus
- Attend MES meetings 
-Create draft for survey

December - Biweekly meetings with Caucus
- Attend MES meetings 
-Review Survey

January - Biweekly meetings with Caucus
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- Attend MES meetings 
-Create Final copy of survey

February - Biweekly meetings with Caucus
- Attend MES meetings 
-Release Survey to students 
-Meet and greet with the dean

March - Biweekly meetings with Caucus
- Attend MES meetings 
-Gather info from survey

April - Biweekly meetings with Caucus
- Attend MES meetings
- Present information gathered from survey to dean/admin

COLLABORATION
One idea for collaboration is with CFMU, where science and engineering collaborate to provide 
students with information and opportunities relative to the science world. We would inform 
students about the different opportunities available at Mcmaster and have guest speakers like the 
Dean or professors talk about their research, goals,ect.
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McMaster Students UnionMSU YEARplam3
Department:
SRA, Health Sciences

Date Submitted: 
September 10, 2013

Prepared by: 
Chris Harper

Date Revised:

Administered by:
Anna D ’Angela, VP Administration
vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca or 905.525.9140 ex. 23250

Date Approved:

The YEARplan is a way of getting down on paper what you and your caucus or 
committee intend to accomplish over the course of your year. It will isolate the specific goals 
that you wish to accomplish, and the objectives that need be achieved. It will give the rest of the 
organization and students at large an understanding of the direction you wish to take with your 
caucus or committee, and identify areas where support can be given. When completed, the 
YEARplans will collectively reinforce the goals and visions of your department, and allow the 
respective members to focus their attention on areas of importance within the MSU.

1. Read over th e YE ARpl an.
2. Complete your YE ARpl an in soft copy (on computer).
3. E-mail the first draft of the YEARplan to vpadmin@msu.mcmaster, ca by June 12th , after 

having brought and edited a draft at SRA Orientation with your committee.
4. The VP Administration will provide feedback on your YEARplan. Use this feedback to 

revise your draft into a final plan.
5. E-mail the final draft of the YEARplan to pad mi n@m su m cmaster. ca by the final due 

date (TBD).

The final copy will be then be presented back to the Student Representative Assembly, 
and posted online.

If for some reason you do not believe you can complete your YEARplan by the date
indicated, please contact the Vice-President Administration in order to arrange a suitable
extension (contact information above).

mailto:vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca
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MISSION an overview
[Describe in 200 words or less what your caucus or committee plans to accomplish This should 
ideally be a ‘Coles Notes’ of your main objectives. It should begin with ‘Our mission is ....’ or 
‘We will seek to ... ’ or something to that effect.]

We recognize the abundant and valuable resources on campus, and will strive to be a 
connection between them and Health Sciences students. Through using data and 
information already available, and providing many opportunities for further discussion, we 
will identify areas in which a better relationship between Health Sci and the MSU can be 
created.

We will identify opportunities for other students to improve their McMaster experience. 
This ranges from paid jobs in the MSU to volunteer opportunities on campus.

W e’ll work hard to accurately represent the views of BHSc students when making 
decisions, and create an easily accessible and comfortable environment for opinions and 
thoughts to be shared on issues. In turn, we will communicate back to students what is 
going on, and engage them in campus and community discussions.

ROLES that individuals play
List all positions found within or in relation to your caucus or committee including full-time and 
part time staff, as well as one of a few general volunteer roles (if applicable) and how their role 
intersects with yours.

Name of Individual Role(s)
1. Nicholas Timmerman Chair, Bachelor of Health Sciences Society
2. Andrew Soave Financial Coordinator, Bachelor of Health Sciences Society
3. Kai Chen Academic Coordinator, Bachelor of Health Sciences Society

4. Alexander Sapa/Alexa 
Mordhorst

Welcome Week Coordinators, Bachelor of Health Sciences 
Society

5. MSU Communications Officer

6. Matthew Bergen PTM -  Union Market

7. Suhkpreet Claire Communications Director, Bachelor of Health Sciences 
Society

8. Jessie Peng Graphic Designer, BHSc Student

9. Prasham Dave Senator, Health Sciences

10. Anna D ’Angela VP Admin, MSU connection to Welcome Week
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OBJECTIVES step by step Copy and paste to add more objectives if required

Objective 1 Connect BHSc to MSU/Campus Resources
Description Create an increased awareness of the resources available to students, whether 

they’re from the MSU, the University, or another organization on campus, to 
better their student experience.

Benefits Increase support to BHSc students in many areas.

Difficulties Students are busy, and getting a message across amidst many others is 
difficult. Many students are already engaged in many other capacities, and 
may not be interested in learning about other opportunities.

Long-term

How 1. Increase awareness of MSU resources through Welcome Week.
2. Seek opportunities to talk about services and resources.
3. Engage students in SRA folder on Learnlink through promotional 

strategy (UM)
Partners Alexander Sapa/Alexa Mordhorst (BHSS WW Coordinators), 

Communications Officer, PAC, Union Market PTM Matthew Bergen

Potential Resources: PSL, SHEC, SWC, QSCC ...

Objective 2 Examine BHSCensus
Description A large scale survey of BHSc students was conducted in March. A full 

analysis has not been completed, but understanding of what many students 
(more than 50% of program) said anonymously will indicate what direction to 
take.

Benefits Hear students concerns directly and anonymously.

Difficulties There is a lot of information in survey results, sorting important from 
irrelevant will take time & effort.

Long-term

How 1. Use available raw data
2. Create action plan of issues that may be potential connection to campus 

partners.
a. Example: Water fountain is wanted. Apply for Special Projects 

Funding, a benefit for both BHSc students as well as nursing 
students.

3. Create clear ways of advertising the information and potential areas 
that work can be done (infographics, etc.)

Partners Nicholas Timmerman, Communications Officer,
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Objective 3 Increase Communication
Description Get more feedback relating to potential SRA decisions. Increase awareness of 

what’s going on and what services/resources are available.

Benefits More engagement with BHSc students, and interest outside of the program.

Difficulties There is a lot going on in our community, and presenting information that can 
be processed quickly and effectively is difficult.

Long-term

How 1. Post all job opportunity descriptions in highly accessible areas for 
BHSc students (Leamlink, etc.)

2. Attend all BHSS meetings.
3. Have Twitter feed going with live updates from SRA meetings.
4. Roll out joint office hours social media campaign with BHSS Chair 

Nicholas Timmerman and Senator Prasham Dave
5. Have discussion with entire First and Second Year Classes.

Partners BHSS Chair Nicholas Timmerman, Communications Officer, Senator Prasham 
Dave,

GOALS to strive for
List 3 things you would like to have completed during the fall term ( Is )
1) Have SRA folder ‘contest’ running
2) Have an analysis of BHSCensus and potential ties to MSU prepared
3) Include MSU service-related information in Welcome Week

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2nd)
1) Continue attending all BHSS meetings, posting SRA recaps and posting all job 
opportunities
2) Submit Special Funding request for water fountain
3) Roll out feedback survey

If you could jump to the end of your term and were asked to tell someone the highlights of what 
your caucus or committee did over the course of the year, what would that include?

Students that have a better awareness of the resources that already exist on campus, intended 
to make a positive impact on their McMaster experience. Students that feel engaged with the 
university outside of the ‘Health Sciences bubble’, that participate, volunteer and are 
employed in the services and opportunities available.
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MASTER SUMMARY calendar and checklist
Summer
(preparation)

- Post meeting recaps
- Engage with potential partners -  other caucuses, PTMs, etc.

September - Welcome Week connections to MSU
- Have Twitter account running
- Complete first VIog

October - Put out SRA folder ‘contest’
- Submit Special Projects funding request for Water fountain

November - Finish BHSCensus analysis

December

January - Put out feedback/evaluation form

February

March

April

Weekly - Meeting recaps
- Job/volunteer availabilities posted
- Discussion threads on topics of interest
- Attend all BHSS meetings
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COLLABORATION with MSU Services
[Please provide at least one example of where your caucus or committee might collaborate with 
another MSU Service. Make sure to specify which MSU Service the example is relevant to, how 
the project or idea is better supported by collaboration between departments of the organization 
and what each partner can gain from collaborating on the project or idea.]

Many health sciences students are active members of clubs and initiatives going on on 
campus. We’ve recognized that many of them have struggled with promoting their 
activities because so much is going on. Connecting these individuals to services such the 
Underground is a potential avenue for collaboration, for both inexpensive printing and 
design options. Connection to PAC is another resource, which may be able to help students 
in multiple ways, from workshops to printing helpful information/tips.

FINAL COMMENTS
[Please provide any additional information that will be helpful in understanding your YEARplan. 
Also if you have any other ideas, questions or things you need feedback on you can put them 
here ]
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Administered by: Date Approved:
Anna D’Angela, VP Administration
vpadniin@msu.mcmaster.ca or 905.525.9140 ex. 23250

MISSION an overview
Our overall plan over the next year is to work closely with students and faculty members 

of all levels in order to identify their concerns, explore possible new solutions/initiatives and 
relay the information back to students in a clear manner. The primary drive for this will be 
through the new Humanities Task Force. Spearheaded by the office of the Dean and consisting 
of various faculty members and students, we will explore new/innovative educational, financial 
and structural options that are conducive to Forward With Integrity in order to tackle the 
faculty’s student retention concerns and review the current quality of education.

One of these tasks is to develop a new “mission statement” for the faculty in order to 
create a more modem and alternative perspective of the Humanities for future students.
Financial sustainability is also one of the task forces’ top priorities. The new budget model 
allows us to explore innovative blended learning opportunities that could offer a new learning 
experience to students while also tackling the faculty’s 3.3 million dollar deficit. Professors of 
the faculty have already expressed a want to “mix things up” in the hopes to create a more 
integrated faculty whether this be through knowledge mobilization, new learning opportunities 
(i.e. experiential education options) and/or specialized certificates.

mailto:vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca


ROLES that individuals play

Name of Individual Role(s)
1 Jason Wolwowicz (SRA 

Humanities Caucus 
Leader)

- Point of contact for the Humanities Caucus
- Active member of the “Beyond the First Year” group of the 

Humanities Task Force.
2 Elise Milani (SRA 

Humanities)
- Active member of the “Rethinking Programs & 

Departments” group of the Humanities Task Force
3 Hans Loewig (SRA 

Humanities)
- Active member of the “Graduate Education” group of the 

Humanities Task Force
4 Tiffany Leslie (SRA 

Humanities)
- Active member of the group “Engaging the Community” of 

the Humanities Task Force
5 Rodrigo Narro-Perez 

(University Affairs 
Commissioner)

- Active member of the “Beyond the First Year” group of the 
Humanities Task Force.

- Liaision to relay ideas/information between UA & the 
Humanities Caucus

6 Spencer Graham (VP - 
Education)

- Primary point of contact with the M SU office
- Active member of the “First Year Experience” group of the 

Humanities Task Force.
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OBJECTIVES step by step
Objective 1 Identify Issues/Concerns within the Humanities
Description - Identify Issues/Concerns within the faculty, prioritize them by importance and 

examine options in order to create feasible solutions.
Benefits - This is a continuous objective that will allow the Humanities Caucus and its 

affiliated parties to and have a starting point for the Humanities Task Force.
Difficulties - The gathering of information & data could be quite time consuming. Thus, the 

humanities caucus members must be constantly active in communicating to 
the McMaster community.

Long-term - Humanities Caucus Office hours would be a good addition to the already 
available email contact.

How - Maintain relationships with the Dean, Associate Dean, academic advisors of 
the faculty of Humanities, MHS, SOTA and the students to discuss the 
concerns of all relating parties.

- Get feeback from students via Social Media and in person through interraction 
and SRA Humanities office hours.

Partners - The Dean, Associate Dean, Academic Advisors of the faculty of Humanities, 
Profferors, MHS, SOTA, Humanities Task Force, VP Education and students 
of all levels.

Objective 2 Be active members of the new Humanities Task Force
Description - Be active members throughout the year of the new Humanities Task Force and 

its five sub-groups (The First Year Experience, Beyond the First Year, 
Graduate Education, Rethinking Programs and Departments, Engaging our 
Community) in order to achieve the departments goal of “Transforming the 
Humanities”.

Benefits - Direct communications with members of the faculty to address pressing 
concerns of Humanities students such as diminishing course selection.

- Examine how the faculty of Humanities spends/allocates funds and make 
suggestions that could improve the faculty’s financial uncertainty.

- Examine possible Experiential Education options as well as new minor 
programs or specialized communication/language certificates for students 
from all faculties.

Difficulties - Prioritizing which issues to be addressed first. This will be done within each 
subgroup.

- Creating relationships with members of all faculties in order to kick-start 
cross-faculty initiatives that would benefit all faculties. All members must be 
proactive in communicating with these other members and explain the 
importance of collaboration.
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Long-term - Explore new transformative initiatives that aim to rebrand the Faculty of 
Humanities and reinforce the importance of the skills gained from its 
subsequent programs in order to attract more students to the faculty and 
increase retention. (Give an alternative perspective)

- Suggest ways that the new budget model could be used to maximize income.

How - Attend and be active members of all meetings with the five-sub groups.
- Examine practices of other McMaster faculties as well as those at other 

insitutions so as to bring new ideas/ossibilities to the table.
- Maintain communication and positive relationships with the Dean, Associate 

Dean, Academic Advisors, Professors, MHS and SOTA

Partners - The Dean, Associate Dean, Academic Advisors, Professors, MHS, SOTA, 
Students, University Affairs Committee and VP Education

Objective 3 Make information available to Students
Description - Share information with the McMaster community in order to receive the 

maximum amount of feedback regarding their concerns and create a positive 
outlook for the future of the faculty.

Benefits - Breeds a more interactive student community
- Student ideas may inspire change
- Support/pressure from the McMaster community can encourage the faculty of 

Humanities to maximize efficiently so as to integrate new initiatives as soon as 
possible.

Difficulties - There is no way to ensure that students engage with us. However, clear and 
positive communication should attract support.

Long-term - Develop a new “Mission Statement” for the faculty that expresses the 
importance of skills that can be learned in their programs and the valuable 
experience they offer for the professional world.

How - Informative Humanities Caucus web page
- Up-to-date Vlogs from the Iiumanities Caucus
- Constant Twitter feed updates from the Humanities Caucus
- Possible drop-in office hours for students
- Encourage professors to up-date their course descriptions

Partners - The Dean, Associate Dean, Academic Advisors, Professors, MHS, SOTA, 
Students, University Affairs Committee and students.
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GOALS to strive for
List 3 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1st)
1) Explore new ideas/initiatives for the Humanities Task Force
2) Complete preliminary research for Humanities Task Force ideas
3) Establish active communication with students

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2nd)
1) Detailed analysis of logistics for new Humanities Task Force initiatives for implementation in

the summer/fall of 2014
2) Begin preparation of a Transition Report for next year’s Humanities Caucus so that they can

continue working towards the goals of the Task Force
3) Hold a Flumanities social event to further inform/connect with students

If you could jump to the end of your term and were asked to tell someone the highlights of what 
your caucus or committee did over the course of the year, what would that include?

Ideally, this would include a complete plan towards the “rebranding” of the faculty of 
Humanities through the creation of an appropriate “mission statement” that will define the future 
of the faculty with a new perspective. Moreover, it would be fulfilling to lay down the first plans 
so that new initiatives can begin to be implemented during the 2014-2015 school year. With a 
good understanding of the new faculty budget model, these new initiatives (some hopefully 
cross-discipline/faculty) could begin to turn the faculty’s financial situation around. We would 
also hope to show an impressive amount of student feedback through clear communication 
which turn would create a stronger community with the Humanities.

MASTER SUMMARY calendar and checklist
Summer
(preparation)

- Develop Year Plan
- Meet w/ VP-Ed. & Faculty of Humanities to discuss current concerns
- Join Humanities Task Force

September - Begin meeting and brainstorming with Humanities Task Force 
(HTF)sub-groups
- Complete the first monthly HTF report by the Sept. 30th
- Explore Current Mentorship program options for the FITF

October - Continue meeting with HTF
- Complete preliminary research for Humanities Task Force ideas
- Contact faculties and get their feedback for possible cross-disciple 
cert i fi cate/program s/i deas
- Complete monthly HTF progress report
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November - Continue meeting with HTF
- Complete preliminary research for Humanities Task Force ideas
- Meet with University Affairs to ensure that their interests are also being 

met
- Complete monthly HTF progress report

December - Continue meeting with HTF
- Complete Fall HTF progress report
- Make all available HTF findings and decisions available to McMaster 

community

January - Continue meeting with HTF
- Host a Humanities social event (open to all students)
- Complete monthly HTF progress report

February - Continue meeting with HTF
- Begin Humanities Caucus transition report
- Begin lobbying for approved HTF initiatives
- Complete monthly HTF progress report

March - Continue meeting with HTF
- Complete Humanities transition report
- Complete monthly HTF progress report

April - Meet with newly elected SRA members to discuss transition report
- Complete final HTF progress report
- Set HTF meeting dates for the summer

Weekly - Bi-weekly Caucus meetings to discuss new ideas/issues
- Weekly emails to all caucus members providing up-dates
- Bi-weekly vlogs
- Daily Twitter updates

COLLABORATION with MSU Services
The Humanities Caucus will be working alongside the University Affairs committee and 

its commissioner, Rodrigo Narro-Perez, throughout the year. Both the Humanities Caucus and 
UA share the same goal of improving the quality of education and creating innovative new 
opportunities for students. Thus, the commissioner’s experience as well as the advice of the
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committee has and will continue to be a valuable asset to our goals and the Faculty’s goal of 
Transformation. Preliminary talks with the HTF have also expressed the possibility of 
collaborating with the Learning Portfolio should there be benefit for both parties.

FINAL COMMENTS leave nothing out
As is quite evident in this YearPlan, the primary focus of our caucus will surround the 

Humanities Task Force seeing as this is a unique opportunity to work closely alongside various 
staff members of the faculty and exchange ideas/concerns. It is usually very difficult to book 
time to meet with these individuals, not to mention actually work continuously on innovative 
ideas with them. We recognize that there is much work to be done, but we are confident that 
throughout the upcoming year we will lay the first stepping stones in what we hope is a positive 
shift in perspective for the faculty of Humanities. Should anyone else have any 
suggestions/ideas/concerns or want to get involved, please do not hesitate to contact us.
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Department: Nursing SRA Date Submitted: July 12, 2013

Prepared by: Kornelia Palczewski, SRA Date Revised:
Nursing Caucus Leader 
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palczek(a),mcmaster. ca

Administered by: Date Approved:
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The YEARplan is a way of getting down on paper what you and your caucus or 
committee intend to accomplish over the course of your year. It will isolate the specific goals 
that you wish to accomplish, and the objectives that need be achieved. It will give the rest of the 
organization and students at large an understanding of the direction you wish to take with your 
caucus or committee, and identify areas where support can be given. When completed, the 
YEARplans will collectively reinforce the goals and visions of your department, and allow the 
respective members to focus their attention on areas of importance within the MSU.

1. Read over the YEARplan.
2. Complete your YEARplan in soft copy (on computer).
3. E-mail the first draft of the YEARplan to vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca by June 12th , after 

having brought and edited a draft at SRA Orientation with your committee.
4. The VP Administration will provide feedback on your YEARplan. Use this feedback to 

revise your draft into a final plan.
5. E-mail the final draft of the YEARplan to vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca by the final due 

date (TBD).

The final copy will be then be presented back to the Student Representative Assembly, 
and posted online.
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If for some reason you do not believe you can complete your YEARplan by the date 
indicated, please contact the Vice-President Administration in order to arrange a suitable 
extension (contact information above).

MISSION an overview
Our mission is to represent the nursing students of McMaster University by serving as the liaison 
between the McMaster Students Union (MSU) and the McMaster Undergraduate Nursing 
Students Society (MUNSS). We strive to ensure that the concerns and opinions that are voiced 
by the members of MUNSS are heard and taken into account when planning projects for the 
upcoming year, and we will continue to plan projects based on feedback that will occur in the 
academic year. Furthermore, we will aim to achieve this through the collaboration with the 
University, the MSU, faculty members and relevant members of MUNSS (dependent on project).

We will also strive to foster a more inclusive environment for all MUNSS members in 
comparison to previous years, through investigating their needs and proposing changes/ 
amendments to membership that will benefit the majority of the parties involved, such as the 
members and the society as a whole.

ROLES that individuals play
List all positions found within or in relation to your caucus or committee including full-time and 
part time staff, as well as one of a few general volunteer roles (if applicable) and how their role 
intersects with yours.

Name of Individual Role(s)
1. [MUSC Admin Staff] [Help with booking event space in the MUSC]

2. Kornelia Palczewski - Nursing Caucus Leader
- SRA Liaison between the MSU and the McMaster 

Undergraduate Nursing Student Society
- Project leader for each objective (MUNSS)

3. Yuna Jang - MUNSS President
- Support projects that will be running throughout the 

year
- Consultant to projects

4. MUNSS Education Chairperson -  McMaster Site 
Collaborate with to create academic workshops and better 
academic support

5. MUNSS Education Chairperson -  Mohawk Site 
(see above)

6. MUNSS Education Chairperson -  Conestoga Site
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(see above)
7. Ayaan Mohamed MUNSS Vice President -  McMaster

Collaborate with them to help promote what is going on with 
the MSU and at the McMaster site for the newsletter

8. TBD - Official Observer for SRA
- Assisting out with all projects listed
- Attends SRA meetings regularly

9 Communications Chairperson for MUNSS
Assist with the promotion and advertisement of workshops
Assist with the creation and posting the newsletters online

10. MUNSS Vice President -  Mohawk
Collaborate with them in regards to the integration and
involvement of Mohawk stream students with the MS U
Collaborate with them to gather information for the Mohawk
newsletter.

11. MUNSS Level 
Representatives (all 
sites, all streams)

Help with the planning of workshops through collaboration.

12. MSU Board of Directors Provide support and advice on projects as needed.

13. MUNSS social chairs Collaborate with them to organize the health workshops

14. MUNSS VP Conestoga
Collaborate with them to gather information for the 
Conestoga newsletter.

OBJECTIVES step by step
Objective 1 Improve communication between the MSU and MUNSS
Description To help promote and explain what is happening within the MSU, an online 

newsletter will be created on the new MUNSS website detailing the current 
events and projects of the M SU. As well, the newsletter would include 
information on how to get involved within the MSU, as opportunities arise (ie. 
Committee membership, jobs, volunteer positions). It will be released 
monthly, with the addition of promotion via word of mouth and social media 
to maximize effect.

Benefits - Through creating a newsletter to serve as a central point for 
information on the MSU for nursing students, it would serve as a 
valuable resource for constituents that would like to become more 
involved or just want to be aware of what is available to them.

- It can reach a larger demographic than if I were to or my partners were 
to spread it using only word of mouth and social media.

- A small step in the direction of patching the disconnect between 
MUNSS and the MSU ‘
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Difficulties - If there is a delay in the launch of the website, there will be a delay in 
implementing this

- MSU is mainly targeted at McMaster stream students, so this could be 
a bit exclusive (however, a solution was reached with the MUNSS 
president, where each site will have their own unique newsletter)

Long-term If this project is implemented successfully, the promotion of MSU related 
news could potentially become a shared responsibility between the SRA 
liaison and the Vice President of the McMaster site, as well as the 
communications chair, as per revised operating guidelines Further, other 
methods to interact with the SRA liaison could be implemented, such as a 
forum on the MUNSS site, a separate discussion thread on the BSCN 
communication hub on Avenue to Learn, and the utilization of vlogs. 
However, it needs to be proved to MUNSS and the nursing faculty that this is 
valuable and used.

How - Meet with MUNSS President to discuss how we both want this to look
- Meet with the communications chairperson for MUNSS to figure out 

formatting and i nform them of the monthly update
- Communicate with the Vice Presidents of each site monthly to discuss 

what they want to include in the newsletters
- This will take all year to implement and execute

Partners - Yuna Jang (MUNSS President)
- Ayaan Mohamed (MUNSS VP McMaster)
- Communications Chair
- MUNSS VP Mohawk
- MUNSS VP Conestoga

Objective 2 Investigate whether integration of Mohawk-McMaster Nursing students with 
the MSU is feasible and in demand.

Description Nursing at McMaster has three sites that work in collaboration with each other 
-  Conestoga, Mohawk and the main site. However, Mohawk students have 
often voiced that they feel left out and disconnected because the spend the 
majority if the time studying and attending course at the McMaster Site as 
opposed to the Fennel Campus for Mohawk. This concern has been voiced 
numerous times, both in regards to welcome week and other things involving 
the MSU. ~ ~ ~

Benefits - As mentioned in the previous objective, disconnection is a big issue for 
MUNSS. Allowing Mohawk students to voice their opinion can help 
with fixing this. As well, it will lead to a more cohesive and inclusive 
faculty.

- If there is a need for integration, this will mean that the MSU services 
will be put to more use, nursing students would have a more equitable 
representation and Mohawk stream students could provide valuable 
input to better McMaster.

Difficulties - McMaster is unique with its nursing program since it is the only 
university that incorporates collaborative students into the main
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university campus from the first year. Therefore, there isn’t any model 
in place to follow in order to resolve this concern.

- Not certain whether there are regulations and policies stating whether 
students in the college system can be members of a University Union

- If we were to create an opt- in fee for Mohawk stream students, how 
would that be determined and would they be opposed for the extra 
charge?

- This will involve a lot of research of other universities to overcome 
these difficulties

Long-term In the long term, this objective will improve relations between Mohawk stream 
and McMaster stream students. This will make it easier for future SRA 
Nursing members to correct any disconnections that occur between MUNSS 
and the MSU. As well, for future years, Mohawk Students can be given more 
definite answer to questions since there will be a clear definition of what they 
can do and use as McMaster Students.

How - Hold meeting with president of MUNSS to understand her concerns 
over this issue

- Meet with VP Mohawk for MUNSS to discuss their concerns
- Hold a focus group or survey for Mohawk stream nursing students to 

gather data, thoughts and opinions in regards to how we can better 
support them as McMaster students

- Analyze the data collected
- Present findings to the MUNSS president and VP Mohawk
- If the students are interested in being a part of the MSU, present 

findings and ideas of how to integrate them to the MSU Board of 
Directors

Partners -MSU board of directors 
-MUNSS President 
-MUNSS VP Mohawk 
-Mohawk stream Nursing students

Objective 3 Organize and hold health related workshops for MUNSS Members
Description The level representatives for MUNSS are supposed to organize events for its 

members throughout the year, depending on what level they are. The past few 
years, this has not been very successful. Based on speaking with constituents 
the previous year and recently speaking with the MUNSS president, it is 
evident that there is an interest in more health workshops occurring.

Benefits - It will encourage more collaboration between MUNSS members and it 
will also help with collaborating with the MSU since services can be 
used to hold workshops for MUNSS.

- Can be used as destressing tools, and would be filling a need that has 
been expressed by several constituents.

Difficulties - Based on past MUNSS executives, it may be difficult to get level reps 
and other parties to follow through with organizing this in 
collaboration
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- may be difficult to include Conestoga stream students since that would 
mean they would have to travel in from a different city. This would be 
a setback with improving the cohesion and collaboration between all 
three sites.

Long-term In the long term, this will result in level representatives being held accountable 
for their actions, as well as stress that they need to follow their operating 
guidelines. As well, if the workshop(s) was/were to run successfully, this 
could expand to providing modules online for students that cannot be 
physically present at the workshops, as well as potentially leading to a series 
of workshops that span over a few weeks each term. This will also lead to 
better education on health issues that can arise.

How - Talk with the president, level reps and social chairs of MUNSS about 
collaborating on this project and discuss what we would like to do with 
this.

- Contact relevant MSU services (ie. SHEC) to see if they would be 
interested

- Figure out the date with the level reps and whether multiple workshops 
need to be run to be more accommodating

- Advertise and promote the workshop
Partners - MUNSS Level Representatives

- MUNSS President
- MUNSS Social Chairs
- Different MSU Services (ones that are pertinent to the workshop being 

held at the time).

Objective 4 Collaboration with education chairpersons from each site
Description This objective was created with two things in mind:

1. Some of the MUN SS education chairpersons ran on platforms stating 
that they wanted to integrate more experiential learning and academic 
workshops into the program because they felt this was a requirement.

2. It was brought to my attention by several constituents that they felt 
very uncertain and confused over requirements that were needed to 
graduate. Tips and information that would have been useful and 
important was never mentioned at Orientations to them until the 
semester before the second term of fourth year, which led to a lot of 
frustration.

Benefits - Through collaborating with the education chairpersons, this will not 
only help fulfill their platforms, but would also help with fixing the 
disconnection between the MSU and MUNSS.

- Constituents will become better educated on the requirements for the 
program, which will lead to less stress and hopefully strengthens the 
connection between MUNSS and faculty members.

Difficulties - This project will involve a lot of collaboration between different parties 
(MUNSS, faculty members, etc.), which may make scheduling 
meetings and events difficult since everyone needs to be
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accommodated (maybe try meeting in the early evening after classes 
are over, but before faculty go home?)

- It may be difficult to arrange events that are faculty wide since level 
timetables often conflict with each other. This would mean having to 
run events that were level specific and with several dates as opposed to 
one giant event.

Long-term In the long term, this will support and emphasize the importance of 
collaboration between the SRA and MUNSS members. This will mean that a 
certain accountability will be created for the MLNSS executive for next year 
that wasn’t really present in previous years. Further, if faculty members see 
that students are concerned about their requirements for graduation, the 
information will most likely be integrated into first year orientation, as per our 
recommendation to do so.

How - Meet with the president and the education chairpersons of MUNSS to 
discuss how we would like to approach the improvement of academic 
support.

- Once a plan has been established, present it to the relevant faculty 
members to see if they would be interested in collaborating with us.

- Organize a workshop based on who is interested in collaborating with 
us

- Assist with any other ideas the education chairpersons may have.
Partners -MLNSS Education McMaster 

-MUNSS Education Mohawk 
-MUNSS Education Conestoga 
-MUNSS President
-Various Faculty members (dependent on what is required at the time)

GOALS to strive for
List 3 things you would like to have completed during the fall term ( Is )

1) The first few newsletters would ideally be posted on the MUNSS website

2) Holding a focus group/town hall meeting/survey for input from Mohawk Stream students to 
better understand their needs

3) Hold a workshop or question and answer period with faculty to reiterate what is required for 
graduation from the nursing program, as well as a chance for helpful tips to be noted so that 
students aren’t reaching fourth year and being uncertain whether they will be eligible to 
graduate.

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2nd)

1) Continue to uphold the creation of newsletters on the MUNSS website
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2) Should it turn out that Mohawk stream students are interested in partnering with the MSU, 
exploring and implementing a feasible and fair option to accomplish this.

3) Hold a workshop about mental health that would be open to all levels and streams (focusing 
on depression and anxiety).

If you could jump to the end of your term and were asked to tell someone the highlights of what 
your caucus or committee did over the course of the year, what would that include?

To begin with, the newsletters for each site would have been established and published 
successfully on the MUNSS website on a monthly basis so that constituents can stay updated 
on what is occurring within the MSU and the program. As well, the current situation where 
Mohawk stream students are not sure how they are defined as McMaster students would have 
ben addressed and strategy set forth to ensure this does not occur in future years. This may 
mean allowing optional MSU membership to these students, or it may mean defining how they 
are and aren’t McMaster students. Finally, the needs of constituents would have been 
addressed through the implementation of health workshops and through collaborating with 
education chairpersons from MUNSS, as well as faculty, to initiate more academic resources 
(both workshops and experiential learning opportunities).

MASTER SUMMARY calendar and checklist
Summer
(preparation)

- Meet with MUNSS President to discuss plans for upcoming year
- Create year plan for caucus
- Complete research in regards to what other universities have done with 
their collaborative programs in regards to union membership

September - Meet with various members of the MUNSS executive to discuss what 
their plans are for the year and if there is anything I can do to help
- Begin planning out a meeting or survey asking Mohawk stream their 
opinion in regards to MSU membership.
-Release the first newsletters for each site
- Begin organizing the first workshop for nursing students (the one that is 
more academically oriented).

October - Attend the Canadian Nursing Student Association regional conference 
in Ontario to learn about what other universities are currently working on 
for their nursing students (to gain ideas that could be incorporated at 
McMaster)
- Host the academic workshop 
-Release second newsletters

November - Discuss what ideas were brought forward at the CNSA regional 
conference with both faculty and MUNSS executive.
- Hold a focus group or survey for Mohawk stream students in regards to 
MSU membership and their opinions and concerns.
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- Release third newsletters
December - Review the information collected from the focus group or survey of 

Mohawk stream students and analyze the findings.
-Release fourth newsletters
- Begin planning for health workshop that will take place the following 
term

January - Release fifth newsletter
- Discuss the findings of the focus group/survey with board of directors, 
MUNSS president, and MUNSS VP Mohawk
- Come up with next steps/ strategy plan based on discussion and 
findings to ensure that Mohawk students are not confused and left 
ignored
- Hold a mental health workshop towards the end of January (before 
midterms)

February - Release sixth newsletter
- Propose the new changes for Mohawk nursing students to MUNSS and 
or MSU, depending on what strategies seem optimal.

March - Release seventh newsletter
- Assist with Nursing games (should they be held at McMaster).
- If needed, help change the operating policies for MUNSS to reflect the 
changes for Mohawk stream students
- Assist with fourth year capstone conference

April - Transition newly elected and incoming SRA member for nursing
- Release eighth newsletter
- Done!

Weekly - Hold office hours each week in the Nursing lounge to address any
questions or concerns brought up by the constituents.
- Attend MUNSS meetings and be prepared to inform the executive of
goings on in the MSU (Biweekly)
- Create a report detailing what I have achieved and what the MSU is
doing. To be submitted to the president of MUNSS by the 29th of each
month.

COLLABORATION
With the way that the objectives have been set up, a lot of the MSU services can be utilized to 
fulfill this project and therefore, promote collaboration between the MSU and MUNSS. One 
example of this is inviting SHEC to participate in one of the health workshops that will be 
running during the year (probably a healthy sexuality themed workshop). This will benefit both 
parties because MUNSS and our constituents will have the opportunity to attend a workshop that 
has been demanded and therefore, will strengthen connections between the MSU and them. For 
SHEC, they will be able to promote their service to the constituents.
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Further, in a similar manner, we can promote the events of the various services through our 
newsletter. This way, the services will get free promotion and advertisement, while MLNSS 
members will be informed on what is happening them within the MSU and may potentially mean 
that they may become more engaged and involved.

FINAL COMMENTS
There is the possibility that more objectives will arise once I speak with other MUNSS 
executives. These objectives were created based on my conversation with Yuna Jang, the current 
MUNSS president. However, I would like a full understanding of what other MUNSS members 
have thought of for this year and this may mean more projects will arise. The discussions were 
difficult to facilitate during the summer because many members left Hamilton for the summer, or 
there are positions that still need to be filled.

As well, there is potential that more health workshops will be held, but the months that they will 
be held are to be determined as of now Therefore, they do not appear on the master summary, 
but they will be added in once the months have been determined.
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MISSION an overview
Our mission is to:

1) provide constituents with representation that seeks to advocate for students needs be they 
educational or otherwise

2) ameliorate the divide between the Department of Kinesiology and the rest of the Faculty 
of Science.

3) collaboration with societies (Ie: The Kin Society and MSS) and any relevant program 
societies therein

4) increase the dissemination of relevant information to the constituents via social media 
platforms, up to date SRA Science page on the MSU website, updated SRA information 
on the MSS website, working relationship with the SCCE and the Faculty of Science, as 
well as any other bodies that provide information to the constituents

5) to bring to the attention of the university any concerns regarding educational 
opportunities, possibilities, and barriers as ourselves and the constituents see fit.

6) To propose new strategies to the university to increase overall constituent experience and 
satisfaction

ROLES that individuals play
List all positions found within or in relation to your caucus or committee including full-time and 
part time staff, as well as one of a few general volunteer roles (if applicable) and how their role 
intersects with yours.

Name of Individual Role(s)
1. Anser Abbas Caucus collaboration

Liase with the Silhouette and CFMU to create, promote, and 
sustain science relevant content.

2 Jacob Brodka Cauacus collaboration
Liase between SRA Science and the Services committee, as 
well as services pertinent to goals/projects of the SRA 
Science Caucus

3 Sophiya Garasia Caucus collaboration . 
Minute taker for all meetings 
Official MSS liaison

4 Giuliana Guarna Caucus Collaboration
Meeting facilitation, preparation of reports to be presented to 
SRA, keep regular communication between caucus, BOD, 
and SRA.
Liase between SRA and MSS

5 Aaron Morrow Caucus Collaboration
Liase between SRA Science and EB.

6 Rodrigo Narro Perez Caucus Collaboration
Liase between UA Committee and SRA Science. Use 
relevant policy/documents drafted by the UA to help achieve
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goals/projects of the SRA Science Caucus. 
Liase between SRA and MSS

7 Alan Rheaume Caucus Collaboration 
Alternate minute taker.

8 David Campell Assistance in university lobbying
Assistance in creating meetings and dialogues with university 
officials

9 Jeff Doucet Assistance in financial aspects of SRA Science initiatives 
Assistance in preparation of budgets when necessary

10 Anna D ’Angela Assistance for multiple facets, especially in those directly 
correlating with MSU Clubs, Services, etc.
Assistance in contacting the right people within in the MSU 
to complete projects .

11 Spencer Graham Assistance in educational programming and innovation 
Assistance in drafting of educational policy

12 MUSC Admin Staff Help with booking event space in the MUSC

13 Monica Molinaro 
MSS President

Help liaise needs/wants of students between our caucus and 
them

14
Kin Society President

Help liaise needs/wants of the department of Kinesiology and 
what they want to gain from being a member of the Faculty 
of Science.

15 SCCE Help with external information (ie: science opportunities), 
promotion of events, etc

16 CFMU Provide space, infrastructure to complete the Science Radio 
Show

17 The Silhouette Provide media reach to promote SRA Science goals, 
accomplishments, news, etc.
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OBJECTIVES step by step
Short/Shorter Term
Objective 1 CFMU Science Radio Show (Official Title TBD)
Description Have a weekly science radio show featuring individuals in the science 

community (both McMaster and Hamilton) to talk about student opportunities, 
grad school, new research, etc.

Benefits This may increase program specific use of the CFMU while providing the 
constituents with information relevant to their fields of interest 
Potential for collaboration with Kin
Potential for Collaboration with other MSU Services -  ExL MacGreen

Difficulties Securing time in the CFMU schedule. 
Reaching adequate listener-ship.

Long-term Could be themes for each month.
Could expand to a longer spot
Other faculties could try it as well if it is successful

How Approach CFMU and see if they have time for our show (Completed by 
August)
Define our goals for said programming (August)
Find guests our program (August)

Partners MSU
Services that fall into Science umbrella -  Ex: MacGreen

McMaster Community
- clubs that have opportunities that relate to science EX: VIDA
- MSS
- Kin Society
- SCCE
- Dean of Science Office
- Faculty of Science
- Science Professors

Objective 2 Information Dissemination
Description Actively using our twitter 

Establishing a facebook page 
Looking into publications in the Silhouette. 
Newsletter Creation (video OR text, TBD)

Benefits Informed constituents
Students can give us feedback, get what they want from their representation, 
get questions answered, etc.

Difficulties Students frequently accessing social media platforms or Sil publications with
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bombardment of information from many other sources.
Long-term A following that is active can be utilized by the incoming SRA to continue to 

effectively communicate with constituents.
How Obtain twitter password -  completed May 

Create Fb page -  July
Look into Silhouette Publications (July/August) 
Cross advertising with the MSS, SCCE, etc.

Partners MSU
Communications Officer 
The Silhouette

McMaster Community
MSS
SCCE
Kin Society

Objective 3 Science & Hamilton (Official Title TBD)
Description Information about Science opportunities in the Hamilton community posted in 

one place for ease of access.
Benefits Students may learn about new volunteer opportunities, jobs, or organizations 

that they are passionate about or interested in.
Difficulties Who will be in charge of collecting information?

- have one person in charge of overseeing collection
- have an online page where people can upload the opportunities
- have a board where people post opportunities
- this could manifest in a number of different ways

Long-term Partnership can be created with external organizations to let us know about 
Science opportunities.

How Begin by approaching the MSS -  completed May 
Search through Oscar for already posted opportunities -  July/August 
Come up with list of Science related M SU Clubs and ask if they have any 
opportunities EX: SOS Tutoring (August)
Come up with list of Science related organizations that are in the Hamilton 
area and begin to contact them to see if they have volunteer opportunities 
(July/August/September)
Create a board and an online space where these opportunities are posted with 
contact info (1st Semester) (Look into space on the MSU website for this) 
Update info as relevant (all year)

Partners MSU
- External Affairs Committee
- SCSN 

McMaster
- MSS
- SCCE
- ssc
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Long Term

Objective 4 Science Pride
Description We want students to graduate being proud that they are “a Scientist”
Benefits Create a science culture where students are proud of their faculties and their 

accomplishment of obtaining a Science degree.
Difficulties Many disciplines in science that are extremely varied (Med Rad vs Chemistry 

vs Life Science, etc)
Long-term Increased pride and Science culture.

How Collaborate with the MSS to come up with something that is given to 
graduating Science students (similar to the iron ring) that is symbolic of 
completing a degree in the Sciences.

Partners MSS
Faculty of Science

Objective 4 Bridging of gap between Kin/Faculty of Science
Description Actively attempting to ameliorate the gap between Kinesiology and the rest of 

the Faculty.
Benefits Increased cohesion within the faculty 

New programming for students 
Increased opportunities for all students

Difficulties Breaking down an already established division between the department and the 
rest of the faculty.

Long-term Will allow for potential bridged welcome week programming, more 
interfaculty opportunities, etc.

How Collaboration with SRA Kinesiology for the Science and Hamilton 
opportunity amalgamation.
Active participation in Kin Society Meetings
Programming integrating Kin and Science (ex: Kin/Science Games)

Partners SRA Kinesiology Caucus
MSS ..
Kin Society
Department of Kinesiology 
Faculty of Science 
Kin WW planners 
Science WW planners

SRA Science and MSS

Objective 4 Financial Resources Compilation for Science Students
Description Collection of all relevant financial opportunities for Science students (ie; 

scholarships, grants, paid internships, etc)
Benefits Increase the number of students that are aware of financially driven 

opportunities that they may not have been aware of
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Difficulties Many different opportunities that we may not know about 
Who is in charge of keeping the information updated?
- we would pick one person from MSS and one person from SRA to stay on 
top of updating this information

Long-term Partnership between MSS/SRA and external bodies to help them advertise 
their opportunities for students.

How Collaborate with MSS and begin by advertising their opportunities 
Reach out to Science related Clubs and/or Program Societies to see if they 
know of any opportunities/information 
Search Oscar for relevant information 
Reach out to the community

Partners MSS
Faculty of Science

Objective 4 Science Council
Description set up of the MSS President, SRA Science Caucus, as well as the 

Science Senate Representative
Benefits Allows for effective communication across varying science representation
Difficulties Coordinating a time for everyone to meet 

Setting goals to be accomplished from this council
Long-term Increased communication

Increased lobbying ability by connecting multiple facets of science 
representation.

How Collaborate with Monica Molinaro (who presented the idea) in order to reach 
out to the Science Senate Representative.

Partners MSS
Senate -  Science Representative

GOALS to strive for
List 3 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1st)
1) Information Dissemination
2) CFMU Radio Show
3) Beginning of Science and Hamilton opportunity presentation

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2nd)
1) Science Pride

a. -  think of a token
2) Financial Resources Compilation
3) Begun to bridge gap between Science and Kin

a. thought of ways to collaborate during welcome week, throughout the year, etc.
b. hosted one Kin/Science event

If you could jump to the end of your term and were asked to tell someone the highlights of what 
your caucus or committee did over the course of the year, what would that include?
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Made students more aware of SRA Science and services offered by the MSU 
Increase of awareness of what we’re doing (as SRA and the MSU), as well as the MSS. 
Increased engagement with city of Hamilton and those professionals that do work in related 
fields both on and off campus.

Made students aware of opportunities that they can have both on and off campus.

MASTER SUMMARY calendar and checklist
Summer
(preparation)

- contact other caucuses RE CFMftJ radio show
- contact MSS to let them know of official liaison, new info, etc.

September - push our twitter during welcome week
- submit application to CFMU for the radio show
- ensure updated SRA info on MSS site

October - have the first set of opportunities posted
- have first meeting of Science Council with the MSS/senate member

November - tentative science and kin event
- publish financial resources for science students in conjunction with 
MSS

December

January - second update of science opportunities

February - second Kin/Science event

March
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April

Weekly___________ - Meeting before each SRA meeting (bi-weekly)

COLLABORATION

An evident area for collaboration with an MSU service is 
working with CFMU to start an informative Science 
segment. This idea is clearly supported by CFMU as we 
would be using their equipment to host the show. We hope 
that by having programming that is relevant to the largest 
faculty on campus that we could both provide wanted 
information to our constituents, while also promoting and 
enhancing the CFMU programming.

FINAL COMMENTS
We are excited for a wonderful year! Please let us know what you’d like to see from the SRA 
Science Caucus.
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MISSION an overview
The mission of the Social Sciences Caucus is to maintain a strong relationship with:

1) The Faculty of Social Sciences
2) The Experiential Education Office
3) McMaster Social Sciences Society (MSSS)

The Social Sciences Caucus will also strive to develop of and facilitate new opportunities for 
Social Sciences students to explore their academic and extra-curricular interests as well 
creating more personal/professional development opportunities for Social Sciences Students.

ROLES that individuals play
List all positions found within or in relation to your caucus or committee including full-time and 
part time staff, as well as one of a few general volunteer roles (if applicable) and how their role 
intersects with yours.

Name of Individual Role(s)
1. Tristan Paul

SRA Social Sciences 
Caucus Leader/Vice
President (Academic), 
MSSS

Liaise between the SRA Social Sciences Caucus and the 
MSSS
Prepare reports and facilitate meetings of the SR A Social 
Sciences Caucus

2 Daniel D’Angela
SRA Social Sciences 
Caucus Member‘'Vice- 
President (Finance)

Liaise between the SRA Social Sciences Caucus and the 
MSSS
Liaise with the Finance Committee and the SRA Social 
Sciences Caucus

3 Ryan Sparrow 
SRA Social Sciences 
Caucus Member

Official Observer of the MSSS

Liaise with the Bylaws and Procedure committee and the SR 
Social Sciences Caucus

4 Eric Gillis
SRA Social Sciences 
Caucus Member

Official Observer of the MSSS
Liaise with the Operations Committee and the SRA Social 
Sciences Caucus

5 Kristine DiCenzo
SRA Social Sciences 
Caucus Member

Official Observer of the MSSS
Liaise with the Bylaws and Procedures Committee and the SRA 
Social Sciences Committee

6 Emily Jones
McMaster Social 
Sciences Society 
(President)

One of the primary points of contact with the MSSS and SRA 
Social Sciences Caucus
Help facilitate/create new opportunities for Social Sciences 
students
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Support projects throughout the year

7 Dr. Charlotte Yates 
Dean, Faculty o f  Social 
Sciences

Provide assistance and support for projects through the year 
Provide resources throughout the year

8 Dr. Lori Campbell
Associate Dean, Faculty oj 
Social Sciences

Provide assistance and support for events throughout the year

9 Dr. Sandra Preston 
Director, Experiential 
Education

Provide assistance in creating new opportunities for students 
to have professional and personal developmental opportunities

10 Anna D ’Angela 
Vice-President 
(Administration), M SU

Act as a resource for SRA Social Sciences Caucus in terms of 
connecting with university administration and connecting with 
MSU service part-time Managers

11 Spencer Graham 
Vice-President 
(Education),MS U

Act as a resource for SRA Social Sciences Caucus in terms of 
initiatives surround the quality of education and advocacy

12 David Campbell
President, M SU

Act as a resource for SRA Social Sciences Caucus in terms of 
connecting with university administration for projects

13 Jeff Doucet
Vice-President (Finance), 
M SU

Act as a resource for SRA Social Sciences Caucus in terms of 
MSU finances

14 MUSC Administration Room bookings in MUSC
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OBJECTIVES step by step
Objective 1 Social Sciences Initiative Fund
Description This initiative fund will be established in September 2013 to help facilitate and 

promote students’ academic and experiential education through funding Full
Time Social Science projects and initiatives that benefit the McMaster 
Community.

Benefits • Increasing the amount experiential education opportunities available for
social sciences students

• Strengthen the relationship between the SRA Social Sciences Caucus, the
MSSS and the Experiential Education office.

• Projects funded will have a positive impact on social sciences students
here at McMaster

Difficulties • Securing the appropriate funding
• Promoting the existence of the fund

Long-term • Initiative fund incorporated into various social sciences experiential
education courses

• Increased fundine model
How • Meet with campus stake holders to generate interest (EE, Faculty of

Social Sciences, MSSS)
• Create operating policy to govern how the

initiative fund will operate
• Promote the existence of the fund to social

sciences students
• Board of Directions: MSSS President,

Vice-President (Acdemic), SRA Social 
Sciences Caucus member and one full
time “student initiative fund facilitator”

Partners • Faculty of Social Sciences
• Experiential Education office
• McMaster Social Sciences Society
• McMaster Science Society
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Objective 2 Social Sciences State of the Union
Description The Social Sciences State of the Union will be held in October in collaboration 

with the McMaster Social Sciences Society and the SRA Social Sciences 
Caucus with the purpose of informing our constituents of what our plans are for 
the year and how they are represented within the MSU as well as the MSSS.

Benefits • Students will be able to learn of available opportunities within the MSU
and MSSS

• Students will understand how they are being represented
• Opportunity for students to give direct feedback

Difficulties • Determining which group will be the primary event organizer
• Booking an appropriate space
• Bringing together the MSSS Executive, SRA Social Science Caucus 

members and the Social Sciences Senate member

Long-term The Social Sciences State of the Union could become an annual event for 
students.

How • Meet with campus stake holders to
generate interest (MSSS)* completed

• Create event itinerary to determine the
structure of the event

• Promote this event to our constituents via
class talks and social media

Partners • MSSS
• Social Sciences Senate member
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Objective 3 Increased Visibility
Description Working with the MSSS to create a section about the SRA Social Sciences 

Caucus. This will also include our plans for the year and inform our 
constituents about how we represent them in the MSU.
Increased visibility also includes:

• Actively using social media to communicate with our constituents
• Engaging students on a face-to-face level by participating in events by

the MSSS ' ’ ’ " '
• More collaboration with the MSSS
• Establishing a relationship between EE/Faculty of Social Sciences

Benefits • Students will understand how they are being represented
• Opportunity for students to give direct feedback

Difficulties • Establishing a strong relationship with relevant stakeholders

Long-term Informed constituents- more effective communication 
Strong relationship with EE/Faculty of Social Sciences

Flow • Meet with campus stake holders
(EE/Faculty of Social Sciences)

• Create SRA Social Sciences Caucus
section on MSSS website to better 
inform constituents

• Actively promote all opportunities for
Social Sciences students

• Being active members of the M SSS-
participating in events/going to executive 
meetings

Partners • MSSS
• Social Sciences Senate member

GOALS to strive for
List 3 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1st)
1) Social Sciences Initiative Fund established
2) Social Sciences State of the Union
3) SRA Social Sciences Caucus members attending MSSS meetings regularly

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2nd)
1) Increased awareness of the Social Sciences Initiative Fund
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a. Have EE and the Faculty of Social Sciences heavily promote it
2) SRA Social Sciences tab on the MSSS website
3) Established relationship between the SRA Social Sciences Caucus and EE/Faculty of Social 
Sciences

If you could jump to the end of your term and were asked to tell someone the highlights of what 
your caucus or committee did over the course of the year, what would that include?

The highlights of the Social Sciences Caucus would be:
• Creating and facilitating new opportunities for students to explore their interests
• Establishing a strong relationship with Experiential Education and the Faculty of

Social Sciences
• Increased Collaboration with the MSSS and the Social Sciences Senate member
• Increased visibility of the SRA Social Sciences Caucus
• Face-to-face engagement with constituents

MASTER SUMMARY calendar and checklist
Summer
(preparation)

- establish contact with EE/Faculty of Social Sciences
- contact MSSS and begin preparation of events

September - push our twitter during welcome week
- ensure updated SRA info on MSS site
- weekly MSSS Executive meetings start
- established Social Sciences initiative fund (end of September)

October - Social Sciences State of the Union
- begin working on content of SRA Social Sciences Section on MSSS 
website

November - actively engaging constituents through social media

December

January - established SRA Social Sciences Caucus tab on website
- Work with EE/Faculty of Social Sciences to enhance promotion of 
Social Science Initiative Fund
- SRA Vlog
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February - MSSS Social Sciences General Assembly

March - Promote SRA elections

April - Help transition need SRA Social Sciences - elect

- weekly MSSS executive meetings
- bi-weekly SRA Social Sciences Caucus meetings

COLLABORATION
In terms of collaboration with MSU sendees, the Social Sciences Caucus would like to would 
like to work with every service to promote new initiatives and events occurring through the year 
Moreover, our caucus would like to work with the MSU Advocacy Street Team to promote the 
Social Sciences Initiative Fund in their upcoming edYOUcation week. This collaboration will 
also us to better inform our constituents of the experiential education opportunities available to 
Social Sciences students.

FINAL COMMENTS
Our caucus is very happy with the direction we are heading in and excited to start the 2013/2014 
academic year!
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